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TEACHING_MATERIA

INTRODUCTION:

This volume of TEACHING MATERIALS IN WOMEN, HEALTH AND
HEALING is designed for use by faculty in undergraduate,
graduate and health professions educational institutions who
wish to initiate or expand their curriculum in women's
health. While there has been a virtual explosion of both
popular and scholarly research and writing in the many areas
of women's health since c1970, there has been a dearth of
materials on developing curricula in these areas. It is
this gap in the literature which we hope our volumes will
begin to fill.

The materials in this volume are largely edited
versions of papers originally presented at three Summer
Institutes on Women, Health and Healing organized by the
Women, Health and Healing Program of the University of
California, San Francisco (UCSF). We regard these as
working papers on curriculum development in women's health
studies. The primary focus of these materials is on the
development and enhancement of curricula through the
integration of social science perspectives on women's
health, through the integration of minority women's health
issues, and through addressing issues at the intersection of
social science and clinical concerns.

This introduction first provides some background and
history of the Women, Health and Healing Program at UCSF.
It then describes the current state of the art and issues in
curriculum development in women's health studies. Last, the
various curricular materials we.have produced and our
rationales for their development are described.

BACKGROUND: THE WOMEN HEALTH AND HEALING PRO

The origins of this volume lie in the history of the
Women, Health and Healing Program at UCSF. Two themes
recurr in this historythe need for academic excellence and
the need to improve the social good through the development
of women's health studies. In 1973, Virginia Olesen of the
Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences and Lucille
Newman (an anthropologist now at Brown University) offered
the first course on women's health as a way of launching
women's concerns on this exclusively health sciences campus.
That first course contained the seeds of the Program as it
grew: an interdisciplinary curriculum, focus on the
interrelations of theory and practice, concern with women's
health as a socio-cultural phenomenon including but not
limited to clinical concerns, and an emphasis on integrating
minority women's health issues.

In addition to developing further courseo on women's
health, the ten yea s from 1973 to 1983 included several
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conferences focused on women's health, especially on
emergent research. During these years, Sheryl Ruzek (now in
the Department of Health Education at Temple University ) and
Ellen Lewin (now Coordinator of Women's Studies at Old
Dominion College) both joined Virginia Olesen in expanding
the curriculum and other activities in women's health. In
1982, six different courses in women's health were added to
the permanent curriculum of the Department of Social and
Behavioral Sciences. They were focused on historical, life
cycle, cross-cultural, policy and occupational issues in
women's health. Adele Clarke joined the Program in 1985.

This development of curriculum in women's health
studies was guided by an important set of philosophical and
epistemological assumptions about what is health in general
and what is women's health in particular. Both were and
continue to be viewed as social phenomena with historical,
political, cultural, sociological and psychological as well
as biological and clinical aspects. This is intentionally a
broad conceptualization of health and women's health. We
fundamentally assume that bringing critical, reflexive and
feminist social science perspectives to bear upon health,
clinical concetions, and health care organization can be
the stimulus of sorely needed social transformations in
women's health--from health status to the experience of care
delivery. It is through the integration of social,
biological and clinical perspectives that improvement is
possible. Thus we see our distinctive mission as the
development of curricula in women's health which initiate
and embody such integration.

In 1983, Virginia Olesen, Sheryl Ruzek and Ellen Lewin
developed a grant proposal for a major nation-wide
curriculum development project in women's health which
gained the support of the Fund for the Improvement of
Post-Secondary Education (FIPSE) of the Department of
Education. The grant focused on training faculty to develop
and expand curricula in women's health at all levels of
post-secondary education, teaching and integrating the ma or
courses in women's health at UCSF, preparing researchers to
enter the field of women's health, and preparing curricular
materials that would extend women's health education into
previously underdeveloped areas such as the health issues of
minority women.

These goals were accomplished through several
activities, especially sponsorship and organization of three
Summer Institutes on Women, Health and Healing that ware
held on the University of California, Berkeley campus in
1984, 1985 and 1986. These two-week long residential
Institutes provided unique opportunities for faculty from
all over the United States and from six other nations who
had taught or were planning to teach in women's health in a



, post-secondaryinstitution. About forty faculty
:participated in theInstitute eadh year fromcommunity and
fouryear:colleges1 universitiesi and health professional
sohoold (especially nursing but also medicine and
dentistry).-:

The Summer Institut, programs emphasized curriculum
develdpmenti stimulation of research:and:policy activities,
And extension:of women's health concernwinto newand
emergentTereas. Approximately thirty substantive topics
were:addressed eadh year. In addition to expert guest
facultypresentations, participants ware provided with
readings and'resources on ,eachrtopic. A Resource Room was
organized on:site with audid-visual materials,' syllabi,
research Melt and literally stacks of readingi which could
be Copied for faculty or classroom use.

It was ourfirst hope that our Institute efforts would
serve as catalysts for further activities to promote wcmen'a
healthstudies. We believe that facultY development;
curriculum,development and research activities such:as:our
Summer Institutes need to be organized on local and regional
levels for varied durations and with varied foci to enhance
tecultY adcess andUsefulness. We can:happily report that
suChregional conferences have begun to occur. Secondethe
significant epistemological:goal of our efforts has been to
transcend biomedical views of women's-health without losing
sight of them, and to stiMulate innovative-teaching and
clinical approaches through the integrationofsocial
science persPectives on womeWs health. Stith expansions of
perspective are also occurring in both clinical and social
science settings.-

RESOURCES AND CURRICULUM D

cu um development in om n's health has und rgon
a transformation over the past fifteen years based on the
availability of teaching resources. During the early l970s
resources were few and conceptually limited at best. They
ranged from what Virginia Olsson has called "over-heated and
under-cited" early feminist political treatises emerging
from the consumer-oriented women's health movement to
quantitative studies of reproductive and other
epidemiological issues to problematic medical and
psychiatric specialty literatures. The only area in which
there were numerically significant resources was on
reproductive topics which, while important, do not
constitute "women's health studies" as a field.

Today, the range of resources for curriculum
development in women's health is more intimidating than
elusive. Women's health topics have been addressed in print
by scholars in most of the life sciences, all of the social
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sdiendes, and All of the health professionsTo say that'
these:materials-are theoretically and conceptually rich is
:anunderstatement. Moreover, there is_now An extensive aneL
evergrowing popular literature on a widening range of
women's health .topids. ItAs thts within a :broader context,
ofgeometricallY exPanded resources that we Must consider
curriculum development for:various educational settings and
purposes.

Given-that it,is no longer possible for individual
faculty to,keep Abreast of women's healt4 es aispecialty
(fOr:the specialty hasitselfbecoMe,sub-specialized), we
determined that seriously organized:CurriculuM:development
effortswereneeded. :Such.AffortM'should:not only provide
Uprto7date-curricular materialmin'Areas that have become
conventional facets of teaching:womeWs health, but:should-,-,
also-explore new and,emergent :areas as well as the Complex
interrelationsAmongthe'vide range of health issues which
J.repact upon women. These were bur concerns as we began our
-curriculum development pro fact.

THEH_WOMEN,HEALTH AND HEALING;PROGRAM CURRICULAR_ MATERIAlS

In 1986, FINE awarded'us,a: dissemination grant to"edit
this and colipanion volumes of materials designed to enhance
curriculum:development in women's health:whiCh grew out,of
our work on the three Summer Institutes. (See the final
pagem'bere for an order form.): Our major motivation for
publishing these materials'-Wasiout realization that there
were many faculty who witilhed tc initiate or expand:
curriculumin women's health who, for various reasons, were
;unable to attend Our institutes. ,Many Stith faculty were
'located in relatively isolated inst1tutions end/or
institutions which sorely lack resources for teaching
women's haalth.Other faculty laCked accommunity of
scholars who shared their interests in and commitMent to
curridular_developmentin womeWs health.

Another motivation for this volume istosupport
faculty legitimacyAm developing:curriculum inAtiomen's
health,through the sheer existence of these materials.
know that the Summer Institutesprovided participating
faculty not only wit101 plethora of informationlput also
with:a new authorityAnd confidence about'the curricular
validity,-A3cholarly, sophistication and:intellectual
iMportance of women's health studies.-

A third motivation for publishing these materials is
our recognition that a variety of pedagogicassues which
llave long confronted more established fields areAlow being
encountered: in women'shealth studies. Such issues'include-
the:development of-advanced courses appropriate to local
institutional 'populations and'needs; dedisions about :
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establishing courm eequoncon and prior couriework
requirements which involve sophisticated integration
schemes; and the development of strategies to address the
diversity of student audiences, their varied educational
levels and abilities and their varied goals in taking
courses. We hope the materials in this volume will aid
faculty in curriculum development tailored to and
articulated with the needs of their specific educational
institutions and in innovative resource organization and
utilization.

The contente of this volume demonstrate our on-going
concern with faculty development, cUrricular and resource
development, the integration of minority women's health
issues into curricula on women's health, and thc teaching of
women's health issues through health policy frameworks.
Most of the articles in this volume were originally
presented as papers at one of the Summer Institutes.

The Women, Health and Healing Program faculty have also
compiled MINORITY WOMEN, HEALTH AND HEALING IN THE U.S.:
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND RESOURCES. This new bibliography
on health issues of minority women includes sections on
Black, Hispanic, Native American and Asian/Pacific women,
and on comparative and reference works. Topics include
overviews, history, health status, health beliefs and
behavior, utilization, policy, reproduction and sexuality,
maternal and child health, mental health, and minority women
as providers of health care. It also has a major resources
section (some of which is duplicated here). Preliminary
versions of this bibliography were distributed to
participants in the Summer Institutes and to others
interested in women's health at various professional
meetings.

Another curricular resource of related interest is our
SYLLABI SET ON WOMEN HEALTH AND HEALING: EOURTEEN COURSES.
This Set includes all of the courses developed and
integrated by the faculty of the Women, Health and Healing
Program in the Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences
at UCSF. The courses are directed at upper division
undergraduate and/or graduate students predominantly in
sociology, anthropology, psychology, social work, public
health, nursing and women's studies. They include courses
in women's health and health education, undergraduate and
graduate survey courses in women's health, minority women's
health, social science theory and women's health, older
women's health, quantitative research in women's health,
cross-cultural issues, history, comparative life cycle
perspectives, general women's health policy issues and
poverty and women's health policy. Additional syllabi
women's health can be found in Sue V. Rosser's book,
TEACHING SCIENCE AND HEALTH FROM A FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE: A
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PRACTICAL GUIDE, 1986 (Pergamon Press, Inc., Maxwell Hcuo,
Fairview Park, Elmsford, New York 10523).

We sincerely hope that you find the materials in this
and our other volumes valuable in your efforts to develop
women's health studies curriculum. Thank you for your
support.
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SECTION INTRODUCTION

This section begins wi h an important overview of he
emergence of women's health studies by Sheryl Ruzek. Her
article provides entree into women's health studies
for newcomers and stimulates fresh reconceptualizations of
the field among those who have participated in it. Future
directions of women's health studies are also examined.

Adele Clarkele paper focuses on faculty decision-making
and tradeoffs in developing curriculum for and teaching an
introductory undergraduate survey course on women's health.
She offers both a conceptual framework and concrete
strategies for curricular design and class discussion.

Eleanor Hinton Hoytt's paper is an overview of the
development of Black women's studies and innovative
strategies for curricular integration recently implement d
at historically Black colleges and universities. Black
feminists have forged new models for integrating scholarly
and community concerns which can serve as models for faculty
and curricular development in women's health.

The Women's Health Exchange group from the School of
Nursing at the University of Illinois at Chicago offers a
conceptual paper on developing a new clinical framework for
a women's health care practice. We can see in their
premises of a women's health practice the creative synthesis
of clinical, social science, feminist and ethical
perspectives.

Together these papers raise practical and theoret cal
issues, provide a sense of the very varied settings in which
women's health courses are offered, and contrast the
concerns of faculty teaching in different situations with
different constraints opportunities and resourcev.



WOMEN'S HEAOTH STUDIES IN THE ON TE STAT;S- _

Sheryl Ruzek

Research, scholarship and teachini in women's health grew
rapidly in the academy in response to li interest generated by
the contemporary wave of feminism. Research on many women's
health issues had, of course, been carried out in the past. But
the research prior to the late 1960s was done mostly by men, or
by women who were trained in male dominated and male oriented
academic and clinical fields. Many issues related to women's
health were ignored, trii.ialized, or simply not considered. over
the past fifteen years, new perspectives emerged, perspectives
which go beyond the traditional bio-medical or clinical
perspectives with which we are all familiar. Here I shall
briefly contr these familiar approaches with what we might
appropriately term "women'n liLaith E;ti-diee 10 empha6ize the
underlying framework of women's studies which informs these new
perspectives and approaches.

?FMINIST PERSPECTIVES IN STUDIES

At the center of women's health studies is a feminist
perspective, but feminists themselves do not always agree on
definitions of feminism. In the broadest sense, feminism can be
defined as a world view which places women at the center of
analysis and social action. Persons who identify themselves as
feminists have an ideological commitment to fostering the
well-being of women both as individuals and as a social group.
But this commitment means quite different things to different
people. (Ruzek 1986) In western industrialized countries, those
who view themselves primarily as liberal feminists, radical
feminists, and socialist or Marxist feminists assign very
different meanings and actions to this commitment. Thus, as
Elizabeth Fee (1983) points out, liberal feminists see feminism
as a social movement designed to ensure women equal opportunities
in all spheres of life. Radical feminists see the movement as
involving more fundamental reordering of social life and have
played central roles in the development of alternative services
by and for women. Socialist or Marxist feminists focus on
raising awareness of how the dynamics of industrial capitalism
make securing women's health problematic.

In women's health studies in colleges, universities and
health professions training schools, these underlying commitmen s
take on a variety of forms. What is shared across perspectives
is a concern for the quality of health and medical care and
women's own subjective experience of health. In contrast to
purely bio-medically oriented "health and hygiene" or obstetrics,
gynecology and maternal health courses, women's health studies
courses tend to incorporate or even emphasize the view that
women's health must be viewed in a broad socio-cultural
framework. That is, women's experience of health and illness is
conceptualized as having social, political, econonmic,
psychological and cultural dimensions. Health is more than the
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absence of disease or the functioning of organ-systems. Central
to this perspective is an understanding of how women's place in
the larger social system affects the production, coesumption, and
experience of health and illness asd the provision and receipt of
health and medical care in the family, tho community, and in
formal health care systems. Of particular importance is the
emphasis placed on understanding women's own subjective
experience of health and health caring by allowing women to speak
about these matters in their own voices.

These themes, shift in focus, and attention to women'a own
voices are what differentiate women's health studies from
traditional perspectives. Perhaps the easiest way to contrast
these approaches is to consider the tone and content of the
Boston Women's Health Book Collective's (1984) qur_Bediesi_
Ourselves, with virtually any textbook used in high sehool or
College health and hygiene courses in the 1950s or 19608. What
we detine as im ortant has shifted quite dramatically. What we
now hear are woMen -s own definitions of issues, nut simply the
"facts" as viewed by medical-professional "experts."

The differences also become clearer when we consider what is
"covered" in different types of sattings. If we are discussing
contraceptives, for example, the emphasis is different in
different settings. In conventional clinically oriented health
courses aimed at undergraduates, for example, "information" is
given about the various types available, about the "failure
rates", about how they are "correctly used" and so forth. In
contrast, courses given from a women's health studies perspective
are focused not only on how you actually use contraceptives, but
how women feel when they use them, what.problems they have with
health providers or sexual partners. In such courses attention
is also directed towards the role that contraceptive drugs,
devices, anc. practices play in the social control of women.
Distinctions are often made between population control, family
planning, and birth control.

we also see a shift in definitions of who has the legitimate
tight to define what is going on, what is important, what is
safe, what is dangerous, what is an acceptable risk. In the late
1960s and early 70s only certain "properly certified experts,"
i.e. obstetrician-gynecologists were defined as having expertise
worth considering. Today, lay groups, nurses' midwives, social
scientists and many others are viewed by the public as having
legitimate knowledge.

"rIE DEMOPMPOT_PF_WQMWS_HEAUH STUDIES IN THE ACADEMY

The growth of interest in this country in women's health
issues and health in general is an interesting case study of how
science is affected by extrascientific factors. While many his-
torians of science--especially health and medical science--have
emphasized the progress of science only by considering factors
internal to science, here we see how different branches of
science, the natural sciences and the social sciences, indeed
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havo been affected, and 1 believe profoundly affected, by oxtra-
sciontif12. factors. Specifically wo see how social movementshave redefined many aspects of what is "important."

Because of increased public interest in omen's health andthe growth of community based feminist health courses and activi-
tieb, (see e.g. Bouton Women's Health Book Collective 1984;Federation of Feminist Women's Health Center, 1981; 1uzck 1978,1986) it is not surprising that there was pressure to have
similar courses_ia the academy. The emergence of women's studiesin general provided a framework and rationale for both addingand revising courses.

The first type of course that entered the academy
can be termed a "body course," modeled after self-help
offered in the community, Hi9torically, these arc the
track and trace, because they were often taught at the
the academy by temporary, part-time faculty in women's
programs or under the sponsorships of a faculty member
wouldn't, couldn't, or was afraid to teach such a course. Some
were in fact student-taught and carried group study or
independent study credit under the sponsorship of a sympathetic
faculty member. Bocause they often were carried out under
special study titles, and only entered the college catalogue
later, historians will have to rely on archival material and oral
history to date their "beginnings" accurately.

was what
courses
hardest to
margins of
studies
who

The type of course that was offered earliest in many ins 1-
tutions focused on reproductive health and relied heavily on
literature produced in the lay feminist world. Early editions of
Our Bodies, Ourselves (1976) and Ehrenreich and English's pamph-
lets, Witches, Midwies and Nurses (1972) and Complaints and
Disorders (1973), constituted the "core curriculum". Such
courses might be characterized as composed of equal parts of
personal experience, politics and the mechanics of moving body
parts. Over time these courses expanded and developed within the
academy into new forms. Some are institutionalized within
women's studies programs and others are located in other
departments such as physical education, health education, homeeconomics, and nursing. Many still use materials such as OurBodies Ourselves but there are new materials produced not only
by physicians but by scientists, health writers and others that
explain not only how the body works but have more sociocultural,
behavioral, and political perspectives. an s2xcellent example ofthis type of course syllabus is one developed by Adele Clarke(1986) for the Women's Studies Program, Sonoma State university.
Others are included in Rosser (1986) and in Women's Studies
Quarterly.

A second group of courses that emerged in colleges and
universities are grounded more specifically in the social and
behavioral sciences. Courses developed at the University of
California, San Francisco, represent this model (Olesen, Ruzek,Clarke 1986). Such courses take a variety of directions.
Typically they focus on feminist research and scholarship which
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dddrcs s women's subjeAive exporienc_- of health u g qualita-
tive research methods, sex differences in heatth status Lnd
health service utilization relying on demographic and quantita-
tive data, and socio-political, economic and historical analyses
of health and illness. Many move beyond reproducti- health
issues into the entire array of health topics. So,Te are taught
in women's studies departments or programs, but many are located
in sociology, history, psychology or interdisciplinary social
--iences. These courses are well described by Rosser (1986).

The third major type of courses are biologically or clini-
cally oriented courses which emerged in the basic sciences and
health professions training schools such as nursing, medicine,
and public health. Syllabi LI:Jr these courses also appear in
Rosser (1986) . I believe that the courses offered in health
professions training schools are the least well-alligned with
women's studios programs. That has affected our perception ot
what is actually going on in relation to the development of "the
new scholarship on women," especially in the field of health.

My own perception of what is being offered is based on my
longstanding albeit less than systematic observat on_of and
participation in developing such courses, the syllabi Sue Rosser
collected for her book, Teaching_Science_and liealth from a..
Feminist_Perspective, and the more thah-160 Syllabi provided by
participants dUting the three Women, Health and Healing Summer
Institutes. First I shall comment on Rosser's survey and_then.
discuss factors which we need to consider to assess what is being
taught by whom where in the academy.

Rosser sent leters to all women's studies depart ents and
programs listed in the fall 1984 Women's_studi_es. Quarterly. She
requested syllabi on courses being taught focusing on women's
health and science. Rosser only received an 8% response from the
434 institutions she contacted. Givem how poorly funded women's
studies programs are, how time consuming answering such requests
can be, and the time-frame for the survey, such a low response
rate is understandable. All of the undergraduate course syllabi
Rosser received are included; the syllabi_of courses developed at
the University of California at San Francisco were not included
because they were all graduate level courses.

Looking at the syllabi in Teaching Science and Health_From_a
Feminist_perspeptivel it is interesting to analyze the depeet
ff-66C fri Which coerSes are offered and/or in which credit is
given. The underlying questions which we would like to explore
eventually are: 1) Who has the power to define something as part
of a field and a "legitimate" subject for which academic credit
for study-will be given? 2) What parts of the university
allocate scarce resourcessuch as faculty time, classroom space,
and curricular competition for women's health studies? The
syllabi Rosser received can only be classified by where they were
offered for credit. They are offered 1) only for women's studies
credit, 2) only for credit in a department other than women's
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studies, and cross-listed with women 9tudies and another de-
partment From I ht data we can not really answer the underlyin9
questions because to do so we would need to know a groat deal
about the structure of each instAtution. So, for example, th
patterns ot credit rotlo t larger structural factors such as
whether or not there is even a women's studies structure whic
could offer credit and allocate resources. Nonetheless, the pa -
terns are interesting and suggest that the ongoing debate in
women's studies over "mainstreaming" versus "ghettoizing" may be
a "non-issue" for the subspeciality of women's health studies
which is taking root in many different arenas within the academy.

OE the syllabi uosser r ceived, only nine courses were
offered only by women's studies. This was surprising at fir
glance, but on reflection it helped to "explain" some of our ex-
perience in screening applicants for the Women's Health and
Healing Institute. We initially expected to receive a large
proportion of applications from women's studies faculty. We had
very few and were somewhat puzzled. In light of Rosser's experi-
ence and our own of going to women's studies meetings and
discovering that we folks "doing health" were seen as somewhat
"peculiar" we suspect that in fact, women's studies per se is tLe
base for a relatively small proportion of the post-secondary
educational activities in women's health studies. Just how small
a proportion of the "total" this is of course remains a research
question.

Turning to courses offered only in departmen s outside of
women's studies, six syllabi were received, four of which were
taught in biology departments. These syllabi include topics that
many of us, ten years ago, would have never thought about
--particularly gender issues An the methodology of natural
science. The other two, listed only in health education and pub-
lic affairs are more like those in women's studies and the social
sciences.

The most typical pattern was cross-listing, with womenl.s
studies and another department - six with natural sciences, nine
with history, eight with health professions, one with education,
and two with other social sciences.

We should not make too much about the actual numbers here
because Rosser's sample is small and represents a poor return
rate. Our experience also suggests that there is an enormous
amount of teaching of women's health studies in health profess on
schools, especially nursing. Rosser's data do not reveal this
and we believe that this is due in part to her choice of women s
studies coordinators as the primary source of data.

Health profession schools often are both intellectually and
phys cally separated from women's studies, sometimes even on
separate campuses. In addition, feminists involved in women's
studies sometimes use nursing as an example of a prototypically
subordinate and oppressed female ghetto. Individual nurses, like
housewives, too often feel personally denigrated by such
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criticism and the emphasis on moving women into medicno ra
than_looking at tho significant contributions of woman in
nursing. In such an atmosphere, impo- nt linkages between
women's studies and nursing and altieu il.th fietds were not
adequately developed. Given this, women's studies coordinator!?
may simply be unaware of the extent to which women's health
studies have grown outside of arts and sciences.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE OF WOMEN'S HEAI.TEl STUDIES

Reviewing syllabi of womon's health studie.. , one is struck
by the multi-disciplinary nature of such endeavors. One of the
difficulties in teaching women's health studies is that it is
inherently multidisciplinary. Even those of us who teach in a
nyle discipline recognize that we have to move beyond our own

disciplines to deal with a wide array of issues. A typical way
to manage this is to yet guest lecturers for courses. When
carried too far, we run into problems of quality control,
problems of finding people and rowatding them, and running the
risk of having students fail to develop a coherent view of
women's health issues. It leads towards a "laundry list"
approach to women's health rather than to a conceptually coherent
framework. I raise this issue with some discomfort because one
of the problems is that we really have not developed an adequate
conceptual framework. I also have reservations about providing
students a superficial introduction to an array of topics without
having or providing theoretically, methodologically and
empirically solid backing which is so essential to good
scholarship. I am more and more convinced that students really
must be firmly entrenched in a specific discipline to produce
good work.

When we.cut across disciplines, it is much harder than early
women's studies advocates anticipated. We have to deal with both
qualitative and quantitative research methods and other forms of
scholarship. We also must grapple with where we publish our
work. Journals such as Women and Heal.th are multidisciplinary as
are many of the women's studies journalS, but this approach
contradicts the academic trend towards narrower and narrower
specialization. What may actually be emerging is a "two-tier"
system of scholarship. In this system, scholars publish articles
in specialty journals such as The New England Journal of
Medicine, The Journal of Health and teeial Behavior, oe some
other More established digdiptinary j-ournal and then write
another art- 'le for Women_and Health in language which is mo e
accessible to studenta-;- SuCh-ieurnals then do not necessarily
publish scientific findings for the first time, but publish
articles which synthesize findings in relation to other bodies of
literature. It will be interesting .to study the fate of these
multi-disciplinary journals over time to see whether or not such
publications can be sustained in academic settings.

The content of our scholarship is changing in other ways as
well. Our first task was to convince the academy that it was
worth talking about women qua women as a group. So we talked
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about sex di L broncos, sex d iscrimi nation, gender roles dr
women's health problems somc'trimus in very global ways. In doing
that, it was all too easy to frail to differentiate which women we
were talking about. The complexities of race, class, ethnicity,
and religion were submerged by the focus on gender. Partly it
was a political necessity to emphasize commonalities and downpl y
differences, but sometimes differences were simply not recognized
or understood. NOW that women's studies in general and women's
health studies in particular appear to be institutionized in the
academy, it is essential tor us to look more closely at the
differences among and between women and do some serious compara-
tive research in many areas. Within our program we have tried to
deal with diversity and differences by considering the different
experience of racial minorities, ethnic minorities and cultural
minorities. We use the term cultural minoriLies quite
deliberately as part of a strategy of legitimation. it is
linguistic tool which allows one to discuss virtually anything
difficult to talk about in one's own institution, be it sexual
orientation, religion, or anything else which is "different" from
the dominant culture of one's institution. This language is also
useful for "neutralizing" topics in order to survive unfriendly
review committees and other obstacle courses.

We feel that it is particularly important to emphasize how
the dynamics of race and class in particular interact with gender
to produce health and illness and responses to health status
among different groups of women. We believe that this is so
important that by the end of the term every student should, when
talking about women, be able to conceptualize whether or not they
are referring to "all" women or to specific groups of women under
specific conditions.

The other critical task that faces us now is develop ng and
elaborating a conceptual framework or frameworks for dealing with
women's health issues. This needs to emerge between and across
disciplines, but it first perhaps needs to be articulated more
clearly within specific disciplines. I believe that this is more
advanced in history than in other disciplines. In history we see
an emerging body of scholarship which moves in a somewhat orderly
way from a crude rethinking of the very topics which warrant
investigation to some very creative theory building and even
hypothesis-testing. These trends and developments stand out very
clearly in Judith Walzer Leavitt's Women and Health in America:
Historical_ssays (1984). While Walzer's work is specific to
history, she in fact addresses many themes and issues which can
be and are investigated in the present by other scholars -
women's roles as health care providers, the meaning of health and
illness as part of larger gender roles, and the centrality of
health and healing to women's life experience.

TOWARDS THE FUTURE

To maintain the momentum of the new scholarship on women in
women's health studies, we must proceed along two distinct
lines. :-These lines must be viewed as complimentary rather than
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as in co petition or contradiction to each other. First, the
emphasis on multi-dis(Aplinary exchange must be preserved and
enhanced. There is_much Le bo gained by talking and listening to
each other across disciplines. To develop teaching strategies
and a politiiEase tor encourdging such teaching is es ential.

At the same time, we need to pay increasing attention to
ways in which theory building is best accomplished--perhaps
within "disciplinary groups" rather than just within single
disciplines. The very nature of theory building demands solid_
grounding in at least one discipline--but even more narrowly with
a pArtieurlar school of thought or paradigm which operates within
a diseipline. As women's health studies develop further within
the academy, more of this narrowly focused work will have to take
place. Specialization is indeed a fact of scholarly life. In
women's health studies, our future rests on our ability to juggle
and manage the tension between specialization and generalization
--our ability to train ourselves and our students to master some
specialized areas of knoWledge without wiTEZTiTaTig into the
position that we can only express an opinion on such matters. If
we fall prey to this VieWpoint we put ourselves at risk of being
manipulated by experts whose interests may very well not be our
own. If we accept an exclusively technical definition of science
and ignore the social nature of scientific endeavors, we
essentially relinquish both our rights and responsibilities for
seeing that health sciences serve real human needs. I believe
that we will fail at our most central task if we produce only
technical specialists in women's health. For while technical
expertise in narrow areas is necessary, we desperately need
people who can competently and thoughtfully evaluate the
findings, priorities, and interests of a wide array of
specialists. As western, industrialized nations attempt to meet
the growing crisis of the welfare state and the social burden
that high technology medicine has become, we are certain to make
major changes in the organization of health and medical care. It
is imperative that women play key roles in the renegotiation of
national health priorities, including research priorities. The
kind of women's health studies that have developed in the United
States provide a framework within which women can and must be
trained to take leadership roles at all levelsfrom clinical
practice to scientific investigation and the development of
health policy. There is yet much work for us to do.
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My goal in thin paper is to provide a working conceptual
vocabulary with which faculty in women's health (and other
fields) can frame a variety of pedagogical, political and
practical issues we confront in teaching. I begin by introducing
this vocabulary and theoretical framework and then illustrate it
through a came study of teaching an introductory undergraduate
woman's health aurvey course at Sonoma State University where I
was Coordinator of the Women's Studies Program (1978-1981).

There are a variety of audience* of teaching, cAmtvAtral of
the courses, and particular constrainta._ooportunitiee and
resources in any given teaching situation. Faculty also bring a
variety of commitment* to that *ituation in terms of feminism,
approaches to teaching and tso on. These factors are highly
interactive. In managing them in order to get the job done,
must negotiate these factors and make tradeoffs among them.

By tradeoffs I mean forced decisions we must make when we
cannot have our cake and eat it too--when the constraints in our
teaching situations force us to make difficult choices. We are
commonly put in the poaition of having to choose among several
options each of which has conaequences for later options. For
example, many of us are given the "choice" of teaching a
semester-long introductory course in contemporary women's health
or not teaching such a course at all. A two-semester sequence is
often inappropriate given various institutional constraints. In
such a course, one can either aim at developing theoretical
sophistication or one can introduce a wide range of issue*. One
cannot do both in one semester. Decisions flow from prior
decisions.

I am arguing her_ that tradeoff* are 0.- the heart of
deci on-making in teaching (not just in women's health) and that
they characterize our processes as faculty from course selection
and design stages to claasroom interaction to final grading. I
want to name this procesa and tease out some of its componenta.
I also hope to achieve a joint acknowledgement of both the
routine nature and difficult aspects of tradeoffs in teaching and
normalize this process eapecially for begining teachers.

Teaching can be a rather lonely experience and is a trial
and error effort in each course, especially if we attempt to
develop new curricula and integrate new materials. The major
problem is that we too often attribute our successes to chance
and our errors to personal failure. While this tendency does
abate over the years, it does not seem to disappear.
Understanding the players and the other components of the
teaching game may alleviate some of the anxieties. Understanding
tradeoffs as decisions forced by circumstances can allow us to



see and come to grips more explicitly with thm nLruoturdl
constraints built into our teaching situation.. Metaphorically.
we can rearrange the furni ure even if we cannot replace it or
redesign the building.

Let me discuss and illustrate the components of my fra
more specifically. The mu tiple audiences of my courses at
Sonoma State included other local women's studios faculty and
students, campus friends and nemies, administrative and
evaluative groups, and other faculty in women's health with whom
I was in contact through professional networks. The direct
conaumere of my teaching were the students in the courses and,
indirectly, all the others with whom they discuased women's
health iiitstio0. I WOO also a component in all my hats--aa
scholar, femini t, teacher, activist, colleague and so on.

The next two components are th copetronte ong
oPpostunities in one's particular teaching situation. Thane aro
highly local phenomena. I taught women's health in a particular
Women's Studios Program, with its own history, at a particular
state university with its own history. Theae confronted me
simultaneously with specific constraints end opportunities or
structural weaknesses and strengths which I had to negotiate.

The last maJor component is reeourcee. These can be I cal,
national and more and more in women's health even internati nal.
They can range from guest speakers froa a local women's she ter
or feminist health center to the latest analysis of global issues
in womon's health. Professional networks which have been
developing rapidly in women's health are also mayor resources.
Today the range of resources for teaching woman's health are more
intimidating than elusive.

To summarize thus far, the mayor c mponents which we must
negotiate are multiple audiences, direct and indirect consumers,
particular local constraints and opportunities, and a wide
variety of resources. How we negotiate these in by trading-off
among them. The concept of tradeoffs clarifie, what we do in our
decisions; it puts our priorities into bold relief. Tradeoffs
reflect vary deeply our personal, political and theoretical
analyses of the teaching situation and our commitments in that
situation. This is why it is important to understand the

Tred n an Introductor Surve Cour

The particular constraint, and opportunities I dealt with
est framed through a desc_iption of the Women Studies

Program at Sonoma State University. Sonoma is a am ll (5000 )
sostly liberal arta becoming management/computing-centered campua
about 70 miles north of San Francisco. The average age of the
students is 27, and they have more children per tudent than any
other campus in the system. It is a very white campus. Most
,Atudents are the first in their families to attend college. Many
have little,preparation for college-level much less scholarly
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ork and a
achool.

n lean confidr,nce in their abilitiae to do well in

The Womcin AL 0 ud e Program wab begun in 1971/2 as an
independent entity with It. own faculty. The faculty allocatIon
has been 1.0 for years. It has been a'fairly progressive
program, with a high degree of student involvement at all levels,
including program administration, and a participatory atmosphere .

The Program has nuivived the vicissitudes of feminism am well as
a number of rather vicious attempts by the administration tf
terminate it. We had a wonderful "Decade Plua Reunion" in 193
with well over a hundred former students and faculty.

Carefully supervised student-taught courses were at the
he& t of student involvement, Given the small faculty allocation
and the limited numbers of faculty offering courses with xplicit
content on women lsewhere on Campus, student-taught courses have
given breadth and the capacity for innovation to a constrained
program. Indeed, the first cours on women's health was student-
taught both titled and based on OUR BODIES OUR SELVES.

Deriving frop the femInism of the Frog am were the basic
issues which all courses offered under the omen's Studies rubric
wore required to attend to in AMMO way. These were nicknamed
"The Sig Seven:" illsties of gender, race, class, age, sexual
preference, physicality (appearance and disability) and
motherhood. Thus in a course on women's health, one would
directly address gender and health, race and health, class and
health, and so on, in the syllabus. Not listed in the Big Seven,
but deeply assumed was that all Women's Studies courses aimed at
empoweriny tho atudenta in their personal, academic and political
lives.

This then was tb. situational herita e in which I began
aching women's, halth--en introductory survey course meeting

four hours per week for one semester. Few of the students would
have had any women's studies courses, though aome would be very
sophisticated. ?lost would know nothing about basic biology,
anatomy or physiology, though some pre-med students and several
nurses might enroll. Sows would know nothing about women's
health issuea, while others would have xtensiv knowledge--often
more intimate knowledge than they would like.

The course was usually well-mnrolled with about 40 studenta.
Enrollments were an on-going audience problem for women's studies
vis-a-vis the administration. It was therefore routinely in my
mind that it would be ideal if some of the students subsequently
took other women's studio. course.. It was a structural
dimenaion of my situation that I waa expected to promote Women's
Studies through women's health.

Ste ting from there, tho re t was up to me. Previous
teaching xperience with similar students around gender issues
and around health had shocked me with the urgency of many
students' needs. Weeds for basic understanding of-biology.
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Heads for intellectual tools with which to learn. Needs for
talking about their nxperienca in a aupportt v,- atmosphere so
they could learn from them. Heads for coping with ptIrticular
current and future health problems. How than to mQut their
needs, my goals, the Program's agenda, the expectations of all
the audiences I listed earkier? What did / want to accomplish
moat?

Alter a couple of unsuccessful att mpts, my first majo
tradeoff was to aim at devfloping certa n core concepts over a
broad range of issues rathear than futilely try to teach
comparative theoretical approachse to a few isnues. I made this
tradeoff (and no where near as consciouely as this sounds) for
two reasons. First, not only did students lack any theoretical
background (much less shards ono) but also the word "theory"
itself froze them in their tracks and rendered them mute.
Subsequently another teacher named a course "Feminist Theories of
the Family." The students objected to the word "theory" and the
administration at that time was uncomfortable with the word
"feminist.° did not like "th e. family" in the aingulart)

The second reason I made this tradeoff was the potentially
concrete nature of women's health ea a course for this population
of students at this institution. At an extreme end of the
continuum, but well within the realm of the possible, such a
course might !alike a difference between someone's life or death--
and certainly health and illness. These students ware not going
to get basic health infOrmatien nywhe else. Enabling them to
cope well with their own or a friend's breast cancer and
aastectomy ultimately seemed more important to me than their
capacity to articulate theoretical analysea. Anyone interested
in theory I could individually guide along. And I did.

The basic concepts I aimed to dev lop w re the Sig Seven I
a ntioned earlier: gender and sexiam, race and racism, class and
classism, lesbianism and homophobia, age and ageism, the politics
of appearance and ability/disability, and the politics of
motherhood. All of these were handled in three ways:

1) basic definitions mphasizing the social and instituti n
as well as individual nature of the problem*:

2) as full class sessions or segments of sessions; and
3) as they were manifest across the Wide variety of issues

we addressed in the course.

For example, we would spend a week on race, class and health--and
do so early in the course. Later, when focusing on pregnancy and
childbirth, infant mortality issues made conceptual sense in
terma of ita race and class disionsions. The seise was true for
sterilization abuse. Disability issues were discussed on their
own, in relation to appearanCe, in terms of reproductive rights
(their absenc for many dieabled people) and in terms of emerging
reproductive technologies. My approach here coabined both
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But overall, I did not always feel eati f' d wi h thin
tradeoff. I looked et someone's syllabus from a mor-
intellectual y sophisticated school and felt I was not being
theoretical enough. When the administration was reviewing the
Program using all course syllabi, I worried that it Wes not
scholarly enough. When the faculty in Nursing looked, I worried
that it was not clinical enough. And co on and on. This in the
inherent nature of tradeoffs. They are decisions we have made
and must live with; we may never be fully content with them. Yet
they may be the very best choices for a given aituetien.

My gond major trade if reflected the firat. I atruc
caching of each womon's health iesue along three dimons

ured
ons:

1) the biology of the particular process;
2) particular health problems and treatments surrounding it;
3) the politica of the iasue--which in the feminist tradition

includd personal aspects.

I could not assume that my students knew--or really understood
even basic anatomy or physiology. I therefore discussd these in
a very matter of fact mechanical fashion and operated on the
principle of redundancy: every time I talked about the female
reproductive system, I drew it on the board. This too helped
demyatify biology.

Women's health problems and treatment alternatives wer
similarly handled. I would discuss how the medical and polit cal
aspects revealed conflicting theories and approaches, and how
sexism, racism, classism and so on were manifested around the
particular issue. The students nded up with a firm basic grasp
of the issue and at least some familiarity with the debates and
available resources.

A third t:adeoff was spending class time on what we called
individual "Health Hem-stories" rather than going into more depth
on specific issues. These were 10-15 minute presentations by
each clams member about her life in terms of health issues from
birth to the present. (An outline of how to structure Health
Herstories appears in my ayllabus for WOMS 325 in our SYLLABI SET
ON WOMEN HEALTH AND HEALING.]

I developed Health Horstories as a structured part of the
course out of desperation. In both my women's health and other
health courses, in the midst of a lecture a student would raise
her hand and go off on a bad doctor story, a bad this story, some
very-important-to-her7but-tangential-to-my-current-goal story.
This was incredibly disruptive to met and the class end yet
reflected a real need on students' parte to understand some
health event and come to terms with it both intellectually and in
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me of -nal feelings. Some means
to be "built in" to the course.

ch noeds had

From our introducti_n of it on tho first day of class. the
Health Herstory component lot students know that they would have
an opportunity to tell their storis, that their expAriences
reflected those of many women, and that we can survive amazing
situations. I found that by using thia structure studenta
offered their experiences inustretively to my lecture/discuaa -n
of the moment rather than in a tangential and disruptive manner.
I also was able to refer back to students' experiences
illustratively. It thus "worked" well for all of us. The
"costs" of this tradeoff lay in clams time. But with a large
Claes, I broke 'students into smaller, semester-long groups for
these heretoriee and allowed a maximua of 15 minutes per week
for them. The tr deoff Wes w rth it' though I did not always
listen patiently.

On occasion there were pereonal health emergencies that
need d immediate management. In one exceptional semester I had a
small class of 12. We had--that I know of--three abortions, one
C440 of PIP from IUD use (happily two weeks after we discussed
this), one premature menopause at age 32 from contraceptive
eternization, one miscarriage, and one student had to drop the
course due to endometrioeis. We also had what looked to be two
serious depressions and a general hysteria about "eating
diaorda a and stream management.

Not all these issues were dealt with in close, but many
And most students mentioned aharing information with

_lends both generally and in crisis. Some crises became, in the
feminist tradition, the basis for research. Tho woman who had
the miscarriage did a lovely review of the popular literature
available on it specifying what was not discussed that should
have been....establiahing criteria for a critical review based on
both the course framework (found in the syllabus) and on her own
experience. So the personal can be transformed not only into the
political but into the intellectual as well. Empowerment can be
simultaneously personal, political and intellectual.

CONCLUSIONS:

Clearly my fund m nt 1 com.Aitmnts in teaching this
oductory, one-semester omen's health survey course were

fold:

1) to the 9oneumere--studente and their concrete needs:
2) to a femkeist_oell.tic in its broad sense--the issues we

called the "Big Seven."

In making my particular tradeoffs. these commitments had
pr Ority. I handled the other audinces as best I could given my
pr mery commitments in that particular teaching situation. Forex mple I did a very elaborate and explanatory syllabus that as
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a document would t f nistrative eyes. The readings
were extensive (the atudents said eItheuative). The eXOMM Were
ambitious essays, and no A's or D'a were given without research
of some sort. This was what I term a friendly rigor.

The constraints in that situation were that I could not
teach advanced courses on women's health except on very rare
occasion. Moreover, the survey course which should be two
semesters was compressed into one. Even deleting explicit
comparative theoretical perepectives, this was not enough and 1
ended up feeling it was superficial on certain issues. The
opportunties were a real freedom to teach wonderful and excited
students about fundamental inswes in their livesto make a
postive difference in women's liv a at many levele.

Teaching can be theoretically and metaphorically vie
balancing or negotiating etc *. where we must simultaneously handle
audiences, consumers, constTaints, opportunties and resources.
We manage those by making tradeoffs based on our commitments
within a given situation at a specific historical moment. The
moral of this story is that we ceirinot please all of the people
all of the time--including ourselvesbut we can know what we are
doing--and why. This can make an important difference.
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INTEGRATING FEMINIST ISSUES INTO CURRICULA

AT HIST RICALLY BLACK COLLEGES

Eleanor H nton Hoytt

Why Black women's studies and what difference does it
make? These large questions are recurring ones among
faculty, administrators, students, supporters and detractors
alike. They are wrought with political significance and
pedagogical implications. And they are questions which need
to be addressed prior to discussing the approaches and
problems of integrating fominist perspectives into the
curriculum at historically Black colleges.

Some of the most significant changes in hi her education
during the past two decades have emerged from Black studies
and women's studies. These two developments called for a
reconceptualization of history. Black and women's studies
scholars generated data, developed courses and theories, and
defined new social realities for Blacks and women.

Black studies concentrated primarily on Black men, whi e
white women were the focus in women's studies. In response
to these racial and gender biases, Black women's studies
emerged. The most noteworthy developments in Black women's
studies have come from a relatively small number of Black
women scholars who have spent the past decade studying and
researching Black women and now, more recently, writing aboutBlack women.

This paper first addre ses the question of "Why Black
women's studies?" and cello attention to the work of
individuals, organizations, and institutions engaged in
research and scholarship on Black women. Then the topic
integrating feminist perspectives at historically Black
colleges is considered through a focus on a two-year faculty
development prcject at Atlanta University.

The argument for Black women's studies begins
compensatorily as we come to terms with invisibility--the
absence of or minimal attention given to Black women in
research on race and sex. In Black studies and women's
studies alike, Black women are too often footnotes to "all
the Blacks who are men and all the women who are white"
(Hull, Scott and Smith, 1982). The exceptions to these
omissions have been extraordinary women such as Sojourner
Truth, Harriet Tubman and Ida B. Wells Barnett, who just
happen to be women.

The argument for Black women's studies continues as we
cite the distorted ways in which history has made us visible.
The misunderstandings and misinterpretations in these
mythological histories define Black women in multiple roles,
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yet simultaneously define the monolithic "Black woman." This
further compounds our problems. The argument progresses with
a declaration of the need for the creation of knowledge pAl
about and for Black women. That need is dramatized by the
FIETIcation of three major documentary histories on Black
women: Gerda Lerner's BLACK WOMEN IN WHITE AMERICA which
ushered in Black women's voices in 1972; Bert Loewenberg and
Ruth Begin's BLACK WOMEN IN 19TH CENTURY AMERICAN LIFE (1976)
which brought us the words of 19th century Black women in
their struggles for education and community and racial
uplift; and the latest documentary, WE ARE YOUR SISTERS, by
Dorothy Sterling (1984). What buttresses the argument for
Black women's studies is that these works document the voices
and thoughts of Black women and document the fact that the
historical record exists but has been lying unused and
neglected.

Once we have revealed the distortions and omissions of
the realities of Black women's lives, and once the creation
of new knowledge has filled some of the gaps, the Black
feminist scholar begins the struggle of "discovery."
Yet this is not merely a tack of rendering Black women
visible. Although we cannot hope to reconstitute ourselves
in all the absences and ill-conceived presences, the Black
feminist writer does attempt to "tell her own story" and to
define her own social realities. In arguing that most
contemporary feminist theory does not adequately account for
the experiences of Black women, the Black feminist scholar
attempts to theorize about the interconnections of gender,
race, and class as they occur in our lives, thus providing
our own stage for expression and action.

Gloria Wade-Gayles (1984), a Black woman scholar,
suggests in her conceptual framework for understanding the
anomalous position of Black women that "there are three major
circles of reality in American society:"

In one circle, white people, mainly males, experience
influence and power. Far removed from it is the second
circle, a narrow space in which Black people, regardless
of sex, experience uncertainty and powerlessness. And
in this narrow space, often hidden but no less present
and real, is a small dark enclosure for Black women
only. It is in this enclosure that Black women
experience...the unique marks of Black womanhood.

It is within this unique status of Black womanhood that is
distinct from Black men and distinct from white people that a
Black feminist approach'can illuminate the female experience.

Black women's studies had its beginings in 1972 when
AliceWalker developed a course on Black women writers at
,Wellesley College. By 1974, 45 courses related to Black
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women, out of the 4,658 courses listed in WHO'S wHO AND WHP. e
IN WOMEN'S STUDIES (1974) Of those 45 courses, 16 were
survey courses, 10 focused on literature, and 4 on history,
following the pattern that dominated in women's studies and
Black studies. None of those courses used the word feminiot
or Black feminist in the 1:it1e. Approximately nine Black
colleges offered women's :studies courses at that time.

Since 1974, there is ovidence that Black women's studies
is developing through faculty and curriculum developmen
projects, institutes, wometn's centers, and the output of a
small core of scholarly mablications emanating from a small
community of Black women writers. In 1984, ten Black women
studies projects were listed in SAGE: A SCHOLARLY JOURNAL OP
BLACK WOMEN, including AtManta University and the Spelman
College Projects with whith I have been associated. Althouqn
there was no indication or the number of colleges or faculty
involved in these ten projects, we can assume that the
numbers have at least doubled since the 1974 count of 45
courses.

One attempt to confront the challenge of addressing the
needs and concerns of Blaok women in higher education was
made at Atlanta University in 1983 with the establishment of
the Africana Women's Centetr. The Center's primary goal has
been to address the need Ear research_on Africana women. A
conscious decision was made to emphasize research and
teaching which focused on lommen in the Caribbean, Africa and
the southern United States;

Administratively, thet Center's activities are divided
into three interrelated ccnieponents: 1) the Africana Women'S
Studies Program (AWS) whic:lh offers Master of Arts and Doctor
of Arts degrees in Africana Women's Studies; 2) the Africana
Women's Research Collectiv-e (AWRC) which promotes and
coordinates research for tate Center; and 3) the Women's
Institute of the Southeast: (WISE), established in 1981, which
is the networking/community outreach arm of the Center and
which served as the base arld catalyst for the development of
the Center as a whole.

In addition to the Anricana Women's Center/ there are
two other women's research and resource centers that focus oh
Black women. These centera have worked individually and
collaboratively in sponsoring forums which address issues
crucial to the Black femalom experience, and developing a
network of scholars in Bla=k women's studies. Spelman's
Women's Research and Resoum-ce Center was established in 1981.
Since its inception, the licmnen's Center has had three major
goals: curriculUm development, research, and community
outreach especially to Black women locally and regionally.
Spelman offers an interdisolplinary Women'S Studies Minor, a

:unique women's studies offecring not only because it focus0,1
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on minrity women, but also because it analyzes womo
oxperien,,ces from a cross-cultural perspective.

Metz Spelman Women's Center has been engaged in severg
curricul, um development projects which have included c-zelectod
southerm4 colleges. The Center is also involved in a
collabor---ative project with the Center for Research on Wopm
at Memi/ILAs State University and the Duke University/
Universi__ty of North Carolina Women's Research Center. Thq
jointly sponsor a working paper series, "Southern Women: Me
Interset7tion of Race, Class and Gender," designed to maM
new sc1o.-1arship in history, social sciences and literatun
availabl e.

The Center for Research on Women at Memphis State
Universi ty has developed a Research Clearinghouse to add
the prOb--lems of locating and disseminating research on won
of color-- and southern women. The Clearinghouse is a
computer---based information retrieval service available to
teachers. ,1 students and scholars. (See Resources Section
below fo,l,r information.) The Memphis Center also offers
degree v-rograms and annual curricular and research
developm",ent institutes.

Wel _lesley College's Center for Research on Women is m
example w-of a non-Black institution that has developed spcial
projects on Black women. The Minority Women's Research
Program, established in 1981, concentrates on the experiences
of Black women. They have a working paper series, an
educatiomnal policy and research network, leadership and
professiAmonal development programs, and were among the fixg
to condu4m=t a Black women's studies faculty and curriculur
developmment project with Black colleges.

B1a4pck women's professional and community organizations
have alsmwo become actively involved in developing resources,
conductiaang research, and bridging the gaps between activdgo
and acadmmemicians, between the "real world" and academia. A

review e=f the focus of these organizations is in order. no
Associatzion of Black Women Historians, founded in 1978 vo
responsiMaile for the Black Women's History Project
Bibliography which identified published as well as
unpublisieled historical works on Black women. They contiro
to publi=sh a newsletter on research in progress and new
programs and projects. The National Archives of BlacK
Women's IMHistory of the National Council of Negro Women hasa
collectimmg and identification project on Black women's
organizalftions. The Southern Rural Women's Network in
Jackson, Mississippi, is an obvious source to tap in doirg
research on Southern women and rural women. The Nationai
Black Wommen's Health Project in Atlanta has for several yam
been docuaimenting through print and media the health
situativms of Black women. The Children's Defense Fund dn
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Wash ng on D.C. a_ lth of da a and resources on child
welfare, teenage nanoy, and public policy.

The birth Of 1ok Itionen's studies was in 1970 with Toni
Cade's anthology 0214ack --women, but it came of age in 1982
when the work ALL TIEWOMIA4 ARE WHITE, ALL THE BLACKS ARE
MEN, BUT SOME OF UShRE BIL;..AVE: BLACK WOMEN'S STUDIES was
published. This Wetk, edited by Gloria Hull, Patricia Bell
Scott and Barbara Smith, isAa the only text in Black women'sstudies. It providua we4r-alth of data in support of various
disciplines. Its fektonsiVeee bibliographies and somple couroe
syllabi offer data othe =sources to be used in course
developMent. Thie Oothe book that needed to be written,
and it was written nythroema Black women who continue to be
vigilant and persistOnt in their support of Black feminism.

The dearth of material:1. by and about Black women and the
absence of course0 OBlac114 women in Black studies and
women's studies ledtothee beginings. Now that we have
added the courtiers/ trained the faculty, sponsored the
conferences and form, wriatten articles, dissertations andbooks, and grappledeh demo/eloping a feminist theory, the
argument for Black leten's studies ends as the argument for
integrating the cuthmlum begins.

_The two-year rovelopmeant Project in Africana Women's
Studies at Atlanta VniveraUty was begun in 1983 as a model
for training tacultyat fiirwe Black institutions. This model
was developed on thepremis=e that Africana women, i.e. Black,Caribbean and Afriommmma, rural women and southern women,are generally ne;leded or omitted in the study of everydiscipline. The training a-40f faculty at faculty development
institutes, and the daveloixornent and revision of courses havebeen the two strateqiesusad to effect change in the
curriculum.

Eleven facUltyofthe .41;raduate schools of Atlanta
University were seleated 40 a core women's studies faculty
who could (after 4 yorot workshops, lectures, discussions,readings, and pilot courses:3 serve as resources for the
undergraduate teaTh. Amonalh-long institute held in the
summer of 1983 servedas basmsic training in scholarship on
Africana women. conadtanteas on curriculum development
issues, scholare andcommunty workers presented lectures,
distributed bibliographies, di:cussed new research and
materials and servedas reource persors.

Because Atlantaho ovr ten academic institu ions and
numerous community, organizaions all with a wealth of
materials and archivalreso=rces, tours, site visits and
lectures,were sehedUlOdto aeloquaint faculty with available
local, resources and tofacililitate accessing collections and
documentation. Raprosantatiaves from community organizations
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such as the South Africans Against Apartheid group and Dua
Afe, a group of Black lay midwives, led discussions related
to their concerns and experiences. This institute was the
vital ingredient in the first year of work. The first year
continued with seminars oh child abuse, domestic violence,
Black male/female relationships and book reviews. These open
forums i - faculty, students, community workers and
governmental officials provided the setting for an on-going
interactive and broadening process.

During the first semester, faculLy developed courses
which were piloted in a variety of formats during the second
semester. Our success story in piloting nine courses and in
enrolling students in graduate courses in six disciplines is
based on receiving approval for adding six courses to the
curricula. Presently the faculty is composed of 5 men and 5
women. All are senior faculty members who serve on strategic
committees and are respected in their disciplines. All
courses taught by the five men have received cur icular
approval.

The second year of the project has been devoted to the
development of faculty at undergraduate institutions:
Hampton, Southern, Jackson State, and Atlanta Junior
Colleges. In the Fall, after a three-day workshop and
distribution of sample syllabi developed by the graduate
faculty, fifteen faculty from_undergraduate institutions
returned to their individual institutions to develop courses
in their respective disciplines to be piloted during the
spring semester. Because of the constraints of time and
departmental procedure, established courses were typically
revised to include units on Africana women.

We found students excited about the new topics. We also
found they were more politically conservative and less
knowledgeable about women's studies, feminism, liberation or
even famous Black women than we had anticipated. The faculty
differed in abilities and beliefs in bringing about change
and differed in levels of awareness of women's studies. What
we found during our site visits were efforts to maintain and
expand new curricula, to cooperate and support research
activities, and a need for more intense faculty training
Curriculum approval remains uncertain at the undergraduate
institutions where resources in women's studies are limited
and faculty responsibilities are both greater and more
varied. By and large, feminism and/or feminist perspectives
are absent from the readings, approaches and constructs in
the curriculum.

In Bell Hooks latest work, FEMINIST THEORY FROM MARGIN
TO CENTER (1984), she states, "most feminist theory emerges
from privileged women who live at the center, whose
perspectives on reality rarely include knowledge and
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awareness of the lves of women and men who live in the
margin." Many Black faculty and students see themselves as
part of the margin." Yet changes are occuring in the South
and in Black colleges where curricular modifications have
begun to address regional, gender and racial biases as well
as including feminist perspectives.

The approaches used in Black colleges in incorpo_ating
women's studies, in developing a more gender balanced
curriculum, and in integrating a feminist perspective, arc
not new. They are rather late in starting, but will
undoubtedly continue. Our work has been slow because we have
been burdened with ranking oppressions: in racism or sexism
the major oppression? And we have failed to consider
classism.

Because we were socialized to accept someone else's
definition of Black womanhood, our approaches to developing
and integrating curricular changes have been problematic and
non-traditional. One approach to integrating the Black
feminist perspective that is often used to create a receptive
audience among students and sometimes faculty is to dispel
myths about Black women. These include:

1) The Black woman is already liberated.
2) Racism is the only or primary,oppression of Black women.
3) Feminism is anti-male.
4) Women's issues are narrow, apolitical concerns.
5) Feminists are lesbians.

Dispelling these myths allows us to look at the historical
and contemporary realities and the false assumptions upon
which stereotypes and myths are based.

Another problem has been understanding fem nism and the
feminist perspective. Our approaeh has been to examine the
theories and conceptual frameworks to determine if they are
applicable to the situations of multiple oppression of Black
females. From the first Black feminist statement by Barbara
Smith_(1977), to the Combahee River Collective's (1977)
political statement of their organization, to Bell Hooks
first polemical argument on the inclusion of Black female
experience in women's studies in AIN'T I A WOMAN (1981), to Bell
HOokel (1984) book on feminist theory, Black women's studies
has struggled to develop a feminist conceptual framework in
which to consider Black women's historical existence and
contemporary conditions.

That framework can be best understood by the concept
simultaneity of_oppressions. That is, we see as our task
"the development of integrated analysis and practice based
upon the fact that the major systeAs of oppression are
inter-locking (Hull and Smith, 1982). A feminist



perspective allows us to ask certain questions about data and
sensitizes us to the way questions are raised.

What is offered to us in academia by these courses,
pro ects, publications and research by, about and for Black
women are ways in which the triple oppressions of gender,
race and class can be understood in their specificity, as
they shape the lives of Black women individually and
collectively. I believe the resources developed, the records
uncovered and used, the conferences and seminars sponsored,
and the ideas and theories generated have made a significant
and lasting d fference.
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PRACTICE IN WOMEN'S HEA T A CONcEPT PAPE

b t r, Linda Leslie Beverly McElmurry, Alice Dan,
Bio di, Diane Boyer, Susan Swider, Marc a Lip tz

and Joan Newcomb

This article, reprinted with permission, originally
appeax-ed in NURSING RESEARCH 35(3) MAY/JUNE, 198 :143.

The literature in women's health and accumulating
experienc=e in the provision_of women's health care haveresulted in the identification of some essential criteria
for defirling women's health practice. These can be
organizcl according to the assumptions, content issues,
process j-ssues, structural issues and outcome issues
involved in the provision of health care for women. They
aro corieLstent with various constructs within nursingthmry.

114,019214pn#:

1. The human body, mind and spirit form an integrated whole.2. People have capacity for self-care and self-healing.
3. EvenOts and interactions in the family, community andworld affect and shape the health of people.
4. HeaLlth care is the shared responsibility of society,the Ilealth care system and the individual.
5. Heallth reflects integrity, flexibility, the capacity

to dAmvelop, and the capability to creatively transcenddiff.lcult situations.
Cont=c1 over one's body is a basic right.
A woxnan's lived experiences are the starting point for
futu3re actions.

8. Womaxl's health care practice can occur in a variety of
settjings, including ambulatory care clinics,
communities, hospitals and university settings.
By fc,cusing on women, health care for all will be
imprcyved: men are not excluded as either providers orrecig>ients.

t uctur Issues:

Histcrically, nursing practice in women's health carehas been primarily linked to reproductive health. Theemerging practice in women's health care provides
comprehenmive attention to women from birth through old age,with an ercuphasis on illness prevention and health promotion.Thm, conributions are needed from a variety of
perspectiv-cs working collaboratively.

In thAe health care of women, the provider and the
silent entAer into an egalitarian and collaborative
relationstLip. Each brings different strengths to this
raationsh*p. In particular, the provider brings scientific
knowledge, and the client brings knowledge of her own
body/mind/pirit and experiences. Women make health-related
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decisions and ic1ntify health goals in collaboration wIth
the provider.

Self-care is defined as the practice of activ
individuals Personally initiate and perform on the
behalf in maintaining life, health and well-being
1985). There is n wide spectrum of self-care mana
capabilities. Together, it is the responsibility
provider and the client to assess these capabiliti
plan care accordingly.

n agues:

t es -hat
r own
Orem,
ement
f the
s and

Women's health encompasses care throughout the
life-cycle, and recognizes a body/mind/spirit synergy. The
as easment ef a woman's health includes the collection of
information about physiological state, life-style issues,
interpersonal relationships, occupational status, and
social/institutional activities, while also recognizing the
individual's right to privacy.

Health promotion and illness prevention are emphasized
during encounters in a women's health practice. The
provider shares information that enables the client to
modify self-care practices and minimize risks.

Outcome Issues:

Women's health practice is process-oriented. Health
care is a continuing process as well as an outcome. The
woman has the Ultimate responsibility for and control over
self-care. The provider encourages people to trust
themselves as sources of knowledge, and to learn about
alternative Sources of knowledge as well. Thus, outcomes
include increased knowledge, increased self-confidence,
absence of illness, expanded competence in self-care, and an
increased sense of choice and control. The overall goal of
health care is to enable women to make choices that expand
their ability to care for their health and effectively use
sources of illness care when necessary.

Reference:
Orem, D.E. (1985) Nurs n Concepts of Practice Third

edition. New York: McGraw-Hill.
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INTEGRATING M Y WOMEN'S fEALTt INTO CIJRRICtJ LA

SECTION INTRODUCTION

This section haet ite origins in our experiences at the
summer Institutes. ito availability of our bibliography
on minority women's Øth, many faculty/participants
expresned henitancy OuOut integrating nuch mm,torials into
their lectures and e0Woes. They were often unsure how to
begin and uncertain AAJOUt their own skills and knowledge in
these areas which WS' been underdeveloped in women's health
studies curricula. 14Si therefore organized specific sessions
at the latter two InOti...tUtes not only on substantive issuen
in minority women's Meath but also on curriculum
integration strategiSs, Kest of the articles in this
section were originelW presented in the curricular
integration sessione, participants in the Summer Institutes
found these materialsa eiXtremely useful and felt enabled to
integrate new materiAd and teach new substantive areas

Sheryl Ruzek's 440X"view focuses on both practical and
theoretical aspects OT 4ntegrating minority women's health
issues into the currikOlum-from acquiring needed resources
to implications for x"Wonceptualizing health and illness.
Ruth Zambranals papex" on "Pundamental Issues in Teaching
About Minorities," ox"alleAlly presented elsewhere, provides
a basic framework fox" eaculty initially attempting to teach
about minorities. P. kOte point is that regardless of
minority status, eve00Me must learn new materials to teach
in new areas.

Diane Lewis' parke o ors a short history of the
integration of minorAy ha3.th in liberal arta institutions
through a focus on B;Sek nd women's studies. She also
includes strategies Or future and provides some sorely
needed perspective op 011r Achievements to date. Ruth
Zambrana's second papAr focuses on the integration of
minority women's hefalft issues in the curricula of health
professional schools, lips challenges that addressing these
topics pose for conc0.0a.lizing health and for considering
the organization of 0411,th care delivery are discussed.
Karen Ito's paper pr014e0 a case study of curricular
integration focused 011 Asian/Pacific American women's
health. She gives Us A strong sense of the need to frame
minority women's hearft in terms of the history of the group
in the United States *0 yell as in terms of socio-cultural
issues.
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TNTEGHATING MINOUJT Y WOMEN'S fIEALTU INTo THE CURRICULUM

Sheryl Ruzok

Th oughout the Women, health and Healing Project, we have
at_empted to focus attention on topics which are under-
represented in college, university and professional
school curricula. We are particularly concerned with
iirecting attention towards the health of minority women
for many reasons. First, it is imperative that we do so
in order to train students to be aware of and sensitive
tO the needs of minorities in their professional work.
!;econd, we must do so in order to make the health
sciences reflect more accurately the very nature of
health and illnesa.

In this paper I briefly discuss why we regard
stimulating both research and teaching on minority
women's health as so critic,1.. I shall also describe how
we are attempting to do this-- iith the Minority Women,
Health_and Healing in the U.S.: Selected Bfbliography and
Resource-t; (Ruzek, Clar e, An erson, Hill 1986), with
these edpers written by our Summer Institute guest
faculty--Karen Ito, Diane Lewis, and Ruth Zambrana, with
our continuing collaboration with the Memphis State
University Database on Women of Color and southern
Women. I shall also make some suggestions as to how
others might use the resources described here.

WHO NEEDS TO LEARN ABOUT MINORVIY WOMEN'S HEALTH?

We assu e that the importance of teaching minority
women's health to sensitize future practitioners,
policy-makers and scholars needs little explanation. At
each of the Summer Institutes, faculty reported that
learning how to do this was a high priority. Few
participants had learned anything about minority women's
health in their own professional education, and a
substantial number now face teaching students who are
members of minorities and/or who will provide hea th care
to minority women. For those actually facing the
uncertainty of how to do this sensitively and
effectively, motivation is high. Any help they can get
in locating material and developing a multi-cultural
perspective is welcomed.

But not all faculty are in such a position, or even
if they are they manage to ignore gnawing questions about
the relevance of What they are teaching to their
particular students. Others throw their hands up in
despair over the lack of materials and the lack of time
in the curriculum to "cover everything." Still others
regard it as an imposition to be asked to cover what they
see as overly narrow or specialized subjects. In these
situations students who wish to pursue special projects
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ore too often disuadod fr)m d trig co on grounds that
"there isn't any t. ature" or that the topic "isn't
important." We need to examine come of the assumptions
that underlie these perspectives.

"HOW CAN T NT -ESTIN- UNLESS YOU' E ONE 0

When Susan Reverby, the Wellosley College historian
who i writing a book on nursIng, spoke at the 1986
Summer Institute about her experie ce of doing her
research and presenting it, she commented that whcn
people discovered that che wan not a nurse, they looked,
at her and asked, "Well why are you doing this if you're
net a nurse?" The response reflected the
institutionalized view that nursing, the prototypically
female profession, could not possibly be interesting or
important to study in it's own right or for what it might
contribute to social history, the history of the
profession- r the history of health care.

I have had a similar experience working on the
resource material on minority women's health. Whereas
Susan Reverby n credibly be assumed to be a nurse until
she reveal--: tnat she is not, I am never presumed to be a
member of a racial minority. So I am often asked quite
directly and often with puzzlement why I am doing this
work, why I am interested in the health of minority
women. I believe that this reponse reflects the depth of
the view that anything other than the majority dominant
perspective is peculiar, something that requires
explanation, unless of course the person interested is
"one of them." I find this disturbing for many reasons,
one of which is that we need to study the health of
minority women to increase our understanding of health
and illness in some very fundamental ways. When we
consider the experience of minority women we may develop
a very different view of what constitutes health and
illness, health seeking behavior, and the history of
health care than if we exlclude minority women from our
consciousness and our scholarly work.

HOW THE METHODOLOGY OF SCIENCE EXCLUDES MINORITY WOMEN

We do not understand health and illness very well.
Epidemiological research certainly does not reflect what
it ought to reflect in terms of our understanding of
general disease processes, particularly social aspects of
disease, because we exclude from research persons other
than members of the dominant group. This gives us a very
distorted view of disease processes. The one I am most
familiar with at the moment is heart disease. For those
of you who are not familiar with it, it is treated as a
"man's disease" socially, culturally, and in clinical
situations. Lois Monteiro (1982) has observed the extent
to which this cultural myth obscures certain key features
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of the disease and i,cdes both researc) and t:reatmet.
Although low income black me. have high rates of heart
disease, it is white men on which most research has Loen
done. Thus our understanding of the disease process
rests on epidemiological studies and intervention trial
done on subjects who are almost exclusively white, middle
and upper class men. Our whole perspective of the world
is based on an assumption of wh teness and frequently
maleness

We know almost nothing about heart disease in women
beca ao it has not been studied. I've struggled w
this alot. When I first began to do my own research on
At I was told "But that's a man's disease." When I
argued that while men's rates are higher, heart disease
is still the leading cause of death in women over the age
of 50. Then I-was told that research on women would cost
too much because I would need more subjects to follow and
I w uld have to wait too long to get enough deaths to
ana yze.

I am increasingly convinced that in addition to the
value biases of those in control of research funds, the
actual methodology of science makes if difficult to learn
what we need to learn. I want to mention just a few
things. Those of you who have studied statistics know
how you have to structure research so that you get rid of
"noise" so that you can identify your causal factors.
Well, I don't have to tell you what a minority woman does
in a researcher's sampleshe creates "noise." So we
have to get rid of these people who might introduce
intervening variables and/or present trends which might
dilute or mask the "dominant pattern." So we define our
sample subjects more narrowly and more narrowly, thinking
that we'will get down to identifying what ever it is we
want to identify. We justify this on grounds that by
reducing variation we can achieve statistical
significance more readily--and it is indeed true. In
research terms we have opted for homogeniety and in doing
so must sacrifice external validity--the generalizability
of our findings. If we in fact later repeated studies on
different populations, populations composed of minority
women, for example, we could of course eventually come to
understand what factors are involved in health and
disease processes in the human population. But this i
not what we do.

What we do instead is qu etly ignore the dictum that
every student learns in basic research methods--that you
can not generalize beyond the population from which a
probability sample has been drawn. In health research
and practice this is violated wantonly and without
attention to the institutionalized race, gender and class
bias that is literally built into most research
methodology. We ignore who has been excluded from
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samples and leap forward to dectare that research
findings are widely generalizable. What we "know"
,i;eientifically that applies to our circumscribed
population is taken to alply to "everyone." We have
linguistic conventions that help us do this. We have an
example of how this comes aUout very close to home.

THE LANGUAGE OF INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION

The Summer Institutes were held on the Berkeley
campus of the University of California, where some
.;essions and meals were held at the two "Faculty" clubs.
There is always confusion about the "Faculty Club" as
centrasted to the "Women's Faculty Club." At Berkeley,
there are separate faculty clubs for women and men,
although both facilities are used by both men and women.
In such circumstances, if you sav faculty, the
expectation, the norm, is male. If you have a faculty
club for men, it doesn't "need" to say "men's"; it is
just assumed. Now if there is a separate facility for
women the word "women" will indeed be added. As many
scholars have pointed out, we always add a special term
when the person we refer to violates the norm and must be
set apart. We all recognize this in daily language. If
we have invited a lawyer to lecture 1-_o our class, what do
we say? We have invited a woman lawyer. What do we
expect? What kind of woman? A white woman. And if
w-ove invited a black woman lawyer, what do we expect? A
heterosexual black woman lawyers The levels of
assumption go on and on. This is more than just
convention; there are, in fact, conceptual hierarchies
which reflect prevailing norms. They are ways in which
we order our expectations about the world.

The National Council for Research on Women is
putting together a thesaurus of key words to use with
databases on women because we don't "fit" the dominant
conceptual orders. The scholars working on the thesaurus
project are trying to come up with key words that will
allow us to do research on women's issues in our own
conceptual framework. As it turns out, this is very hard
to do. They are trying to come up with some uniformity
of classification. But when you start looking at the way
scientific literature and scholarly works are classified
for key words, there are many hierarchies in
classification that are obscured. There are more
inclusive categories and there are more exclusive
categories. These hierarchies of generality and
specificity affect our thinking as well as our obility to
"retreive" scientific findings efficiently and
effectively.

DEALING WITH DIVERSITY

These linguistic assumptions are very important for
us to think about in terms of how we organize our own



teaching materials, .how we organize the curriculum. It
is a central issue in how we integrate minority women's
health into the curriculum and how we key-word classify
the scholarly literature which directly involves minority
women. They raise questions about how we teach. How do
you deal with general issues? How do you deal with the
diversity withiji racial and ethnic groups? Our guest
faculty rightly ask how they can, for example, talk about
the health of Asian-American women when there are so many
distinct groups. We recognize the extent of the
problem. What we are trying to do here is set into
motion a process that has many stages. we have to
generate awareness, we need to stimulate research, we
have to figure out how to disseminate research, get it
used and legitimize it. These are enormous tasks fraught
with all kinds of difficulties and tradeoffs. What our
Summer Institute guest faculty were asked_to do was to
share some of their ideas about how minority women's
health might be better integrated into the curriculum.
Karen Ito, Diane Lewis, and Ruth Zambrana who presented
at the Institutes have all had to deal with the conflicts
and contradictions inherent in this endeavor. In their
papers in this volume they address both structural
features of academic institutions and content and process
aspects of teaching about minority women. Their papers
reflect many years of experience as minority women
scholars attempting to address minority women's issues in
predominately white academic institutions.

movING_p_EyoND "TRERE _ISN'T ANY LITERATURE"

All of our guest faculty address the fact that there
is a widespread view that there "isn't any scholarly
literature on minority women's health", so one can not
teach it. This is one of those multiple realities with
which we'have to grapple. On the one hand, it's true,
the body of knowledge is limited. At the same time, it
is incorrect to declare it as nonexistent. I am very
disturbed when students come and say, "I wanted to do a
term paper on something about Black women, Chinese women,
or whatever, but Professor So and So said that there
wasn't anything in the literature on this so I couldn't
do it." Is that really true?" Sometimes Professor So
and So is right, but often the statement "there isn't any
literature" means, more accurately, that the professor is
just not aware of it. We selectively perceive those
articles which we already hold to be important and screen
out.of consciousness those we deem "unimportant." In
additio:i, the growing literature on minority women's
health is scattered in a wide array of disciplinary
journals and-is sometimes printed in conference
proceedings or other "marginal" publications which are
not:well indexed. The bibliography we compiled is
designed to,give faculty a tool for directing students to
the.- work that does exist. We hope the bibliography..will
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he p faculty to say to students who incju ire about the
literature, "Actually, there is quite a growing
literature. Look at a 1 these references on minority
women.

I like to carry the Bibliography around with me and
at every opportunity say, "Gee, you should see the
explosion, the absolute explosion of research and
scholarship on minority women's health taking place in
this country." So in certain arenas I emphasize how much
there is and in others I emphasize how much more we
need. Here we can talk honestly about how little there,
is in relation to what is needed. Both are "true".
There is an impressive amount available if you know where
to find it. So we are involved in two complimentary
processes. We urge scholars to create new knowledge and
to use the knowledge that currently ex sts.

HOW_TO USE1HE BIBLIOGRAPHY

In women's studies, as Diane Le is points out,
did not have the luxury of being trained as women's
scholars. We had to learn it on our own. She in fact
has had 26 years of experience in creating both ethnic
studies and women's studies from ground zero. All of our
Women, Health and Healing core faculty were faced with
this. We had to teach ourselves because when we started
doing this over ten years ago, there really was no
recognizable body of literature on minority women's
health. All along we knew that we should be doing more,
but we didn't havematerial nor did we individually have
time to locate much. It was really very frustrating.
When you want to do something, when you know you ought to
do it, but do not have much time we know how you end up
using anything you can find. Sometimes it's not very
good, and we all struggle with this.

One of the most effective ways a faculty member can
learn new areas is to have their students teach them. I
want to underscore this. You will have students who will
teach you an enormous amount if you encourage them to do
so. As the population of college age students shifts
from being predominantly white, middle-class and
privileged to including more racial and ethnic minority
students (as some of us are already seeing) this will
become a reality. You're going to have students come in
and say, "I want to do something on Black women, Puerto
Rican women, Native American women.

. These will be topic
you very likely know nothing about. Now we have to be
comfortable with the fact that there are many areas--even
in our "specialty areas"--in which we don't know alot.
Whatour role then becomes is guiding students in
methods, structuring research projects, and headillg them
in .the direction of literature which will be..
appropriate. This bibliography is intended as a tool to



La ili t.i te tt 1 Wd n t my colleagues to b at, te lo say
to the student who wants to do a paper o sot aspect of
minority women's health that although he or she does not
know the literature, here is a bibliography. If the
student then writes a paper, that faculty member will see
this paper and will learn something. And with graduate
-tudents, of course, the students will not just be
working at this basic level. They may be in the process
of producing material which can be published and dis-
seminated much more_widely. So we hope to set in
motion the process which will serve as a catalyst for the
creation of additional scholarship.

make this bibliography acce sible to students,
it's good to carry it around in your bag, have extra
copies in_your office, put it on reserve for your classes
in your library. Put it in the reserve book room and in
the main library yeurself or specifically ask that it be
ordered. Don't wait for the library to "discover" it or
put it there for you. I also like to indicate on the
course syllabus that it exists and suggest that if
students want to choose a term paper topic they might
browse through the bibliography to get an idea of what
exists.

I want to note that we had a dilemma in terms of how
to organize this bibliography. In early drafts we did
not have to deal with how to classify or classify because
there was so little that there was nothing to
subclassify. As we worked on it we became alarmed by the
quantity of material. How would we divide this by
topics, by racial or ethnic groups, by historical or
contemporary work? I spent several days at Memphis State
University meeting with the bibliographers, archivists,
database specialists, and others involved in their
Database Project. They urged us not to try to classify
too much too soon. To meet the needs of people who do
want more claSsification, the Database Project will enter
all of the references in Minority Women, Health and
Healinv _in the_U.S. into their-COMOuterized-da-t-aBink.
They will assign key words to material so that scholars
will be able to retrieve citations efficiently. We are
relieved of the terrible responsibility of classifying
beyond the broad categories we used. With the Memphis
State University Database System, you will not have to
dig through 500 references on Asian American women to
find the fifteen on Hawaian women. With .their computer
search procedures they will cut it down. If you limit
your search in several ways, you might only get two
references, but the two references will-probably be
useful. Information on how to request computer searches
is included in section v of this volume.

At the urging of our colleagues at Memphis, we also
created a one page bibliography on minority women's
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health--just a "k y re " We were hui ttint.
make such a selection, bu

_ it. was essenti
We all get constant reque,ts from colleagues who really
want to add material to their classes--sometimes ju-t a
vingle lecture or reading. If we hand the whole
bibliography to these colleagues, we know the next
question is going to be' "Well, what should I read ou
all these because I don't know Zia-Ring?" We have to be
prepared to give something to people who are really_
ignorant and don't have the time to do alot of reading.
When we create the awareness of the importance of
including material on minority women's health we have to
provide mechanisms to allow that to happen. The short
list_of references is included in the bibliography and
reprinted in this volume. We hope that you will copy it
for your colleagues.

GETTING RESOURCES IUTO YOUR LIBRARY

References cre useful, but students need to be able
to find matetial in the library. To increase the
availability of material, I would like to suggest that
you use the bibliography as a means to get to know a
librarian. On every campus I have ever known, there has
been at least one acquisition librarian somewhere who was
sympathetic to women's issues and at some level concerned
with increasing the collection on minority women. Health
is easy to sell. Make an effort to find that librarian
and take her or him to lunch and talk about how to expand
your library's collection of these materials. You might
also offer to serve on your institution's library
committee.

If you don't want to take a librarian to lunch, or
you don't have ti e, or it makes you nervous, or you
think they're not friendly, or you've gotten nowhere
after you've taken one or more to lunch, what are your
chances for getting more material into the collection for
student use? Every library that I've known about has
felt obligated to purchase (usually quickly) all required
readings requested to be placed in the Reserve Book
Room. In my experience, when I request books for use in
my classes as "Required Readings" the library will buy
these books. It always works! If you need quite a few
items, it is a good idea to make an appointment with the
Reserve Book Room staff. Also, if you submit reserve
book lists early, the staff will start to like you for
your promptness. If you're only asking for a few new
books each term or discuss your need for material for a
new course well in advance, you can often get what you
need.

WENDS FOR)FURTBER_WORK

-We feel that there is still much work to be done to
integrate minority women's health into the curriculum.



The restos cc ma which we have g ner ted is just a
preliminary step. We particotarJy see the need for
annotation of key references, for developing workshops to
train faculty to use existing material, and for the
preparation of lecture material, audiovisual aids, and
classroom exercises which can be used easily by faculty
who do not have the resources to develop.their own
material. In the future, we would hope that technical
ssistance might be made available to institutions
interested in increasing their collections and providing
faculty with assistance in revising their courses. Such
activities might best be carried out on regional basis. ,

Ultimately, the material we have available to use in
teaching comes to us as the result of scholarly
research. Thus no discussion of post-secondary education
can ignore the topic of research and scholarly
production. Increased recruitment of minority faculty i
key to recruiting and retaining minority graduate
students who in turn will increase the availability pool
of such scholars. While we would hope that most minority
women's health issues would not be the research task of
minority scholars alone, in reality such scholars are
more likely to carry out such work and with greater
sensitivity to issues of race than most majority group
scholars. Increasing the legitimacy and visibility of
research on minority women's health issues will encourage
young scholars to undertake this work. We all have much
work to do to make this a reality and to see to it that
this new scholarship is fully integrated into curricula
in post-secondary education.
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INPAMENTAL ISSUES IN T. NG ABOUT IIINORIT

Ruth E. Zambrana

Anyone who has attempted to integ ate materials on ethnic
minorities into the curriculum knows that this is a difficult and
never-ending task. In this article I discuss some of the difficult
faced (1) from a theoretical perspective; (2) from the student's point
of view; and (3) from the instructor's point of view, I conclude with
some recommendations of strategies for integrating different materials
into the curriculum.

Theoretical Issue
_ _

What ie the current state of the art with regard to teaching
about minorities? Most _extbooks do not include a realistic overview
of the heterogeneity of the population in the U.S. Moreover, more
often that not they lump all ethnic diversity into one group, the
"nonwhites," and/or generalize about groups and thereby reinforce
stereotypes, such ae "most Latinos have language difficulties" or
Blacks are poor and uneducated" (in fact 40% are middle-class).
Second, there is no accessible theory as yet to explain to
undergraduates in simple terms the patterns of class and racial
stratification in the U.S. Most such work involves either highly
complicated Marxist and economic approaches or esoteric sociological
jargon.

Third, the sociological and anthropological literature has tended
to view the study of ethnic minorities as outside of the mainstream,
as "exotic" (witness the study of folk medicine), or has viewed
minorities as being part of the mainstream when they "melt into the
pot," which has not occurred. Thin lack of attention in the textbooks
to both inter and intra group diversity represents a cisz:Timinatory
ideology, regardless of intention. The lack of willingness to accept
and discuss racial and cultural differenceo consequently devalues
minorities in the U.S., including people of color, lesbtans and gays,
and the disabled. The lack of texts which provide good overviews of
racial/ethnic minorities as part of U.S. society leaves instructors
with little choice but to provide additional materials and/or attempt
to "force" what is written to apply to minorities.

Students' Issues:-

When students enter college they already possess certain
attitudes towards those who are different and those with whom they arc
not familiar. Much of the college population, like much of the larger
U.S. population, has had little exposure to the diversity of
individuals in this society. This true not only for Anglos, but also
for Blacks and Latinos who often are not familiar with Anglo culture.
Essentially there is a lack of experience with those who do not share
our religious, class, racial and cultural background. Elementary and
secondary schools tend to inspire a naive and stereotypic nationalism,
such as that "Russians are evil," "Mexicans are short and dark," and
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"Africans are tribespeople. Most Bch °la tend to use history
textbooks which present narrow and biased viewpoints.

All of these factors contribute to our students' resis ance to
new ideas. Even at the university level I have encountered extreme
stereotypes, such as that Blacks are foreigners and that Latino
families, because of "machismo," do not allow their female children to
obtain an education. In most instances the students expressing th
views were intelligent and sensitive. They simply had never been
exposed to other realities.

New ideas and knowledge often chaLLenge the roots of tudents'
beliefs and their personal world views, which can be quite emotionally
disruptive. I once had a young, white male student from a strong
religious background. In the class et talked a great deal about
gender and the special needs of women, including choices such as
abortion, as well as the different needs and values of Black and
Latina women. After a couple of weeks the student began to fall
asleep in class. When I spoke with him he said he was tired and was
not going to keep himself awake by drinking coffee like me and "those
other women" (referring to the "feminista" in the class). When
another faculty member spoke with him, the student said he didn't like
me, that I talked about odd things. He later told me he felt I was
trying to change all his values and his person. The lesson here is
that such material, in strong doses, can fundamentally shake the
persona of the individual. Sensitivity is critical to avoid
overwhelming students and, conversely, to avoid "overprotecting" them
from experiencing the emotions that come with exposure to new peoples
and new ideas.

armU

As instructors we operate under several important constraints
when we set out to integrate racial/ethnie content into the
curriculum. First, it takes a lot of energy and.time, and many
faculty members already have overcommitted schedules. It is not easy
to find materials which fit the needs and levels of the students and
the requisites and level of the course. Moreover, such available
resources as the Journal of Racial and Ethnic Studies, the Black
Scholar, and even the Psychology of_ Women Qnarterlx (special issue on
Black Women) are absent from Many libraries.

Second, faculty as well as students are not always up to date on
recent issues or even on the basiz history of minority groups in the
U.S. Dere I can give my own case as an example. Growing up on the
East Coast, I had a very narrow view of where the U.S. began and
ended, who Asians were, and the history of Black Americans. I was
fortunate when in 1980 three sociologists invited me to collaborate on
a project on the comparative historical experiences of women of color
in the U.S. - Black, Asian (Chinese and Japanese) ard Latina (Puerto
Rican and Mexican-American). I have learned a tremendous amount while
working on this project for the last oix years and have become more
aware of my own biases, ignorance and stereotypes. For example, as a
Puerto Rican, the history of Mexican-Americans came as an eye-opener.



I had not known that 5 oi the Southwe atc'rn utates were once Northern
Mexico. I was also unaware that the majority of the few Chinese women
in the U.S. in the nineteenth century were prostitutes. I am still
learning about Anion cultures. Although I am now knowledgeable about
their history in the U.S., I have little practical experience with
this population. The point is that we are part of a system which has
not provided kie with an accurate history of racial/ethnic minorities
in the U.S., and it takes a tremendous amount of work to obtain the
complete context for understanding the diversity amoag the groups.
Instructors need to first become .slati_Laua_sslultsiLt, a difficult
task in itself.

Reeemmended_Curriculum Integration_Strategies:

Once instructors have identified relevant teaching materials and
have attained a degree of cross-cultural knowledge and competence, the
issue which remains is how to weave these materials into the
curriculum in ways which make sense. Over the last few years I have
used a number of strategies which have been well received and have
helped students to better understand and integrate such new materials.

I have developed a structural framework which addresses the
issues of diversity with particular reference to class, gender, rate
and culture. I begin with a simple chart outlining the political,
economic and social structure of the U.S. in order to examine the
values implicit in democracy and capitalism I then present the
social class composition of the U.S. (approximately 70% working class
15% middle claim, 9% professional and upper middle class and 6% upper
class). Issues of gender are presented firat because in some respects
these are the least threatening. Then I move to issues of class
using, for example, Lillian Rubin's Worldaof Fain (1976). Following
this I introduce issues of race and differences 6y ethnic background.
Often students will make comments which provide good opportunities for
initiating discussion of class and cultural differences within the
dominant culture, ashappened when one joung Anglo woman talked in my
class about the "hypocritical, emotional, two-faced" family of an
Italian family.

Presenting such a framework --n the beginning of a course provides
students with a conceptual tool with which they can organize some
of the new knowledge, and I find it useful to refer back to it. This
particular structural framework can serve as a prototype, and other
instructors will certainly develop their own. The point is that mia
to teaching material on racial/ethnic minorities we need to provide
our students with a broader perspective of the diversity in the U.S.
and challenge the myth of the melting pot and that everyone can pull
themselves up by their bootstraps

There is a need to introduce materials in media that are
stimulating, such as films and novels. For example, Monica Sone's
Nisei Daughter, Alice Walker's The Color Purple (a bit strong for
-saw), and Maxine Hong Kingstonia-The Woman Warrior are titles that I

_
find valuable. Also, some ethnographic and community studies are
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I also encourage students to discuss their own biases in their
papers and even in class. For classroom discussions, of course, the
inutruetor must take careful reeponsibility in sett ng the tone and in
managing any difficulties and bridgina the 'learning gaps" emong
students of different backgrounds and races. Dominant culture
students need to be able to examine their values and culture and not
feel the guilt of not having a "special" culture and also not feel
burdened for the "sins of their ancestors." The other import nt
caution is not to burden racial/ethnic students with the
responsibility of representing their entire race in the classroom.

We as faculty muat take the initiative for meaningful exchange.
Students are commonly awkward and silent during initial discussions.
It is likely they have never participated in such discussion in
"public" before, and we must "break the silence." An often fruitful
strategy is to describe your own learning processes about other social
groups, including &Award incidents and fears of appearing racist or
insensitive.

In didactic lectures, diffe_ nt 'xamples of how theories and
practices apply and vary in terms of deLanant culture, Black, Lati o
and other groups are esaential. It is very important to present both
similarities and differences here. For example, In family discipline
issues,: I try to break the myths of racial/ethnic exotic behavior.
There is an .emphasis on class as a key variable which cuts across
racial differences. Culture is discussed as a dynamic concept and
phenomenon which serves to diminish notions of cultural determinism
and enhance understending of the roilys of vorietion. For example, in



psychology ur uocial welfare coureen me can dincuns the valuen of thc
society (ideology), how they are played out In dintribution of funde
for programe, and how thin affects various communities, organizatione
and survival. Then one can point out how individuala and ft:mince
within the communities are in turn affected by community resources,
and the consequences for families who have little access to resources.
Another approach here, also an effective method of applying
psychological theory to different groupn, in the aseignment of a ahort
story about a different racinl/ethnic group and asking students to
dincuss why the theory dotes or does nut apply based on issues of
class, gender and race.

Clearly tor each couree we teach, and tor each gjoup ot oLudentm, we
have to find a different npproach. At the undergraduate level we
primarily want to open ntudenta' minds to other worlds. The pultIL is
to develop A framework which in comfortable for us an instructors.
In conclusion, the goal is to develop a sense ot cultural competence
and awareness, which I believe at its most fundamental in simply
accepting that others are different, and that difference Is something
to value rather than to suspect.

Notes:

1. This is a reviaion of a paper presented at the Western States
Project on Women in the Curriculum meeting, Integrating Women's
St1141.0.0_4hte the Libet.a1 Arts: A Ceeference for Prejeet Leaders,
7q)7171-4, 86, Santa Monica, California.

. There is a growing number of university of community resources
which are potentially valuable to both instructora and faculty,
such as the following:

Memphis State Univeraity, Center for Research on Women,
Bibliography on. Women of Color. Memphi. , Tennessee.

Ethnic minority centers such aa those at UCLA (including its
Spanish Speaking Mental Health Research Center) and the
HisPanie Research Center at Fordham University.

Becoming acquainted with individuals in such institutions and
areas is very helpful in keeping abreast of the newest available
knowledge and resources.
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INTLoRATING MIN UT? WOMLN'S HEALTH
INT() LIBERAL ARTS CURRICULA_

Diane Lewin

My focus here is on integrati-6 minority women's health lanues
into the curriculum in liberal arts colleges and universit
Women's studies and ethnic studiee programs offer the greateut
potential for integrating minority women's health perupectives into
the curriculum on liberal arts campueta. These programs began in the
late 1960a and early 1970s, and together, at their peak, numbered over
800. In 1982 there were acme 25,000 courses in Bled: and women's
studies alone (Sitkott, 1982:30. The two nrpAn fhlve getirtited high
quality research on race and gender, new curricula tirld innovative
teaching methods.

But ethnic and women's studiei. had another goal beaideto the
development of innovative scholarship and specialized academic
programa. This was the transformation of the traditional mainstream
curriculum. This goal, sadly, has not been met. Florence Howe, then
editor of the Women's StudieR quarterly, wrote about women s studiee
programs in 1973:

If by 1960, the number of courea and programs has doubled
or trebled, and if in freshman English, the students are
still reading male writers on male liven, and in United
States history the students are still studying male cultu
heroes, wars, and male political documents, then we shall
have failed our mission (Sitkoff, 1982:39).

Currently, the reading list of humanities sequences at major
universities such as Columbia still lack any works by or about women..
Publishers have not made major revisions in the standard texts, which
generally have less_than two percent of their content on minorities
and women. Most male academics continue to teach traditional white,
male-centered content and to ignore the concerns of minority men ahd
all women (Sitkoff, 198239). As long as ethnic women's concerns are
omitted in the general curriculum, we have a major structural barrier
to integrating minority wompu'S health and other perspectives on
liberal arts campuses.

Another barrier to i corporating minority women's issues lies in
the current decline of ethnic and women's studies on liberal arts
campuses. Both programs are now under attack by administrators and
wider communities which did not want thes. in the first place. Due to
budgetary cutbacks, many programs have been dismantled or threatened,
and most are suffering from inadequate, unstable funding and staffing.
Minority and women's faculties, still concentrated in the lowest
academic ranks) have commonly been unable to protect their position.

The situation is exacerbated by decreasing atudent enrollments in
ethnic and women's studies programs, as students have begun to turn to
career-oriented classes. For example, in the early 19708, several
thousand students majored in Black studies. In 1982, there were less



than 300 major=es (SiLkofi, 1982t36-39). Black and other ethnic studies
are currently 'in a benign neglect aituation" on most campuses.
Similarly, temmminist courees ln an urea such as women's history reach

less than 10% of the student body nationally. Many programs have been
internally tor--n by controverniosover class, race, and sexual
preference as both political andcurricular issues. To make matters
worse, major fEEoundations such no Ford, Mellon, NEU, and the Carnegie
Foundation, w1e72ich formerly supported minority and women's course
development, c=onferences and profosional training, have now greatly
reduced thou budgets in these mato (Sitkoff, 1982.36-39).

A third h=narrier to the integration of minority women's health
peJtepeceivea ;...Z.n a liberal arts muriculum lies in the ideology and
utructure of etethnic studies andemimn's studies programu themselven.
Although thest are the two programa on any liberal arts campus where,
one would expemect to find minorityvmmen's issuen aired, in fact, women
of color have been for the most part ignored.

Ethnic st=eudies prop.rams tend to be male-dominated in terms of the
directors, fatezeuity, course conMmt At U.C. Berkeley, for example
onay two out coof eight Afro-American studies faculty are women. Ethnic
men tend to sefte ethnic women's atudies as women's work, not realizing
Che need to left-educate themselves (Off Our Backs, 1982:23). Just ea
ir is imperat12:.ve to include women and minorities in courses in the
wider curriculumf it ia crucial tooffer ethnic studies courses which
deal with bothmm women and men. ()lay in this way can we present the

complexities, and not just the mmeralities, of ethnic experience
(Cole and Gorallon, 1901).

Wemen'a mmatudies programs have also omitted minority women. On
moot campuses, women's studies focus upon, are taught by, and are
taken primariL4 by middle-classohite women (Avakian, 1981). The
absence of minmaority perapectivessnd minority materials in many
women's studiefts courses can be Natially explained by the fact that
women's studiemes faculties have themselves been trained in traditional
disciplines whmaich have ignored third world people.

When womfeeen's studies teachers are challenged to make their
courses multicultural, they oftenresist in the same way that male
faculty do whe=en asked to ineludewomen's perspectives in their
comrses. There plead ignorance,claiming they don't know what books to
read and asser7rt they are not qualified to teach subject matter dealing
with the viewsma of women of color(Bazin, 1983:4). It is true that
integrating utL-nority women into women's studies requires additional
research and f7Faculty preparation. Consider, however, that most
women's studiemem faculty never tok a course in women'e studies. They
had to learn tt.---fhe subjects on their own from scratch (Bazin,
1983:16-17). They can clothe ame for minority studies as well.
Incorporating : xminority perspectives in women's studies programs can
immeasurably a=rnrich the curriculum. A more wholiatic grasp of womeu's
lives and a mosore authentic realiq could be presented in the classroom
(Bazin, 1983:1 _7)
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Now that ft-lave reviewed th barriera , consider factorathat facilitate ismategration of mi nority women's heolth perspectivesinto the currioulu-. 114111 focu-s on ponitive trends in Black andwomen's studies. Pirst, the grew:Ang body of research in ethnic andwomen's studies lag nen( generating a rich, new scholarship on ethnic
minority women. SW he i900u have semen books and entire journal issues
reporting researc177.3 findings on alt. aspects of Black women's liven.Currently, researb oncinority wc=lmen is being supported by
establiehed wcxnenc- a recoarch centeers, such as the Wellesley CollegeCenter for Remear=h om Women. ltcs program on minority women hasproduced policy dwelepoont resesch on Black and Chicano women(Wellesley Colleo Cemtor for Resarch on Women, 1985). Spelman, aBlack women s colt egr, 11110:lento., recently formed a new Women 'Studies Institute, whIth will doe1=3tless encourage additional rcoearcon Black women.

In terms of h- ltk, the Zat.nai Black Women's Health Project,whose major goal L the education of. Black women in self-help onhealth issues, sholteold deo co rute importantly to research and
teaching on Black merornon'a health ( -Avery et al., 1984). The new Blackwomen's journal, Saltssal_.e devoted ifs- Fall, 1985 issue to Black Women'sHealth. This bargascroning of reaeor ich on Black and other ethnic womenshould have a sajoimc impact on the _integration of minority women's
health and other pmeropectiven l.n tUae curriculum.

A second posir=clve factor sterames from thc current atructural
position of both wc=zinusa's and ethnie= studies. Since both programs arenow under fire, ttlY ttre more moti~oted than ever before to cooperatein fighting common enenies. llinorty women's studies advocates findthemselves in a cti.4.tical position .mo help bring these areas together.In 1983, a 5-colle=e consortium in western Massachusetts met to planstrategies around =aalition-buildicrig between Black and women'sstudies. This kirid of cooperation is bound to encourage the
introduction of Bla=-Ick ,smoon's issum-2,n on liberal arts campuses (Mull,1983:5).

Third, withi =most women' atmadies and Black studies prograthere are signs tha7v faculty are 13e-'-Coming responsive to the need tointegrate Black womomen's perspeetivma in the curriculum. Many women'sstudies programs ovimer the past fev years have been concerned with
racism. This is relemted oil some -.campuses in attempts to hire womenof color or to teactina courees on tainority women's issues (Avakian,
1981; Off Our Backs 1981). The l4aonal Council for Black Studiesfor the first time c=irganited a plostrry session at its 1980 conferencecalled "Black Studia and Women's Sudies: Search for a Long-OverduePartnership." l'her-T., a dialogue bencan suggesting that Black women sstudies is gaining I-Legitimacy withismrs Black studies programs (Off OurBacks, 1982). The l'ational Women's Studies Association has also made
the curricular integtration of alinorM-ty women's lives and issues
central to their arnmstual convention estctivities and to their largermission. As Black wand woolen's ElitudiMes programs make these ideologicalchanges, we can anci_cipato the intemration of minori y women's healthand other perspectires into the cur=lculum.



I conclude with some general and specific rocoini

General RecommendatioL_

1) We need more research on the health needs of third world women,
and wider dissemination of the results. Currently, many of the
existing materiala aro found in conference proceedings or
research report°. Some general information is found in ethnic
studies journals, but none of these nources are widely available.
We need to make them more available through library acquisition
requests and through familiarizing our colleagues and our
atudenta wi!-11 recent findings-. Another rich resource in this
area ib minority women's fiction, which often contains valuable
insights aboui health perepectiven.

We need more summer training institutes and other such activities
to provide curricular materials and to train those who teach
health courses in both liberal arta and professional schools.

We need a national clearinghouse or journal for minority women's
research and curriculum planning, in which health issues are
given top priority.

Specific Recommendations:

4) With respect to individual c _puses, we need to hire more third
world women faculty.

5) We need to focus on minority women's ssues in organized research
activities. One way to encourage teaching about minority women
is to push for research activity in that area on your campus.

6) Committees on curriculum development need to assure that courses
on women are included in ethnic studies programs, that courses on
minorities are part of women's studies programs and, above all,
that multicultural and women's concerns are part of the general
education curriculum. One model can be found in the 1983 article
"Integrating Third World Women into the Women's Studies
Curriculum" by Nancy Bazin, published in the journal Frontiers

One of the criteria of evaluation for women's studies and ethnic
studies programs should be the inclusion of minority women's
concerns in courses. More importantly, one of the criteria for
evaluation of the general education program should be the
inclusion of ethnic and women's perspectives. If you sit on any
review or evaluation boards on your campuses, you should make
this an important issue.

On campuses whe_e reeearch is not suppo ted, where the curriculum
committee is not receptive, and where change is slow, informal
campus networking should take place to make teaching materials
and bibliographies available. As a first step, persons with
access to information, like yourselves, could offer to give a
supplementary lecture or provide a list of readings on minority
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acua Hihealth perspectives. The next step, of course, would be
wganiezzation of cournen to include these materials an an
integral part of the curriculum. There are many things that you
(ado iftt you are informed.

NallY, a positive note. As we consider the prospects for
ittping milLnority women's health perspectives into the curriculum,

tatconsiltler the historical context. Remember the words of Gorda
rtiorliiho et= a conference on integrating women's studien into the

traLiona1 cumerriculum said (I am elaborating): "How old are ethnic
st000and wo-coen'a studies? Less than twenty years old? How old ia
minWitYwomerLses studies? Around five years old? We have to undo
6,0W8are a 7 cultural conditioning. Twenty years, five years, are
mthior (Si _tkoff, 1982: 9).
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INTEGRATING MINORITY WOMEN'S HEALTH ISSUES
INTO THE PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL CURRICULUM

Ruth E. Zambrana

Introduction

For close to twen_y years a small but dedicated cadre of schola s
has struggled to integrate minority health issues, and particularly
minority women's health issues, into the curriculum in waya that are
meaningful and sensitive. In this article 1 will examine some of the
ways in which minority women's henith innno$ need to be integratO
into the curriculum of professional schools on three levelai firet,
in terms of the standard operational definition of health; aecond, how
that definition relates to gend, (women); and third, how these
dimensiona relate to interactif, among gender, race and class.

Health has traditionally been defined as the absence of disease.
Essentially, the medical or health field ia ati11 geared to curing
disease and does not often emphasize the maintenance of health in its
teaching institutions. Evidence of this is found in the curricula of
medical schools, in the increasing trends toward specialization, and
in the high prestige associated with highly technological medical
fields such as brain and heart surgery. Community and family
medicine, geared more towards health maintenance and wellness, are
accorded little prestige and rank at the bottom of the status
hierarchy. A contradiction emergeo in that public health
practitioners have demonstrated that up to 80-85% of all diseases are
preventable given environmental changes and family education. Why
then are most of the best paid practitioners and the largest number of
resources channeled into curative, highly specialized, high technology
medicine? This debate is old and worn, and the need for drastic
changes is clear. The point here is that as long as the health system
maintains its current organization women will continue to suffer
indignities when they seek care (Fischer, 1986).

There is a recent but detailed and well documented his ory of how
women have been treated or mistreated under the medical system because
it is patriarchal, hierarchal and technological (Fee, 1983).
Narratives have been recounted both by women as consumers (e.g. Boston
Women's Health Collective, 1984) as well as providers (Harrison,
1982). In a study conducted at the University of California, Los
Angeles, we attempted to obtain some insight into how physicians
perceive patients of different racial/ethnic minority groups. In this
study, 50 obstetricians were interviewed, including 13 attending
physicians and 37 residents (18 males and 19 females). All of the
women were residents. There were two major findings of interest.
First, pear, racial/ethnic minorities were indeed perceived as
difficult patients. Moreover, although social class was an import nt
characteristic that influenced stereotypes, race was also critical.
For:example, white poor women were perceived as demanding. However,
the combination of race and class generated the most negative
stereotypes: Blacks were perceived aa the most difficult patients of
all (Zambrana, Mogel and Scrimshaw, 1983). This suggests that there
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is great uocial die ance between provider and consumer wlich reaultn
in and/or is the result of cultural insenaitivity. We can broadly
define this uu lack of knowledge of the groups involved and consequent
lack of akills in interpersonal interactions. In a study conducted at
Harvard, Good and Good (1986) found that socia) distance was a major
barrier to successful provider-patient interaction. The important
point the authors make ia that all transactiona occur across
diatinctive cultures and that profesaional status indicates
participation in a distinctive subculture.

Issues in Modifying the Curriculum in Prof choola:

A number of questions emerge with regard to modifying curricula
to make them more sensitive to health iseues of minority women.
First, what types of materials do we integrate? Second, can faculty
who are not knowledgeable on different racial/ethnic groupa develop
the capability to address and discuss such issues in a sensitive
manner? That is, can we learn not only to discontinue perpetuating
myths and stereotypes, but also to actually explain differences among
ethnic minorities? Third, can the individual ground the problems in
an historical and structural context and unravel the implications of
these issues for policy directions, program development and service
delivery? When attempts are made to present and discuss minority
issues and these criteria are not met, potential impact is lost.
Studento depart thinking that these poor people are simply
predetermined to be that way: they cannot and do not want to atop
having children, they do not exercise, and they do not eat well, all
because they do not want to. Stereotypes are simply reinforced.

To take up the first issue: what types of materials do we
Integrate? I do not believe that we should talk about integrating
material into separate courses only, or Into all courses as token
materials. A general recognition that ethnic minorities have save e
health problems which are related to their race, class and gender
(both female and male) is necessary to guide education in professional
schools. It has become clear in the last two decades that those
students who know the most about ethnic minoritieS always attend the
segregated courses and those who know the least carefully avoid them.

Thus when we talk about integrating minority women's health
issues into a curriculum we are really talking about changing some of
the basic premises of the ideology which is reproduced in the graduate
school curricula. The medical model framework and its for-profit goal
has created a health care syetem which provides differential care and
stratifies the population by class, race and gender. In turn, these
strata create many barriers within the system. Such historical and
structural contexts must be presented in class to provide a framework
for minority health issues.

Specific areas for inclusion in the curriculum need to b
addressed and integrated on both the micro and macro levels. At the
macro level, we need to begin with a number of premises. Firet, a
maJor barrier we face in integrating minority health issues in
specific areas is the lack of available data. In 1977, Virginia
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Olcsen in her book Women und h: Research Im licatione a New
Era indicated that there was a serious deficit in data on women of
color. Muller reasserted Olesen's conclusion in 1980 in her article
"Women and Health Star tics" which appeared in Women And Health.
Nonetheless, in the past ten years some initial work has been
conducted which may be a useful starting point (e.g., USDIIHS, I985a
and b; Jackson, 1981).

Second, we need to elucidate the insti utionalized barriers in
the system which are related to race, clime and gender. These are
reflected in the types of services available to working class women
and women of color, ouch an county health aervices and hospital clinic
services. Many of the women who use these services are either
Nelf-paY er nre on Medicaid. The U.S. health care system has
historically perpetuated a two-class system of care which keeps the
different classes separate and maximizes profit. This system is
managed primarily by white upper-middle class male professionals, even
though the overwhelming majority of health care workers (about 80%)
are women. Many professionals in this system do not recognize the
importance of the provision of equal care for all. This differential
care results in uneven and at times poor quality care to those who
need it most.

Finally, the system is geared toward high technology and
specialization, and ia therefore not designed to addreas many of the
issues of poor racial/ethnic minority groups. This has been
documented not only in that the vast majority of health care problems
require primary care intervention, but also in that many of the health
problems of the poor and people of color (for example, diabetes,
hypertension, and asthma) ultimately stem from socioeconomic
conditions and stressors of everyday life.

At the macro level we need to identify where minority indiv duals
fit into the health system, and what are the characteristics and
functions of the system's organization and financing which continue to
place this population at a disadvantage in their use of health care
services. This recognition needs to guide any integration of minority
women's health issues into the curriculum.

On the micro level, I would suggest teaching a number of topics
which include specific issues of minority women. For example, there
are some preliminary data on the relationship between health status,
race and class as well as on differential rates of morbidity and
mortality (e.g., USDHHS, 1985a and b). There is also some beginning
literature on chronic and acute disease, for example on hypertension
among Blacks (e.g. H.D.F.F. Cooperative Croup). Dr. Scrimshaw at UCLA
has been conducting work on asthma and epilepsy among Latino children.
Significant research is also beginning to emerge in the areas of the
occupational health of racial/ethnic women (Mullings, 1984) as well as
in the related area of the relationship between racial/ethnic women's
multiple'social/familial/economic roles and their health status.
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For all women, the area of bjrihin In f critic 1 i

. women of color it reprenentu an esp cially uennIt ve
he hiatorical treatment of women by the health care nystem an we
wit particular oppresnion in termu of experimentation and

ion. Women of color have experienced significaut abuse not
only based on gender but also based on race and class. The advantages
that white middle clean women gained as n result of the women's

in part gninn related to economic position. These gains
'tared down to the majority of women of color.

move
have

mt,L bcalth care settings women of color still encounter
profenslonnin who are socially diatant from them, who do not
understand thoir needn, fears and cultural symboln, all within (.1
system which puta them at psychological risk because of its
insensitivities and new approaches to "efficiency." I wan in an UM
hospital three years ago and ahared a room with a woman who spoke no
English and who had had twins. At this HMO the approach was
self-help--you take care of yourself and your infants. However,
because they were speaking different languages, this woman could not
communicate her dlacomfort to the nurses. Language differences
present serious barrier(' to care and translators are sorely needed.

In our study at UCLA there was another incident which illustraa related point. Some Latinaa believe that if their feet are cold
their baby will die. One woman with this belief asked for a blanke_
but the staff felt that because she was already in the delivery room
the request was inappropriate. One can only imagine her panic thather child would die when her request was not granted. From this
example we see the need to examine accio-cultural influences on the
attitudes, values and mores of those who seek health care services.
Psychological factors have been demonstrated to be related to better
mother and child outcomes. This is a complex area, including factors
such as social support, knowledge about birth and breaatfeeding,attitudes towards pregnancy, aad cultural expectations. We need to
explain the importance of suet factors to our students.

CS

It is also important to assess the fertility rates of Latina and
Black women and also the rates of infant morbidity and mortality.
These data can be obtained from atate and national vital statistics.The infant mortality rate for Blacks Is still twice that of the
general population (Jackson, 1981). Family planning and abortion are
also critical areas to incorporate into the curriculum. There are anumber of resources availabie which are very helpful, including the
proceedings of a conference held in San Antonio, Texas, entitled
"Latino Families in the U.S.: A Resourcebook for Family Education."
Family planning is a sensitive issue for minority women because of the
abuses that have occurred in the system, because of their own fears of
contraceptives such as the pill, and their reaistance to the use of
messy methods such as the diaphragm. Furthermore, among low-income
ethnic minorities, children represent a centra1 dimension of their
lives.

Oa the other hand, although fertility rates have declined in
general among all women, Black and Latina women still have higher
fertility rates. This is particularly notable in terms of adolescent
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pregnancy. Here again therc is a need Lu examine differential raten
by race and clasa in order to distinguish what are actually social
prohiomn versus cultural differences. Adolescent pregnancy among
Blacks has historically been erroneously seen as pathological, and not
a social problem. The issue becomes problematic because the limited
options of poor racial/ethnic minorities are further limited by
adolescent pregnancy in terms of educational and employment choicea.
%omen with less education have always tended to marry at a younger
age. For many, sources of social support such as economic help and
child care resources are not readily available. In general, we know
very little about sources of social support across groups (Vaux,
1980. However, we tire beginning to lieu some neW research in th
and some public achools have established programa which are geared to
respond to the particular needs of pregnant adolescents.

Abortion is another area where there are significant knowledge
gaps with regard to different class and racial/ethnic groups. There
are many different points of view on the meaning of abortion.
Depending on class, cultural values, situational context and so on,
the decision to abort may be an easy or a difficult one; it is made or
is not made. At this point we really do not know on what basis women
from different racial and ethnic groups make these decisions. Thie
area clearly warrants further investigation.

Finally, it is our responsibility as educators to pr sent a model
of health which fully addresses issues of differential care in the
country, which recognizes the historical biases against women and
individuals based on color and class status, and which stops
perpetuating myths of equality and the malting Pot (Zambrana, 1987).
There is an unconscious ideology which has guided education in general
and which is most obvious in higher education; The ideology is one
which has placed a low value on racial/ethnic minorities, has been
guided by the so-called "objective" world views of administrators and
professors, and has denied the cultural diversity present in the U.S.
There are important differences: upper middle class white women
experie less discrimination than upper middle class Black women;
poor white women experience a little less discrimination than poor
Black women, and so forth. There is a rigid pyramid based on color,
class and gender that is manifested in health, employment, housing and
other areas of our lives. To integrate minority women's health issues
into the curriculum without a baeic understanding of the social
structure and ideology in which they evolved is, at best, tokenism.
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A.LASE STUDY OF M1NoTTY _CURRICULAR. INUORATION:
ASJAN_PACIF1C AM4RiCAN WORLO S WALIH

Karen Ito

The higgeat problem in integrating _curricular nateriala on
health issues of Atiun/PaclLtc AerIcan Women is time. All too often
I AM asked, 80MALINCA implored, to give a lecture during a courae on
women's health, medical anthropology, hr women -- on t. lecture on Asian
American women and health. (Rarely doea aoyone want Pacific 181/Indere
included.) I also am told by these inatructors how important it In

t this area be coveree: If I do not give the lecture, the
instructor fears that the atudenta v111 be deprived of vital
informution.

Several Issues tire _a ned by such lccturc requests. PIret, how
can I cover a collectivity of people wh_ch currently includee at leapt
29 different ethnic, cultural, national or regional groupe? They are:
Bangladeshi, Bhutanese, Burmese, Chamorro (native Guamanian) Chinese,
Fujian, native Hawaiian, Hmong, Indian, Indoneeian, Japanese,
Kampuchean (Cambodian), Korean, Laotian, Malaysian, Micronesian,
Nepalese, Okinawan, Pakistani, Filipino, Samoan, Singaporean, Sri
Lankan, Tahitian, Taiwanese, Tibetan, Tongan, Thai, and Vietnamese.
Of course, within these groups there are further distinctions,
Taiwaneae vs. Formnsana, Tamile vo. Sinhalese in Sri Lanka, Hong Kong
vs. Mainland Chinese* Western Samoan vs. American Samoan, and
countless other regional, religious and ethnic subgroups.

It is important for faculty to explain this diversity to
students: that the category of Asian/Pacific Americana represents a
huge collectivity and that there is tremendous heterogeneity within
the ethnic group. It is critical to take thin in account to properly
interpret statistics on Asian/Pacific Americans. This is obviously
one of the most heterogenoun mieority groe-_v, although ea you know,
not the only one. Native AmeHeans and nispa ics confront the same
complexities of diversity.

Among Asian/Pacific Americans, the three most pok)alous groups,
according to the 1980 census, are Chinese Americans (806,027),
Filipino Americans (774,640) and .Pyanese Americans (700,747). Two of
the most rapidly growing populatiowa are the Koreans and Southeast
Asians. The Korean population has increased over 400% from the 1970
to the 1980 census while the Southeast Asian population has increased
from virtually zero to well over 360,000 people (1980 U.S. Census).
(Some experts estimate a Southeast Asian population of over 900,000
(Rumbaut and Weeks, 1985; Rumbaut, et al., 1986)]. Most Asian/Pacitie
Americans live in the western states (59%), and most in California
(36%). But they make up only 5% of Callfrrnia's population. Only 17%
of Asian/Pacific Americans live in Hawaii, but they compose 60% of
that state's population. In 1980, Asian/Pacific Americans numbered
3.7 million; nationally, they only represented 1.6% of the U.S.
population (based on figures from 1980 U.S. Census). Yet this
represents a 120% increase since the 1970 census and Asian/Pacific
Americans have the largest percentage of of foreign-born individuals
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of any U.S. ethnic. grou (Dulls 1985b). Overall, 582 of Anian/Pac
Americana are foreign-born NHS 1985b ), reflecting a tremendouo
influx of new immigrants since 1965.

Secoud, there in,
percentage oi foreign-
nubgroups. For example
which is the reverse of

CV

c

, a tremendoun range of variation in the
n within the different Avian/Pacific
70; of Japaoese Americans are U.S. born,
he situation of the other major Arden/Pacific

groups where mont are foreign born. Thven other groups range from
high of 922 foreign born for Vietnamese to 6-27. for Chineee (Chung
1984). Thin is important information when you are dealing with health
education or clinical development materials. If, for example, you are
trying to develop a health education program or nn outreach program,
or doing personnel planning for clinic stuff, you must have aome idea
of the ethnic group you are targeting: what is the population like in
terma of Its variation, immigrant needa, dialects, political and
religious preferences, and other such variables? It is inadequate and
inappropriate to make aosumptions Wined on broad-based
generalizations.

Given these figures on the 1 rge numbers of foreign born
Asian/Pacific Americans, it is very eauy to forget that Asian& hnv
been in the United States for over 135 years officially and over 220
years unofficially. (Pacific Americans, of course, represent the
indigenoun populations in American Samoa and Guam.) Many people of
Asian ancentry have been in this country for six or seven generatio

Third some background information on the various early immigrant
oups is important for curricular integration. The major Asian

mmigration began with Chinese in the mid-1880s. Early Asian
iMmigranta were almost exlueively male and they were imported as labor
for the agricultural fields in California and Hawaii. The major
period of early Chinese immigration was from 1849 to 1882. In 1882,
the first of many anti-Asian exclusion acts prevented the immigration
of Chinese laborers and prohibited the naturalization of Chinese.

The immigration of women and the eutablishment of families
differed tremendously among early pioneer Asian A=erican groups --
Chinese, Japanese, Filipino. Early Chinese immigrants were often
married in China and came over as sojourners, leaving their wives and
sometimes unseen offspring in China, assuming they would someday
return. Chinese wives of laborers were barred from entering the U.S.
in 1884; in 1924, all Chinese ancestry women were barred from entering
the U.S. Chinese Americans did not begin to establish families in the
United States in any number until 1943, when the Exclusion Actfi were
repealed.

First generation Japanese American women emmigrated to the Un_ted
States from 1900 until 1924. In 1924, immigration quotas were
installed "excluding aliens ineligible for citizenship," and Japan was
given n zero quota. Among this pre-1924 group were the well-known
picture brides. Approximately_502 of the Japanese women immigrants
from this period were estimated to be picture brides. These marriages
were strictly regulated by the Japanese government. The women had to

70
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pass extetinive phynicals before leaving Japan and before entering
U.S. The men could not be any more than 13 yearn older than their
prospective wivea (they avereged 10 years older); they had to have a
bank account and show the bank passbook tu the Japanene embassy
demonntrttUng that they had a certain annual income and had a npecile
minimal savings amount for so many months, depending on their
occupa ion. The women were married in Japan, no they came to the U.S.
-s mar ied women. The practice wan voluntarily halted in 1919 by the
Japarict government under pteasure fran the U.S. government. However,
43% of Japanese men In the U.S. were atlil unmarried; the Japanese
male/female ratio wan 6:4.

There was an interesting Calilornia law enacted in 1922 (the
Cable Act) which tried to prevent Aucrican eitizena from marrying
those ineligible for citizenship. This act was primarily aimed at
male J; anese aliens, who were barred from obtaining citizenship, and
at the American citizens who might marry them. If an American woman
did marry an alien ineligible for naturalization, the woman's
citizenship was revoked. There iu an interesting racial dimension to
this: if you were white and your immigrant Japanese husband died or
you divorced him, you would regain your citizenship; but if you were a
woman of Asian ancestry, you would not (Osumi 1982). Laws such as
this were passed to prevent the establishment of families and a second
generation of U.S. citizens of Asian ancestry.

Filipino American immigration, like that of the rjnene and
Japaneee, began with men coming to the U.S. when th ,,2re young and
single. The Filipino immigration period was primarily irom 1924 until
1944. After 1934, legislation limited Filipino immigration to 50
people per year, despite the fact that Filipinoa carried U.S.
passports until Philippine independence in 1946. Prior to 1946,
Filipinos (like present day Puerto Ricans and American Samoans) were
U.S. nationels because the Philippines was an official U.S. territory.
After independence, until 1965, the Philippines were limited to 100
immigrants a year.

The first generation Filipino commun :ty was central in
challenging the early anti-miscengenation laws in California. In 1931
the State Supreme Court ruled that the anti-miscengenation law_did not
cover Filipinos because they were not "Mongolians" but "Malay." The
California legislature then amended the law to include Malays. This
remained so until 1948, when the State law prohibiting interracial
marriages wan declared unconstitutional by the State Supreme Court
(Osumi 1982). But for most Filipinos this made little differeneo!.
The Filipino male/female ratio in 1940 was 71 (Osumi 1982) and moot
Filipino men from this early immigrant phase spent their entire lives
afi single migrant workers.

These early restrictive immigration and anti-miscenganation laws
influenced the structure and the establishmeat of Asian Amercan
families. But for those Asian American women who were first
generation wives and mothers, they pioneered lives quite different
from their sisters and mothers in their homeland. For example,
Chinese and Japanese women who were first generation wives were able



to develop mu h more cgalitarine marital relationahipe and mo
independence tban they would have had in their homelanda. One 0
critical factors was the ebeence of a moiher-in-law to dominate he
household, as would have been the cane in Japan or China. Altio, many
of the women were younger and healthier than their older, more
weathered husbands. In small family buainesses they became partnere,
working ns o team in laundries and restaurants, or sometimes becoming
the primary operator of the business (rooming houses, stores) while
their huhbatide worked for ii viiv. e19e01.-qo (Gl.cnh 19830 1986). Such
changes occurred quite early in Asian American history. In discunaing
the family and male-female relationehipe one must he careful not to
assume a passive female and 4 dominant male as the Avian/Pacific
American marital model (Howard 1974, Yanagisako 1985). There is
considerable variation both within a d across the different
Asian/Tuethe American groups.

After 1965, changes in the immigration laws brought a new wave of
Aeian/Pacifie Americans who were largely well-educated and from
upwardly mobile families. Many, such as Koreans and Filipinoe, were
very familiar with American culture and medicine through their
countries' long association with the American military and U.S.
corporations. These are the new laborers imported through thd oew
immigration laws which favor relatives of U.S. citizens or permanent
resident aliens and who full into certain specified job categoriee.
Early occupational priority was given to foreign-trained physicians
and nurses. Thin is no longer the case. Another favored immigration
category is refugee status, under which many Southeast Asians are able
to enter.

Th re is a range of medical sophistication among these new
Asian/Pacific immigrants -- from highly acculturated, medically and
pharmacologically knowledegable urban Taiwanese and Koreans to the
folk and herbal practices of Hmong and other rural Southeast Mien
refugees. In some groups, such as among some Filipinos, there io the
use of both Western medicine and faith healing. So again, we see that
Asian/Pacific Americans are diverse and hard to characterize with
generalizations.

HOW can one adequately discuss this diversity and still have time
to make some meaningful statements about Asian/Pacific American hea th
issues, Asian/Pacific American women's health issues or the role of
women in health caretaking in a single lecture? This returns us to my
original question. I have broadly outlinel a few of the different
family structures and challenged simplistic ideas of male dominance
and female submission, But I have not described the plethora of
health issues concerning Asian and Pacific Americans.

What is the solution? This brings me to a second r lated
question I ask when confronted by a request for a lecture on
Asian/Pacific American women and health that la accompanied by the
instructor's acknowledgement of the importance of this area to be
covered: "Why haven't ma (the instructor) been doing it already if
it is such an important topic?" You can integrate ethnic health
issues into your current course materials yourselv el Why treat



ethnics ea special cases? Get the articles and present them, use the
materi la and topics throueiout your couraes. When you give a section
on the transmission of the hepatitia-B virus from pregnant,
carrier-mothers to thetr offspring, include Asian/Pacific Amer CAW)
and Black AmeriCans. They, In fact, are more likely to be carriers
than Caucasian Americans. When you discuss problems in perinatal
care, cover the comparative statistics of whiten vs. Blacks,
Hiapanics Native Americans, Asiano. It is a fascinating area of
diversity.

When you talk about barriera to care do not just treat much
barriers from a homogenoun, Caucasian American perspective. Deal with
them from varioua perspectiven -- majority and minority -- including
the problems of language, doctor-patient relations, literacy, cultural
etiologies, and :to forth. We all know about the relationship of
social support to health status. There is a great deal of material on
the importance of ethnic differences in ways the family is organized
in household structure, age differencea, which individuals can be
relied upon for mutual support, and its relationahip to health status.
Integrate these materials into your course!

When you discuss cancer, note that the highest incidence of
cancer in this country is among native 7awailans, for both males and
females. Hawaiian women have the highest incidence of breast cancer
of any group in this country, well over 100 per 100,000 (DIMS 1985a
2:113-118). What does this all mean? These are fascinating questions
that would provoke excellent discussions and research topics for your
students.

Importantly, this is not esoteric information that I found in
obscure places. For example, the Department of Health and Human
Services publishes materials on the health status of minorities.
There are two excellent free publications that just came out in 1985
(DHHSa,b). They are full of detailed information and wonderful
references, and they all should be available in health science
libraries or the government publications sections of your campus
library.

In other words, don't practice segregation in your curriculum.
Start thinking about a comparative approach to your materials.
Encourage cross-eultural perspectives through your own presentations.
It is great that some of you do invite guest lecturers -- you should
ontinue to do so and be encouraged to do so. But don't wait for

guest lecturers to come and give a slice of ethnic life. You don't
wait for oncologists to come to your class before you talk about
cancer, and you don't wait for a domestic violence caseworker to talk
about child or spousal abuse. There is no reason why you cannot
discuss minority issues without minority lecturers and minority and
Third World faculty. Also, we who are minority faculty need to stop
beins so parochial, focusing on only one or two minority groups. We
have to broaden our own comparative perspectives. In other words,
everybody should be developing much more comparative research Analyses
and curricula between and among ethnic groups.
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A major problem in the integration of minority wo _n'a health
issues is the lack of adequate data. The Department of Health and
Human Services Task Force on Black and Hispanic Health found a dearth
of ethnic data in the national and state statistical data banka.
Problems such as inaccurate or nonstandard identification of ethnic
group members, too-amall samples collected for any meaningful
statistical analyais, and "overaggregation of minority data" were
cited by the Task Force as common problems (DHHS 1985b). In fact,
they found IA characteristic of the national data banks.

Rectum Asian/Pacific Americans do not exint statistically in
large-scale data banks at the National Center for Health Statiatien,
and do not appear in ethnic breakdowns of health parametere or
incidence, obtaining figures on Asian/Pacific American females in even
more difficult. Other ethnic groups also face this problem,
particularly Native Americans and Hispanics.

There has not been the continuous or conaistent body of research
on any one topic necessary to give more than a checkered picture of
minority health status or health problems. Someone works on isolating
a problem, publiehes their data, and then the research drops from
sight. For example, early work on differential rates of breast cancer
between Japanese women in Japan, Hawaii and California was never
followed up and all we are left with is an interesting little blip in
the charts. Further, it is difficult to develop a coherent picture
because of problems in research and sampling, or different time
periods when the research was conducted, and se on. These data
pmblems appear to be due to the absence of stable funding, the lack
of a stable, tenured research faculty interested in minority research

and too-small national or state numbers for adequate aggregate
reports. Such a lack of data on Asian/Pacific American health
provoked the DHNS Task Force on Black and Minority Health to form a
special advisory group to provide specialized data review and to
COMMiliSiOn ethnic-specific reports "to supplement inadequate national
information" (DHMS 1985b).

Research funding is an obvious problem we all face, but
Asian/Pacific Americans are often caught in a double bind: they seem
relatively "problem-free" because their small numbers do not warrant
more detailed analysis of within-group variability and, when aggregate
otatistics are available on mortality and longevity, they have quite
good outcomes. So research funding is seen as less than pressing for
this group. The double bind is "success" breeds "failure." The lack
of research leaves many unanswered questions about what the aggregate
data obscures in terms of the specific health profilea of the
Asian/Pacific American groups.. :For example, research on native
Hawaiians or Southeast:Asians is beginning to show complexities that
lie within the Asian/Pacific American conglomerate. Further, an
additional research possibility that should not be ignored is that
pOnitiVe health modela might be discovered in the sociocultural
lifestyles of Asian and Pacific Americana.

We all know that many health problems originate in the context of
poverty, family and community stresses, low education levels and in
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unemployment. The solutions are no longer seen as juut biomedical.
It in much more complex than that. We need innovative solutions and
new ideaa about health education, outreach, clinical treatment and
etiologies in program and research development. Is there something we
are overlooking because of our own assumptionu? 16 there something
about the Asian/Pacific American socine.ultural context that offers
some clue ea to what kinds of effective education, research, and
prevention programs could be developed?

These _are beginning to be recognized as important i.sues. The
DHES Task Force recommended (among many recommendations) that
researchers should "Focus studies on the link between economic
conditions and infant mortality, including sociocultural factors, that
may help to explain the relatively good outcomes in infant mortality
seen in the Asian, American Indian and the Alaaken Native populational'
(1985:45). More research funds need to be sought so that minority
research ipeues will be seen as important areas by the funding
agenciea. Furthermore, such arguments must appear more in the
research literature, in courses and programs, and among students.

Ancther problem concerning data and research is that there a e
too few women and minorities in health sciences and too few who are
senior faculty. This means that all too many of us, minority and
non-minority women, are only in one place for a year or two. We
cannot establish any program of reseerch for students and/or other
faculty. Many of us arc faced with the personal difficulties of
keeping afloat with temporary lectureships and soft money. This
further erodes possibilities of developing funding for continuous,
ongoing research. Until a community of scholars is established who
contribute to a steadily growing body of msearch, teaching, and
training on minority health and minority women's health, there can
never be a base provided for good research, or program and curricular
development.

What do you do? I would like. to encourage you to help through
your own courses and programmatic developments. First, make minority
faculty and research in minority issuee a priority. For example,
there are a Asian Americans on faculties, trained in mainstream
research topics who are not interested in minority issues and go in
other directions. What ls needed is not only the numbers of faculty,
but the interest in research on minorities as well. Both minority and
non-minority students also need to be encouraged to do research in
this area. In other words, we need to develop the next generation of
researchers who will provide us with the corpus of data to use in good
curricular and program development. If you are covering comparative
materials in your courses and programs -- it will be easy -- students
automatically will be interested in it and want to get involved in a
wide-open area full of promise and need. There Is nothing more
exciting than directing an enthusiastic student to such a topic area.
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t la aometimes said that women are more f exible, innovative,
and humanistic. If that i8 true, it wou d be good for us to use these
strengths to develop programs and courses which are metaphors for what
American society should be and not mere reflections of it. The health
issues of minorities and Third World countries should be an integral
part of mainstream curriculum and not treated as special casos set
aside for isolated investigation. It in up to all of us -- but the
burden is particularly heavy on those of you who are in a position to
make ehangee and to influence the nature of research, clinical work,
and program development through your institutions' programa and your
own courses.
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IV. TEACHING WO,.EN'S HEALTH AS HEALTH POLICY

SECTION INTRQDUCTION

This section also emerges from our Summer Institutes
and other teaching in women's health studies. Many women's
health concerns are lively issues among health policymakers
at both state and federal as well as international levels.
Scholarly approaches to policymaking have long attempted to
take into account the multiple perspectives of the various
participants, concerned individuals and groups as well as
direct beneficiaries. It is this comparative and
integrative aspect of the approach Which makes it an
excellent lens through which to teach many issues in w en's
health.

She 1 Ruzek has long used a policy framework to teach
women's health. Here she discusses how she presents policy
to resistant students and strategies for helping students tc
think in policy terms. Her outline of questions for student
papers is also included.

Roberta Spalter-Roth's paper answers the question,
"What is feminist social policy?" Her overview of teaching
public policy from a feminist perspective both specifies
elements of a feminist policy analysis and describes a
program for trainir -icymakers in women's interests. She
also shares with us _is an excellent teaching tool for
women's health cour "Framework for a Feminist
Analysis of Mainstream Public Policy Research."

A number of issues in women's health studies are
controversial and hotly debated topics which can be
challenging to teach despite deserving serious consideration
in the curriculum. Teaching such topics through a policy
framework is an effective strategy for managing such
difficulties. Sheryl Ruzek provides us with her policy
oriented strategies for teaching about abortion.



TEACHING S MALT! WITH A POLICY ANAM3iS FRAMEWORK

Sheryl Ruzek
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Teaching students to analyze women's health issues from a policy perspec-
tive requires us first to clarify what we mean by "policy." My experience is
that students react to the term "policy" in the same way that they do to
"theory" with fear, loathing, or at the very least some notion that this is
something that happens far from their own realm. This view is especially preva-
lent among professional school students who see themselves as training to become
practitioners of some sort, people who do not see themselves as "policy makers."
Thus we must demystify policy and hring it into focus as something which is
created and implemented at every level of society.

When I talk about policy, I try to reduce fear by talking about po icy in
the most mundane terms first. I say, "Don't just think about something that
happens in Washington. Think about policies that exist in a clinic where you go
and get health care. Or if you work in a health setting, what are the informal
as well as the formal policies that you're faced with, and what are the con-
sequences, sometimes extraordinary consequences of what look like itty-bitty
tiny policies at local institutional levels?" After students see that they
already understand some of these micro-policy issues, it is easier for them to
approach more macro policy issues. We must also guide students to identify the
specific level of policy which they will address be it federal legislation or
service policy in a community agency with which they are affiliated. Finally, I

find it useful to provide students with a series of questions about health
issues or problems. These questions help them systematically consider many
important issues which are at the heart of policy analysis.

To teach policy analysis, I ask students to write a term paper on a speci-
fic policy issue using an outline, "Health Program and Policy analysis
Framework." (This outline follows these brief introductory notes.) In using
the outline, I emphasize that some of the questions will be beyond the scope of
most of their papers. However, I urge them to note that some of these questions
will be critical to address if they in fact attempt to develop and implement
policies. In particular, questions about the feasibility and conditions under
which change in policy is possible or likely need to be taken into account. We
discuss ways in which information on these topics can be located and used effec-
tively in presenting proposals.

I have found that students' anxiety about writing policy papers decreases
and the quality of their work increases when I use this teaching tool. I

believe that it is effective largely because it clarifies precisely what
I expect. And what I expect is not something terribly arcane or esoteric, but
something which is fairly concrete and imaginable. Students readily see the
usefulness of organizing many of the "things they already know" into a logically
ordered presentation. They also can be encouraged to step back from an issue and
reflect on the likelihood of stasis or change in an area of interest to them.

I have deliberately made this framework for analysis broad and general. It

can be used to analyze many policy issues in health and social welfare. Because
it is framed in such neutral language, it is especially useful in situations where
faculty feel the need to adhere to expectations that course material will be
"balanced" or "unbiased." In some courses such a framework could be used in
class as a mechanism for discussing women's policy issues without labeling them
as such. They can simply be used as examples of more general polcy issues. We
all are familiar with how "men's issues' are used routinely to illustate general
principles. We can easily use "women's issues" illustratively in whatever cour-
ses we teach. 79
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Sheryl Ruzek Ph.D., M.P.H
Associate Pr fessor
Department of Health Educat on
Temple University

HEALTH PROGRAM AND POLICY ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

Background of the community health problem
A. Who is affected?
B. How many are affected?
C. Who has identified this as a proble
D. Is this viewed as a growing Problem, and if so why?

Proposed community program to deal with the health problem
A. What are the goals and objectives of the program?
B. What might the latent functions be?
C. Who will benefit and/or be negatively affected by the program?

III. Ba is for policy and/or program
A. Scientific, professional research, professional principles of practice?
B. Value Orientation of society, "experts"?
C. Community action groups?

IV. Implementation Strategies
A. To whom will proposed programs be provided or directed? age,

income level, sex, employment status)
B. How will benefits, services be provided or eliminated?
C. What specific types of benefits, services are involved?
D. What type of institutions are or will be involved in implementing the

program? (e.g. courts, HEW, welfare department, police, alternative
service agency)

E. How will the program actually work?

V. Feasibility
A. What evidence is there of effectiveness? Cost-effect veness?
B. What sources of funds exist or could be developed?
C. How high a priority is the policy or program to whom?
D. What interest groups support or oppose the policy or program and why?
E. What effect does the policy have on powerful interest groups?
F. What would someone have to "give up" in order for a proposed change to

be implemented?

VI. Conditions under which change in policy or program implemen a ion is
possible or unlikely
A. General political conditions
B. specific social-political-economic conditions
C. Organized efforts by specific groups
D. Specific changes in the wider social system

VII. Predicting Outcome
A. What direction of stasis or change is likely over a given time period?
B. Why will the direction you predict be likely? (summarize the struc-

tural and social psychological forces described above)
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POLICY FROM A FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE

Roberta Spalter-Roth

Since 1976, the Ceorge Washington University Women's Studies
Program and Policy Canto WSPPC) has been concerned with linking
women's studies programs to policymaking in women's interegtn. Since
1980, we have run the Congressional Fellowships on Women and Public
Policy Program, along with the Women's Research and Education Institute
of the Congressional Caucus on Women's Isouca. Since 1983, the WSPPC
has granted a Masters Degree in Public Policy with a concentration in
Women's Studies as well ao an M.A. degree in Women's Studies. We have
always had an experiential learning/praceicum/internship component to
our program. In Fall, 1984, we began a new program sponeored by the
Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education called "Training
Women to Make Public Policy in Women's Interests: A Project Linking
Women's Studies with Policy Institutions through Training and
Experiential Learning.

This FIPSE-funded prog am has now been institutionalized as part of
the WSPPC curriculum and is called "Applied Policy Research
Opportunitiea" (AFRO). One purpose of our M.A. program, as well as the
APRO program, is to train women for the growing number of jobs in
institutions whose primary mission is influencing, making or evaluating
public policy. Many of these institutions deal with issues of great
concern to different groups of women. Yet women are seriously
underrepresented in policy making positions. Those who do hold
policymaking jobs are often isolated and cut off from women's issues and
women's networks. As a result of our experience in training women'e
studies students to become effective advocates for a wide variety of
women's issues and groups, we have thought about what means and
conditions are necessary to empower feminists to make public policy in
women'a intere ts.

This paper provides an overview of feminist policy concern_
questions to guide a feminist policy agenda and methods for teach
public polcy from a feminist perspective. First I discuss ways
which a feminist perspective adds to our understanding of the policy
process. Second is an examination of some means of empowering feminists
in policymaking. Last I briefly describe our APRO Program to train
feminist policymakers.

What does_s Feminist Perspective Add to Policy Analysis"

A central tenet of feminist analysis is the concept of the
dual-vision -- the theory that historically oppressed groups not on
know the dominant views of the society but also come to have an
oppositional or critical view of those who have power and knowledge
which they claim to exercise in the public interest. Feminist analysts
are specifically interested in how men's (and especially ruling class
men's) knowledge and interests are defined as universal knowledge and
interests. The feminist critique of policy studies has been concerned
with bringing women's interests into the center of the analysis and
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seeing how this inclusion changes the methods and outcomes ot public
policy.

The mainstream definition of public policy runs as folio public
policies are authoritative courses of action that are attempts to solve
social problems in the public interest by control, regulations and/or
distribution of social roles and economic resources with the government
acting as either mediator or regulator between interest groups st/01
producers and consumers, workers and capitalists. The legitimate role
of the state is seen as balancing or doing a cost-benefit analysis
between different interest groups. Marxists would add that the state
operates in the long-run intereste of capital as a whole. Feminists
would gender the definition by analyzing how the state works to
perpetuate women's economic dependence on men and male domin tion.

The latest wave of the feminist movement has levelled a variety of
_ticisms at this definition and in addition has asked new questions.

criticisms include the following:

(1) Women and their concerns have tended to slip out of policymaking
even when gender rolea are key to the policy being debated. Often men
and men'e interento are used as the norm in making specific public
policy.

(2) A paradoxical line of criticism is that public policy treats wo en,
often dishonorably, as wives, mothers, or sex-objects rather than as
orkers or as heads of households or as equal individuals.

3) Feminists join others in questioning to what extent policy is made
in the public interest and, secondly, in depicting policymaking as a
top-down, hierarchical process of centralized decision-making, using
technical experts to arrive at technical rather than moral decisions.
Feminists call on an alternative tradition of women philosophers and
political scientists who define_power not as hierarchical domination or
a "thing word" but rather as a "capacity word" entailing notions of
energy, competence, and mobilization of the community. Thus as
feminists, we suggest that policymaking is a process consisting of many
steps -- getting Issues recognized, educating, lobbying, movement
building, researching alternatives, and mobilizing constituencies as
well as making decisions and implementing regulations. This process
requires an understanding of social skills and social relations.

This critical feminist perspec ive leads to the asking of certain
questions including:

(1) how does state policy, or any particular policy treat women? How
are mei kept in dominant positions? What are the underlying assumptions
made about gender roles and relations, about the possibilities of
changing these roles and relations?

(2) Who defines nocial problems, and to what extent are women seen as a
:social problem? To what extent 18 a social problem seen as due to the
decline of traditional family, the decline of the public/private split
and the decline in the "free work" done by women in the family?
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_3) WbAL Are relati -e-- pot icymakern find those (ate-
the pont. %font A on women versus
renearch for women asks, how du womcritn meenloge and definitions become
port of eg-policy discoo so? Ate women active in defining, organizing)
developing, implementing and evaluating public_policy? To wbni extent
do social policies doetonas clans and taco differences among women and
decreane the notion that bonalcinrien are incompetent dependents?

(4) To whnt extent do particular policion empower women -- give them
control over resour , he. p them develop coalitionn bring them innide
the policymaking prUCeaa

(5) how do different kinda of policy orgtrniznUona fit into the
pro sa? Row do these otganitations buIld and choose innuan and
coal tiong? How do they etpowet thoi -.tituPnrfpn?

(6) What kind
Involvement in

These
levels.

What Have

ial okills and
policymoking process

n- guide our anolytes and development of policy at all

rned_Ahont_ Empowering Women in Policymakine

Unlike traditional public administration definitic-is of
policymaking as a hierarchical decision-making process af experts, our
notionn are based on both a moral vision as well au everyday experience.
Based on this vision and based on our experience with these two
programs, we have some notions about how to empower women, once they
gain the possibility of access to the corridors of policymaking. Here
are some maxima:

Empowerment requires a sense of purpose about the importance of the
work of developing public policy that benefits different groups of
women.

o it in important to have a doubled vision that keeps you open to
lternative modes of analysis, women's Issues, knowledge rather
hen ideology, and the social, political, and economic contexts in
which different groups enter the policymaking process. Power
should he developed as capacitating, energizing, and mobilizing,
not as domination. Redefining power in this way, however, should
not blind us to relations of dominance around us and to the
importance of having legitimate resources (like budgets) to
mobilize.

o It is important to see the ccTuaonalities and differences between
diffe ent groups of women and the varied issues that mat
them. Without this understanding, unexpected conflict and lack of
suppo t C8I1 occur.

o It is important tu maintain a d create uociiil networks between
women at all levels, not just peers or superiors, -o avoid creating
unnecessary hierarchies and to maintain relations with a variety ,of
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-n'n organ ons, nt'twnrkn ind coalitiono. Thene groupo ofch
provide the marching milliono tui t arc crueini to get no ionue
recoenized, a policy panned, n prog Imp1crncuiLcd , or to keep you
in your job.

0 It is important to ace that, all policy work, like all knowledge, la
n social production not Just the output of elites. Do not devalue
the secretary or the B team as sources of definitiono of the
problem modes of implementation and support.

It is important to keep on wich consciousnesn-raloin- groups to
continuously learn and relearn how to deal with harrassmeat,
chauvinism, ignorance, duplicity, the commonalitien and differences
between women, the structural characterintice of patriarchy, and to
locate where the points of weakness are.

We need to keep and bring about In ()there a active of the importance
of the struggle and the purporie of our mission to bring about
greater equality and bettor lives.

Access is important too. In this context, accesa is defined as the
ability to influence those who make or implement poltey. All the
important legislation for women would not have been written with ut
access. If one doesn't care if one gets credit, all sorts of ideas
can be introduced by those who have access to policymakers.
Without organization, the vast majority of women do not have access
to power.

o To obtain power (the ability to mobilize the capacity to innovate,
create, carry-out), requires critical masses of women, not just a
few at the top. As Carolyn Hood, a former Congresnional Fellow and
current director of the policy office at the American Association
of University Women said in response to my question, what would it
be like to have power? "If I could mobilize about 3,000 phone
cello In a few houre when I need them."

:rho APRO_Training_Pragram: Policy in Women'e Intereeta

On the basis of our experience running practicums, internships, and
the Congresaional Fellowship program, we were confident that we could
reata a program that also linked actual policymaking experiences with

academic women's studies in a wider variety of policy institutions than
Congress. Hence the program, "Training Women to Make Public Policy in
Women's Interests" was born. We were particularly interested in
preparing students for policy careers in trade, business, agriculture,
education, labor, and health. Since 1970, there has been a 43 percent
increase in these institutions and a 29 percent increase in local and
state government. Yet again, despite the growth of women in managerial
occupations over the last decade, we are still underrepresented An the
decision-making positions of these organizations. The obvious result Is
that policy is seldom made vith women's interests and needs in mind.

The purpose of the program is to empower women to make policy in
omen's interests. Several methods are used to do this.: The first la



te creet- ti double vie-1-- in our ntudentu -- on band, to develop
e ability to uae traditional. po icymaking skilln and techniqueo, find

on the other hand, to develop _the ability to criticize the techniques
and the assumptionn on which they are based in order to provide
alternativea to them.

The second method is to show feminiatu doing direct service work
how to annlyze the specific historical, aocial, economic and political
re ationn that lead to particular kinds of direct aervice programs at
particular times. The third method is to convince a broad range of
policymaking organizations and university policy programs that feminiet
renearch and women's studieu perspectives can enrich the process of
underatending and making public policy.

c mplinh these goaln, the iit program has two major
activitiee. These include a one-nemeste_ couree titled, "Resear
Issues in Women's Studies: Applied k'eminist Theory and a one-aemes
hands-on policy interuship experience in an ogency or organization
engaged in some aspect of lie policy proceas on an lasue of interest to
women.

Students become aware of the following aspects of po icy analysis
in the first semester courae: the language and method of public policy,
policy research techniques, the history of specific social problems and
attempts to solve them and differences between mainstream and feminist
analyses of issues. In this course, students learn about the
application of traditional research techniquea, for example, how
regression analysis is used to explain the lack of pay equity between
mer and women. But they also learn ebout attempts to create a feminist
methodology that uses consciousness-raising techniques and the
collective reConstructiOn of women's social experiences as women have
lived them. Lived experience is at the center rather than at the
periphery of analysis.

During the second semester course, students research and learn
about the activities of policymaking institutions and the aocial akills
and relations that are required in the policymaking process. (Under the
APRO Program, we allow students with policy analysis or social scienca
research backgrounds to wave the first semester course and only do the
internship/practicum.) To this end, students are placed in a
policymaking organization for an eight-week internship, attend a weekly
practicum, and develop a research case study on the agenda setting and
coalition and constituency building activitiea of the organization in
which they intern. To analyze these activities, students ask questions
ablut the organization through interviewing staff members, attending
meetings, doing participant observation, gathering available document°
and analyzing budgets and funding reports.

In its first year, the project placed students in settings where
they worked on policy issues including the impact of child-support
legislation, higher education and the training of female heads of
household, childcare for sehool-Pde children, the impact of potential
payeuts onifederal employees, Social Security reform, international
refugee problems, and the efficacy of programs designed to aid
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victimized women and chuldren. in Ito eecond yeor, otud worked on
additional issues includ pon t-secondiry nchool ii uwiec, daycare
legidation, pay equity, problems in military families, and the impact
of transportation deregulation. Currently, there le a demand for

run to work on issues iucluding the effect of VCR's on women'e
th. Each year more interne are requested to work on a broader raege

ueo.

In addition Lo the two a

policy panele designed to ere
univeraity community, policymakera, r

pandits included "Conflicting lntere
Ferap...tive on international immigrat
Thinking: Beyond Benign Choice."

Conclusiona:

am, the project ran Bev
1 networks (=one studentn, the
chore anu analysts. Theme

on Childcere," "A Feminist
n," and "Feminism and Economic

In this paper, I gave an overvieu of the kinds of critica
queations a feminiat dual-vision auks of mainstream policy annlyais and
policy making. These questions focused on how women are either ignored
or treated as dependent wives, mothers or sex-objects by public policy.
The feminist critique also focuses on the hierarchical nature of the
policy-making process.

In my view, asking critical questions is not enough for a feminist
policy analysis. Therefore, in this paper I also suggested a
redefinition of the policy process from a feminist perspective, and I
described how the APRO program at the George Washington University
trains women to take part in this process. It is my hope that this
approach will be widely adopted not only in women's studies and
women-oriented programs but also in mainstream policy programs. These
mainstream programs especially need to examine their taken-for-granted
assumptions of male dominance.
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FRAMEWO A JI.MINLST ALYtilS

POLICY RESEARC

Roberta Spalter-Roth

Policy hau been defined by maInatrcim analyntn an auth tive
(i.e. state leg sla ed) courses of action hat are attempts to solve
social problems in the public interest by the control, regulation
and/or distribution of social roles and economic resources with the
state acting either as mediator or as regulator between interest
groups. Policy research is defined as the process of conducting
research on sociel problems in order to provide policymakern with
recommendations for alleviating the problem.

At feminiet policy researcherti And unalybta, we kiender these
de -initions by determining how policy research or public policy is
used to maietain male dominafice and female dependence through factors
including: bianea in the research, gendered definitions of public and
private roles, and the distribution of social and economic resources.
We should also be concerned with how policy maintains class and race
hierarchies and how thone intertwine with gender hierarchies. We
should pay particular attention to the extent to which policy research
and public policy in its quest to solve social problems defines groups
of women as the problem rather than empowering them to gain control
over their lives.

The concerns of mainstream and feminist policy analysis are
reflected on the two sides of the handout, A Feminist Analysis of_the
Perfect Policy Document. This handout is used an Pert-of-the-
exploration of a wide variety of feminist research issues and
methodologies done in a required graduate women's studies course,
"Research Issues in Women's Studien," at the George Washington
University. To learn the technique') involved in what I have called
"the dual-vision of feminist policy analysis," students are required
to find appropriate documents for analysis--usually from a
"blue-ribbon" commission, a government regulatory agency or n
non-profit research and policy organization. Having obtained a
document that meets with my approval, students write a paper answering
both the mainstream and the feminist questions posed by the handout.
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A VEMINI T_ANALYf

Roberta Spatter-Roth

Policy documents are usually written eJurinq the auenda sot ing or formation nta
f the policy process. The perfect policy document will include information and

analysis concerning the statement of the problem, the soclo-political-economic

environment which causes the problem and/or constraints upon solutions to the problem,
the design of the research or evidence-gathering methodology, the findings, and
recommendations and methvds fri ,mplementing the recommendations. For each of these
categories a series of sub-topie4 in the form of questions ere listed below. In

addition, a series of questions about the document from a feminist perspective ore
listed next to the relevant category. in Order to answer theSe two anta of quettions,

yOu will use the "double vision" that we are trying to develop.

Policy Ana ysis

Problem

Feminist Analy

1. How Is the social problem( defIned

that the document addresses?

2. What model or causal ysit of
the ociel problem Is presented?

3. What values, ideology and assumptions

inherent in the analysis of the

problem? Are they in conflict?

4. Whet, are the key issues or aspects

of the problem that the document

lists and addresses?

1 Econor

1. Does the dofinitfefl of the problem

and Its key asp ots fit into one of the

feminist theore ical framework, 1.0.,

liberal-feminist, socialist-feminist0 or

perspectives of women of color. Is the

analysis of the problem a feminist

analysis?

2. Is this a women's issue? Why or

why not? Is there any feminist

consciousness around the issue?

3. Are women identified as the problem

or the cause of the problem or are

gender relations seen as the problem?

nd PolitIcal Env

1. What's at eke? What di fbutfon/

redistribution of economic resources, of

ownership, political power, control?

2. Who ere the stekeholders that are

identified (i.e. conflicting interest

groups such 4$ kinds of capitalists,

politico) elites, minority groups,

occupational groups, age cohorts)?

Who are the important decisionmake

Are different groups of women

ified as having a social,

political economic stake in the

issue?

2. Are men or male dom nated structures

or organizations identi led as the

primary stakeho ders and/or the

important decisionmakers?



Wh the itipit of the pro lem on

n4 or .onflictiiig interes

groups (e.g. in torm of power, economic

resources?

4. Whot if any, analysis is presented

of the resources available to the

conflicting interest groups is presented?

5. What have been previous attempts

solve the problem? Why did they succeed or

fail? What constraints are described to

solving the problem?

6. Who ore the authors of the document and

what are their relatiOnships to various

Interest groups? lo whom is the document

directed? Who funded it?

3. What role has the women's movement

played In redefining the issue,

chanolno the stokeholders, mobilizing

new resources to attack the problem,

gaining access or becoming the

decisionmakers?

4. What, if any, feminist analysis of

the social, political and economic

environment of the problem it

presented?

WhiCh grOups of women are

nce for the document? What are

their relations to the policymakert?

III. Method _or Cather_og_Evideece

1. What aspects of the problem are

researched or studied? How? What i& u

as evidence (e.g. secondary analysis of

previously collected data, synthesis of

variety of types of evidence, surveys,

anecdotes or testimony)? Is it a think

piece or an empirical study?

2. What are the major concepts, how are

they turned into variables, what measures

are used?

3. Are the data used to make a case for

the extent of the problem or for particular

solutions? if so, how?

1. Does the research or ev dence fit

into the stages of feminist methods

discussed in class?

2. Is the methodology, or parts of it,

sexist? Is in "on" or "for" women?

3. Are rfomen the focus of the

research? Are they compared to men (on

the some or different measures)? What

is the relationship between the

researcher end the researehed?

IV. Findings and_ReCemmendations

1. What findings are presented? Do they

lead to particular recommendations? Are

alternative interpretations of the data

pr sented7

2. Which groups benefit from the

recommendations? Which groups do not? IC

any rationale given for differential

benefits? Wow are potential conflicts to

be mediated? What structural Or

organizational frameworks are suggested for

implementing the recommendations?

1. Are the findings in women's

interests? In some women's intere

at the expense or others? If so is any

rationale given?

2. Are the recommendations empowering

for any groups of women? Are they

given control over resources: if the

recommendations aro implemented?



(6.g. brnnth of government, private

enterer _,). What resources would they

rrcve to do so?

4. is there any Analysis of lntwnded

and/or unintended effects of the

recommendations, relations with other

policies ot programs? What would happen if

the reconsendatiens were not Implemented

3. Do the raceme

of tho feminist frameworks presented in

Jao0or and Rothenberg?

any

4. What Intended and/or unintended

-weds would recommendations

for different groups of women? Wha

would happen If they are not

implemented?

V. J.2:ivmentatItIn

1. What ore the means envisioned for

implementing the recommendations whet

4egmant of government, private industry,

volunteers, etc. will implement the

recommendations ond how7

2, Is the soclo=poflticol climate taken

into account in making and implementing the

reeommendotiont7

3. What are the resources needed for the

implementation of the recommendations, and

where will they come from? IS there any

cost/benefit analysis of the Implementation
of the recommendations?

4. What kinds of const tuencies or

coalitions are expected to support

implementation of the recommendations and

which are not? What reSources are

suggested 65 available to interest groups

to implement or block the recommendations?

1. Do the strategies for

implementation rely on women who ate

insiders or outsiders to the policy

process? What relations between them

are envisioned?

VI)

2. What strategies are suggested for

developing constituencies or coalitions

a mOman and woman's groups, and are

these empowering or coopting?

3. Will women's groups or women

insiders be involved in implementing

the recommendations?

4. Are the changes that will resu

from implementing the recommendations

incremental or radical in terms of

women's Control over resources, power

or in terms of equalizing gender

relations?

Finally, evaluate the document in terms of the completeness and value of the
analysis (both policy and feminist).
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cy Criteria

Thole crfterla arc to be added to, or incorporated with, the
policy analysis f:amework you use to write up your policy brief.

A) The policy doca away with the gendered public-private
distinction, i.e.:

1) does away with State policies that sustain beliefs In and
the reality of a public-private split;

2) does away with State policies to keep women doing activities
in whatever in defined an the "private" nphere and men doins
activities in whatever is defined as the "public" sphere;

does away with asaigning the p ovision of "love" to the
private ophere, while assign ng rational resource provis on
to the public sphere.

A) The policy expands women's economic self-sufficiency.

C) The policy breaks down the gender-based division of labor.

D) The policy decreases class-race differences among women.

E) The policy does not reinforce the notion that government
beneficiaries are incapable, dependent and atupid while
government professionals are competent and rational.

F) The policy helpa break down the notion that participation in the
policy process is limited_to the iroe triangle (politicians,
producers_and bureaucrats) and incorporates people (voters,
consumers) who raised the issue to policy status.

The policy gives people more cont-ol over their o-- lives.

H) The policy supports people living in a variety of si uations
(e.g. traditional families, single-parent households, singles,
groups, elders living alone or with others).



TEACHING SENSITIVE POLICY ISSU

Sheryl

ThE CANP: OV AhOUTION
_

No topic is more sonsitive or di: 'cul: to 1vI with
in tho clas room 'than abortion. Proponentn and app-ne tn
of abortion are deeply commited to their positions.
Students almost always are familiar with the basic stance
of "pro-choice" and "right to life" groups, but they
often know very little about the historical roots of the
debate or facts about health issues surrounding legal pnd
illegal abortion. In women's health studies, attention
is appropriately directed towards the history and current
legal status of abortion, the moral and ethical
argUmenta, the emergence of movements involved in
political.action and policy-making, the social and
psychological aspects of abortion, and the risks and
benefits of various abortion techniques. While each of
these aspects of abortion has a place in the curriculum,
individual faculty will of necessity cover some in more
detail than others. The choice of what to emphasize
rests with the knowledge of the instructor, the values
and constraints of each institution, and the focus of
overall course. In this paper I discuss some of the
teaching strategies and materia s which I find useful.

NKING SENSITIVE ISSUES TO GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

I attempt to integrate abort on into a larger
conceptual framework when I teach a full course on
women's health issues. I believe that such a course can
and should be more than just a "laundry list" of women's
health issues, as important as each of those items on
that list may be. As a medical sociologist--epidemiolo-
gist teaching in a department of health education, I

attempt to use an interactionist perspective to examine
women's health issues. One of the ways I convey this
perspective is by presenting specific educational goals
and objectives on the syllabus. I use language that the
students can understand at least in part at the beginninj
of the term. By the end, they understand in a new way.
Below are the objectives I use.

1. Provide students with an understand_ing_of the
socio-cultural contexts of women's health.

2. Prepare students to recognize the dynamics of
race, class, and gender in health care.

3. Prepare students to assess the structural and
social- psychological forces involved in a women's
health across health issues.

_ _ _ _

Prepare students to assess underlying assumptions
values, and world-views which are essential to



how meaning i LLA(.7hed Lc) "data"
o's health issues. This Jorspo:tive will

-are students to move -owards be ing able to
astiog8 the needs et women from wi rio ly divergent
backgrounds.

Provido studonts with t) iio quokitativo loso6rch
skills which are useful in clinical practice,
applied research, and program planning,
development and evaluation as well as basic
academic research.

These objectives are very mueful to have as a
crevice point because when we deal sitive
ues such as abortion they allow us to diffuse some

anger, hostility, and fear by focusing attention on the
underlying or over-arching issues that cut across the
whole array of women's health issues. Here I shalt
briefly describe how each of these objectives relates to
abortion and give sone examples which I find useful in
the classroom.

My first obj ctivc, to provide students with an
understanding of the socio-cultural context of women's
health, is especially important to emphasize in teaching
sensitive policy issues. In the case of abortion, we are
addressing something which forms the context of women's
lives. We have to look at the consequences for women
when they do or do not have access to abortion. And we
must look at the specific historical conditions under
which abortion has been socially sanctioned or controlled
by the state, the church, and the family.

The second objective, to prepare students to
recognize the dynamics of race, class and gender in
health and health care, extends our analysis of
socio-cultural context. It opens up a whole array of
complex issues ranging from the social distribution of
unwanted pregnancies to the reasons women in different
life circumstances feel the need to have--or not
haveabortions. We also discuss conflicts of interest
and perspective that grow out of race and class
divisions. I have found that one of the most effective
ways of doing this is to discuss what happened in 1972
when a group of poor, mostly black women were brought by
bus from Chicago to Philadelphia to get second trimester
abortions. (For details see Ruzek, 1978, pp. 198-204.)
What had happened was that the abortion clinic in Chicago
where the women were to have had abortions was shut down
by the authorities. A women's group in Philadelphia
attempted to provide abortions for these women. They
couldn't get many people to help them, and eventually
enlisted the help of Harvey Kerman, the inventor of the
Karmen cannula, widely used in vacuum aspiration
abortions. Karmen also had devised an experimental
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chniq- the super (:u i aba r t ion,
(like lOWs) aro inset- Led Lu in(

At the time, superceit a bu r I 'ens had hecn used
Ianyladcsh to provide abortions tor the large number

o' women who had been raped during war. Tho women nm
desperate and willing te do virtually anything to
carrying these pregnancies to term.

When the Chicago women's "emergency" came up in the
United States, some of the women in Philadelph
that the circumstances justified the use of an
experimental technique when it was offered at no cost
The women who came from Chicago by bus wore exhausted and
many were already in poor health. When a feminist group
in Philadelphia learned that this "experiment" Wa8 going
on, they were upset and eoneetned with quality of care.
They came and pounded on the doors of the clinic where
these abortions were taking place and tried to stop the
experimentation. The accounts of what happened are
phenomenally similar and difCerent. But regardless of
the differences in stories in Medical World News, (4_
Backs, and other feminist publiCations, what was clear
was that these abortions were performed under the most
horrendous conditions imaginable. The conditions in the
clinic itself were poor; supplies were short; women
were in poor health, exhausted, and frightened. The
people performing the abortions had flown in from
California and were tired. And the people who perceived
themselves as helping the Chicago women were now finding
other women literally pounding at the door saying,
"You're doing something bad, and we're going to stop it!"
The District Attorney was called, legal authorities were
brought in, and in the midst of this, not surprisingly,
many of the women having supercoil abortions had very
serious complications. Some women required
hospitalization and major surgery.

In the aftermath of that event, feminists had to
confront painful realities about quality control. The
Chicago women pointed out that they didn't have any other
options. They asked how feminists could tell them that
these abortions were bad for them when it was the only
abortion they could get. They angrily added that
feminist suppoedly know what it does to your life to
have a child that you can't take care of and suggested
that they were the ones who caused "the problem."

This is a concrete example of how we can begin to
deal with the issue of conflicts of interest and
definitions of situations which are rooted in race and
class inequities. These are issues which are very hard
for white, middle class feminists who truly believe in
"choice" and "quality ef care" to grapple with unless
they have a concrete example to consider. I tend to be
an inductive thinker and I always do better when have a



c( icro. exampit I r uii wh i cli I (.1- uit,v 0 pward
conceptua ly. Some people t ink r deduetivoIy. I

try to do some of both of Leachinq in my classes
because I know different p(-opte learn in different ways.

My third objective, to prepare s.idents to 01150*N
the structural and social psychological forces involved
in women's health across health issues, is critical. I

underscore across health issues. The reason 1 put so
much emphasis on thIs is that I fear that with the trend
toward specialization, it is too easy for a student to
say, "Gee, I know about domestic violence, rape and
abortion, but I don't know anything about drugs or sexual
harrassment or hazards in the workplace." When we get
into policy arenas in particular_we can become
intimidated. What I try to cultivate in students is an
ability to cut across the substantive.iSsues and deal
with the underlying social, psychological, and structural
'ssues, so that they indeed can develop an informed
opinion or perspective on virtually any women's health
issue. I also want them to feel confident that they can
approach the substantive literature to develop more
expertise as ne,lded. I do not want to train overly
narrow technical specialists who become timid. Women
tend to be timid anyway. It' hard to learn to overcome
that timidity which can be reinforced in graduate
training by the view that you can only talk about
something if you ate an expert in a field.

To actually teach students to see beyond specifics
to general principles I try to draw parallels between
seemingly dissimilar situations. I ask, "How is this
situation similar to that?" So, for example, I try to
use the supercoil abortion issue to draw parallels with
certain featutes of other_health issues. Once students
have a grasp of the dynamics of race and class and choice
in the case of supercoil abortions, they can more easily
see what "choice" means in the case of sterilization and
population control policy or as "protection" against
reproductive hazards in the workplace. Then they can
begin to really grasp the dimensions of choice given
particular socio-political conditions.

This comparative approach works especially well with
sensitive issues. In the case of abortion, I make a
concerted effort to treat it like other health issues.
This is partly an effort to normalize abortion as part of
women's overall health experience and not treat it as
something completely different. When abortion was almost
totally illegal it was really set aside and not discussed
openly. I have heard that even now when some people talk
about abortion they lower their voices and feel the need
to sound defferential. We feel we have to hedge in ways
we wouldn't with other health issues. So I try to
normalize abortion as a part of life. There are reasons
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to do that which aro moro then just political. If you
look at. the statistical data, you see what a largo
proportion of women face this as a life choice. If we
took at the national statistics on how many womon have
had abortions and add women who didn't havo abortions but
were_pregnant and thought about having abortions, we are
talking about something that is really central to women's
experience. And it comes up in no many areas of women's
lives--from the regulation of sexuality to occupational
issues to genetic screening. We need to talk about
abortion_in many courses and in relatiOn to many
substantive issues. As with race and racial minorities,
we need to talk about them as we go along, as things come
up, not juut set oft only as a single lecture or reading.

The fourth objective, to prepare Stec:lents to assess
the underlying assumptions, values, and world views which
aro essential to discerning how meaning is attached to
data on women's health issues links iato the fitth--
learning to analyze qualitative data. We can get alot of
data on how many of this and how many of that, but too
often we really don't hnow what it means. To learnt we
have to move_beyond the false dichotomy between the value
of quantitative data versus qualitative data. Many of us
who were trained in graduate programs many years ago had
to make a choice between being a "qualitative person" or
a "quantitative person." When we get into women's halth
issues Such as abortion, we clearly need both. Wo_need
quantitative data to know how many women get abortions,
the social, economic and racial geographical distribution
of abortion, and risk factors for complications. We also
need qualitative studies that show us how women feel
about abortions, how thcy feel about not being able to
get abortions, and how they actually go abOut making
decisions to have abortions. I am struck by how little
we still know about so many aspects of abortion,
particularly the underlying meanings and values. To
understand meanings and .values,.we must listen very_
closely to women speak about theirexperience in their own
voices. 22LaDjIsat_22122.yes (1984) is probably still
one of the best SOU-tees-.

TEACHING SENSITIVE ISSUES FROM A FEMINIST PERSPECTIVE

I start from an assumption that all teaching is done
from some perspective whether that perspective is openly
acknowledged or not. We are all familiar with the
unacknowledged white, male, middle-to-upper class,
heterosexual perspective underlying most teaching. While
we critique this openly, wc are sometimes hesitant to
teach open_y from alternative perspectives, including
feminist perspectives.

This raises an important issue, what is feminism?
On the very first days of class I tell students that the



Coutse _xll be'taught-fro .-&jeminist.perspeetive. This
-makes...students. situp-and listen. Somebody always asks,
l'What_is..feminism? 'What-do you mean by thatr-. What is
'less often:asked openly is "What's going to happen to me
.if.-*I'm:not:one?" I have to deal- with this fear---even when
t isnot openly_addressed.
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To do'this, we have__to.be clear about our own values
and sense of fairness.'" ido -not regard it my
responsibility to provide:".a "balanced"-.perspective were
sUah a thing even possible. Part"of what women's studies
is about is redresing the..imbalances in the curriculum
What I do believe-"is,.-necessarY,is to tell students what
MY.Perspective is- atythe- outset. This is indreasingly
important to do because-many studentS-..inwomen'S Courses

. .now'have not..participated._activelY
moVeMents. They.have not..had-their "consciousness
raised." -.They do not-know the-language, the history, or
the basic premises of.contemporary feminism. They came
of age sexually- after'abortion was legal.

To bring -students. -into a discussion of feminism
find Elizabeth Fee's classic article, "Women and Hea th
Care:..A Comparison of Theories" (1983) very useful. Fee .

describes liberal feminism,Hradical feminism, and
Marxist-Socialist feminism.very clearly. When I use it,
I am struck.-,by howstudents love it-because it makes the
world seem very clear.. I am concerned that it
oversiMplifies and al6o.needs updating. Nonetheless this
article allows-Uis -to move into the reality that there are
many women's movements, many feminist perspectives. my
own recent article,. "Femnist Visions of Health" in What
is Feminism edited by Juliet Mitchell and Ann OakleY
(1986) ittemptS. to elaborate this in very basic terms.

. argue that"we need to start with a simple "working
definition" of feminism which is as broad and inclusive
as possible'...- Thus 1-define feminism in the broadest
sense as-a world-view which places women at the center of
analysis and-social action. It involves an ideological
commitment to-fostering theiwell7being of women both as
individuals'and4s'a Social group in all spheres of
life. But feminists- themseiVesAo not always agree on

-.definitions ofjeminism,-.nor on the most salient problems
facing women.- Nor do feminists all agree on -the
strategies to-follow. to remedy problems. While all
feMinists involved in health-activism are concerned with
qUality of care and women's' experience of health, these
terms themselves..are:opento multiple interpretations.
Thus--part of the task-of the course becomes how to
understand these.Sometimes conflicting definitions of
feMinism itself.

I tell students-that they do not have to agree with
any particular definition-as. a "good" personal or
_political ideology or theary.--- But to aet through the
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codcse, they haveto understand theSe ideas and be ab_e
taHwrite about-them-as-Coherently as they would any other

_theory or concept. There is feminist scholarship and
studentsareexpected to learn what it presents. I tell:
them that I will not grade them.on the basis of'whether I
agree-or disagree with their views, but tather on how
Well:they -can identify-and .articulate-a Critical view of
this. scholarship.- I do .not want them to feel that they
will'be.evaluated and graded-on the basis of.their
agreement or disagreement---with.feminism per se. I also
emphasize that.they.are. expected to-learn!certain
..perspectives which contradict feminist perspectives.

_. When we get to the session focusing specifically on.
:abortioni:I make a..point oUsaying, "In the.discussion.
today,: it-would be:a- terrible error to start talking as-.
thodgh we -allagree.with-one another, because the

. probability .is very strong that we don't.
. .So let's not

offend each other .by .assumingthatthe-other..thinks the
way we do." "I-also talk quite a bit'about hoW my own
views of abortion- are related to where I stand in the
'social structureas.-af.whitei..middle..class,.welleducated
woman whose life chancesare affected by accessto
abortion .in certain ways. They will already have read
Angela Davis': article. on.."Racism,Birth. Control, and
Reproductive Rights.," (1983) which.helps them contrast
different views as grounded in different historical and
socio-cultural-circumstances. The supercoil abortions,
--discussed much earlier in the courae, raise questions .

-about "choice" which_can now be elaborated further. If
students become angry with each other (such .arguments do
sometimes break out) what. I do is call a halt by saying,.
"Stop,-stop" in a very loud voice. Thea I say "Let's try
to findout from each person's personal biography and
Where this person is located in social structures,- why
this person holds a particular point of view." The task,
then, -shifts away from any attempt on the part of
students to convince others that their view is "right" or
"wrong." Our job is to understand how someone else has
come to-.have a value system d-Ifferent from our-own.

KEY CONCEPTS AND ISSUES pog TEACHING

.-- Ihave already discussed race and class for teaching
about abortion,. Regional variation in both supply and
demand for abortion is:an iMportant issue which brings in
moralsand values-and informal as well as formal
P014dies. The- example..of_how .abortion referral takes
place, within a fee for'_service system--such as-the Uni ed
States., where abortion is_rationedon_ability to pay,
compared to,the British National Health -Service, or other
prepaid systems, where abortion is rationed on different
criteria raises7important issues, Sally Macintyre's
bookp:Single'and.Pregnant (1977) 11 ovides qualitative
idata'on-liow..physicians hold moral judgments -about which



.loionieri-.efo or do nOt "deserve"-abortiorv. We can also
consider the,experience-of-abortion 'coLin-selOrs who
sometimes express-anger at-women Who'are repeat

i-:abortion-usersCarole-Joffe's-,redent work, The
Regulation'oexualitY -(1986) addresses this7Tisue
sensitively. .There are numerous Conceptual framework's
within which-;abortidn, can be explored effectiVely.' At
the.1985.. Summer Inetitute, Adele Clarke argued
oonVincingly that abortion isbest viewed rin a larger
reproductive health rights 'framework. She-urged..that we
not'looK ,at abortion as an isolated issue .but:show-how it
.is structOrally, socially and,psychologically linked to
.the regulation of-female sexualityl:the.safety,.effiCaCy,
and availability of contraception,.-and..to population
control,.sterilization, and genocide.- -Rosalind Petchesky
(1985) suggests that feminists have viewed abortion..too
narrowly as a medical right,-a decision between:a-woman
and her doctor. She believes that we must move beyond..,
:seeing abortion primarily as-a, medicalA.ssue and..treat it
'as a much broader health issue. She also-argues_that.we
.have an obligation to deal with abortion as a moral
'issue. -.In.Abortion and the Politics. of Motherhood,
Kristin Luker (1984) a.- resses moral -assUes d-A-tectly and
also provides insight into the "Pro-Life" perspective.
Her book..-is-an important contribution to our
understanding of the complexity of-their issues.

RESOURCE MATERIAL

For faculty who need basic background material on
abortion, I highly recommend a brief article bv_Patricia
Bayer Richard "Teaching about Abortion as a Public Issue"
(1984). This article, coMbined with material.trom Our
Bodies_Ourselves (1984), will provide faculty who teaOh

.

about abortidn-ideas for developing a sensitive approach
to teaching abortion as part of a_women's health course.
The ACLU Speakers Manual on abortion written by Jean
Hardisty -(1982) provides a wealth of both factual...
information and suggestions for public speaking on this
sensitive health issue. The.ACLU also offers seminars on-
speaking on abortion effectively.
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A.

RESOURCES FOR TEACHING WOMEN, HEALTH AND HEALING

RESOURCES FOCUSED ON MINORITY_WOMEN'S HEALTH

SECTION INTRODUCTION

One of ou
women's health
-women's health
post-secondary
meet this geal.

major goals in curriculum development in
studies is the integration of minority
issues and materials into courses at all
levels. These resources are designed to help

The two-page BASIC BIBLIOGRAPHY ON MINORITY WOMEN,
HEALTH AND HEALING IN THE U.S. is an excellent place to
begin such efforts. It contains what we believe to be the
strongest and most basic yet thorough works we found in
developing our major 120-page bibliography. The listing of
SELECTED EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES ON WOMEN OF COLOR developed
by SAGE can direct you to local and regional resources,
specific research centers and a variety of special projects
and organizational efforts.

One of the most powerful ways to teach about minority
women's health is through the use of audio-visual materials.
Our list of such materials is organized into sections on
race/class/culture issues with health implications, aglr
women's health care politics, childbirth education in
cultural contexts, occupational health, minority women aa
providers of health care, reproductive health issues,
self-image/body image issues and violence against women.
While some of these audiovisual materials focus exclusively
on minority women, most jointly include minority and white
women and their health concerns.

We also offer here two resources focused specifically
on Black women's health. The HEALTH FACT SHEET ON BLACK WO
developed by the National Black Women's Health Project can
be used as a class handout for discussion. Audreye
Zohnson's syllabus on AFRICAN-AMERICAN WOMEN'S HEALTH ISSUES
is one of a handful of such courses in the U.S. at this
time and is an excellent curricular model of a course
focused on a specific minority group. [See also Beverly
Smith. Black Women's Health: Notes for a Course. In G.
Hull, P. Sc tt and B. Smith (Eds.) But Some of Us Were
Brave: Black Women s Studies. Old Westbury, NY: The
Feminist Press, 19 2 )
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Had we been successful in locating syllabi, fact sheets
or similar materials on the health of women of other
minority groups, we would have included them here. However,
in our SYLLABI SET ON WOMEN, HEALTH AND HEALING: 14 COURSES,
there is a syllabus for Soc. 134 (Fall, 1986 version) that
is devoted to comparative perspectives on the health issues
of minority women in the U.S. Our MINORITY WOMEN, HEALTH
AND HEALING: SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND RESOURCES can be usedto focus curriculum development on particular aspects of
minority women's health either comparatively or focused on a
particular group.

The Center for Research on Women at
University haS developed a nutber of
womenof color and women's health. NE
information about and forms to use
Color and Southern Women Reference

1 2

matpt.!-s-State
:4-Sources on

Women of



MEN, I II-Al I ANI) III At/NC ;RAM

MINORITY WO EN HEALTH AND HEALING IN TH U._ BASIC. BIBLIO -RAPHY

Compiled by Sheryl Ruzek, Patricia Anderson, Adele Clarke,
virginia olesen and Kristin Hill, Women, Health and Healing
Program, N-631-Y, University of California, San Francisco, CA
94143-0612- The following references were selected to help you
locate important sources on minority women's health. These
selections are overviews of major issues, bibliographies or
reference works francmr longer bibliography Order form on reverse

Comparative, Overview and Reference Works

United States Department of Health and Human Services. (198-5).
Special health concerns of ethnic minority women. In
Women's Health Re of the Public Health Service Task
Fo (u), pp. 11-37-47. DHHS

No. HS) 020
United States Department of Health and Human Services. (1985,

August). Report of the Secreta 's Task Force on black and
minority health. (I), Executive Summary. U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

Mullings, L. (1984). Minority women, work and health. In W.
Chavkin (Ed.) Double exposure: Women's health hazards_on
the job and at home. New York: Monthly Review Press.

Wilkinson, D. (1980). Minority women: Social-cultural issues.
In M. A. Brodsky & R. Horeaustin (Eds.) Women and
psychotherapy, pp. 285-304. New York: Guilford press.

Shea, S. & Fullilove, M. T. (1985, October 10). Entry of black
-and other minority students into U.S. medical schools:
Historical perspective and recent trends. New En-land
Journal of Medicine, 313(15), 933-940.

Hine, D. C. (1982). From-hospital to college: Black nurse
leaders and the rise of collegiate nursing schools. Journal
f Negro Educatioil, 51(3) 222-237.

Afro-American Women's Health

simms, M. C. & MalveauX, J. M. (Eds.) (1986). Slipping Vlrough
the cracks: The status of black women. New Brunswick, New
J y: Transaction Books

Avery, B. Y., Hinton-Hoytt, E., Drake, P. E. & Stewart, a. H.
(Eds.) (1984, Spring). Black women's health issues.
Spelman Messenger, 100(I), 1-68.

Royster, J. J. (Curator). (1983). Women as healers, a noble
tradition. Women's Research and Resource Center, Spelmah
College, Box 362, 350 Spelman College Lane, S.W., Atlanta,
GA 30314. $6.00.

B 11-Scott, P. & Guy-Sheftall, B. (Eds.) (1.985, Fall). Special
issue: Health. Sage: A Scholarly Journal on Black Women,
II(2), 2-78.
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96 Asian American Women's Health

Theim, T. M. (1979, May 8-9). He _th isuo 5 affecting
Asian/Pacific American women. In Civil ri.hts issue_
Asian and Pacific Americans: M ths and
Proceedings of the Conference. Washington, D.C.

o, K. L. (1982). Illness as retribution: A cultural form of
self analysis among urban Hawaiian women. Culture, Medicine
and Psychiatry, 6, 385-403.

1-lessler, R. M., Nolan, M. F., Ogbru, B. & New, P. K. (1975,
Fall). Intraethnic diversity: Health care of the
Chinese-Americans. Human Or anization, 34(3), 2537262.

Davidson, L. (1981, May). Women refugees: Special needs and
programs. Journal of Refu.ee Resettlement, 1 16-26.

'na American -o

Zambrana, R. E. (Ed.) (1982). 14,9s, familxand health: Latinawomen in transition. Available from Hispanic Research
Center, Fordham University, Bronx, New York 10458. $19.Melville, M. B. (1980). Twice a minorit : Mexican Americanwomen. St Louis: C. V. Mosby Co.

Becerra, R. W., Karno, M. & Escoban 3. I. (Eds.) (1982). Mentalhealth and His anic ericans: Clini al .ers.ectives. NewYork: Grune and Stratton.
Martinez, R. A. (Ed.) (1978). His anic culture and health

care: Fact fiction folklore. St Louis: The C. V. Mosby
Company.

Native American Women's Health

Wood R. (1980, October). Health problems facing American
Indian women. In Conference on the educational and
occu ational needs-R-iiiiTTEirifatiRTZiFFITR).

159-183.Wash n ton, D.C.: National Inst tute of Educatign.
Kelso, D. R. & Attneave, C. L. (1981). Biblio ra h of North

American Indian Mental Health. Westport, Connect cut:
Greenwood Press.

United States Department of Health Education and Welfare.
(1978). Indian health trends and services. Washington,D.C.: Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Publication No. (HSA) 78-12009.

Kid ell, C. S. (1979). American Indian women; Problems in
communicating a cultural/sexual identity. The Creative
Woman, 2, 33-38.

CURRICULAR MATERIALS IN WOMEN'S HEALTH

Minority Bibliography $7.00 Teaching materials $7.00
,set of all three $20.00Syllabi Set $10.00

All materials will be available by December 1, 1986. Payment must accompany order. Please make check
payable to Women, Health and Healing Program and send to Women, Health and Healing Program,
Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences, N -631-Y, UCSF, Sanfrancisco, CA 94143-061

Ship to: Na

Address
Phone #
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SELEC D EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
ON WOMEN OF COLOR

URCE CENTERS

Bethune Mineum-Archives National Historical
1318 Vermont Avc, NW
Washington DC 20005
EU& Careers Women's Centa
706 Walnut Si. Suite 804
Caviar/an OH 45202

Center for Research on Women
Memphis Stare University

TN 31052

Center tor the &tidy, Education and Advancement rat
University of California at Berkeley
Bedreley, CA 94720

Center for Women's Identity Studies
Otiago State University
95th & ring Dr.
Chicago. 11- 60628

Courial on Interracial
1841 Broadway Ave.
New Yodc NY 10025

OHOYO Resource Center for American Indian and
National Wornen's
2301 Midwestern Parkway. Suite 214
Wichita Falls. TX 76308

Minority Women's
Wellesley College Center for Research o
Wellesley, httA 02181

Moorland-Spingarn Research Center
Howard Univeniry
Washington. OC 20059

National Council of Negro Women. Women's Center
Suite 201 19$ Broadway Ave.
New York, NY 1003$

National Institute for Women of Color
1712 N. St. NW
Washington. 0,C 20036

Women's Resource Center
Aguedilla Regional College
University ol Puerto Rico
Box 160
R.arney, PR 00604

Worneres Institute of the Southeast
Alricina Women's Studies Project

Atlanta University
642 Beckwith Street
Atlanta. CA 30314

Women's Rmearch and Rciource Center
Spelman College

Lanka CA 30314

LISH1ERS

Afro-Resource" Inc
P.O. Box 192
Temple Hals. MD 20748

Amore.: Research Journal by arid
Ariihony Asociatat Inc

Avenue. NW.
D.C. 20001

Black World Foundation
P.O. Box 908
Simard°. CA 94965

Conaitions
RO. Box 56
Van Brunt Station
Brooklyn, NY 11215

The Feminist Press
Box 334
Old Westbury, NY 15568

Kitchen Table Women of Color- Press
Box 592
Vaal Brunt Station
Brooklyn NY 11215

The Naiad Pres% Inc
P.Ct Bac 10543
Talahassee, FL 32302

Sage Wornen's Educational
no. Box 42741
Adana. GA 30311

Women Educational Equity Act Publishing Center
Education Development Center, Inc
55 Chapel Street
Newton MA 02160

Women's International
2700 Broa
Nrw York NY 10025

snetAL FROJEers AND ORGANIzAnONAL El

African-American Family Histrry Association
2077 Bent Creek Way, SW
Atlanta. GA 30311
Contact Carole Merritt

Africana Women's Stud-
Atlanta University
Atlanta, CA 30314
Contact Eleanor Hinton Ho

Black &laws/Women% StucUes uniculum
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lkd Hall
West Wayette, IN 47907
Contact RAF* Clark trine



Black Womeres illealth Project
cAaslin LAMES' WM. Jr. COMMUnity Ccnlw
450 Auburn AVe. l'iTE Su Ae 157
Atlanta GA 30312

Contact By nye Y. Avery

Black Women's History Project
cio Association of Black Women I
Purdue University
West Lafayette. IN 47907

Contact Milroy Clack I line

Black Women's 9undies Facuhy and Currievaalum
Devdnpenent Prot
Wellesley Co 'kr Ccsitcr kw Research cm i'llotrnunen
We *sky, MA 02181
Contact: Margo Bradford. Coordimtor

Cluria T. hulL Patricia Ilell-Scolt dEr
OrDirectoes

Black Wornak Studies Faculty and Curritvosalharn
Ocvelopmni Piviect

nun College Women's Research arid Wiresource Center
nlA GA 30314

Contact Beverly Ozy-Sheltall

Chinese American Women Rini:azimut repwarnity
Organization of Chiguese American Women'.
4256 N. Monroe Street
As-liven VA 22201

Contact; tale Chi Yowkeurn Chung, aod IIr=auline Tsui
Contemporary Amtrican Indian Women Powiereieet
Minnesota Chippoisa Tribe
P..O. Doi 217
Cass Lake. MN 56633
Contact Patricia Belanger

International Council cif African Women
P.0 Ion 8676
Washington, DA'. 20011

Multicultural Worrieres Studies Program
University of Illinois zit asicago Circle
17'..C1 Dor 4348
-Chicago. IL 606$0

Contact JiLarprct 9nobel

National Network 01 Wrillsorily Women in
Arnokin Association fr=rne the Advancement of Science
1776 Masuchincits NW
Waslingturi nr. 2003ei
Contact Paula Quick liftmen and Shirley Mákom

Promoting Career Deveillopment Opportunities for
Single Puent Itiorwity WNW
85 Creenbriar Steed
Cennhednr. MA 02124

°mixt Mary 1. Reed

Research in Counseling Vohor Purw Rican Women
InterArnerican Univers:wry
ereDor nss
Sarefuln PR 00919

Contad Para Sanliagirtivailacazzi

Sister/151°W Slack Woralmsen Artists Film 'Series
14 Bacon 9led
Scow MA 0114
Contact Beredy Smith

Southern Mack Worrien" Cultu Peeled
Wnennia 5tudies Prograwan
University of Alabama
University, Alabama 354=86

Mexican Arneeican Woerren C rriculum Project
1100 E. lIth Street
Austin TX 78702

Contact Martha Cetera

Women of Color Cu rricuamillu ni
Urban Affairs Departmenme
St. Paul Public Schools
St Pot MN 55102
Contact Gloria L Kunuagai

Copidgld. 1984 Say
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Cpurse Number*

Course Title:

emester:

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH-CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL-

Schobl of-Social-Work

SOWO 387-47

African-American Women's Health Issues

Audreye E. Johnsen, Ph.D.

Fall 1986

Course Description: Women are faced with similar, but also differing
hare' problems. An exploration of selected health issues confronting
African-American Women identifies race, gender, and class variables which
impact health.

Course Objectives:

1. To become familiar with the bio-psycho-social indices which influence
wellness and sickness.

2. To develop self-awareness of socialization and control processes
which determine management/treatment of health problems.

To become familiar with service deliverY with a clientale impacted by
race, gender, and class interlocking and interfacing primary,
secondary, or tertiary care.

To demonstrate understanding of the barriers to health, and
willingness to seek creative means of redress and service.

Course Requirements:

1. Class attendance and active student participation in class Is
expected.

Students will use the readIngs in oral and written reports, ci ing
appropriate examples.

Students will demonstrate the connection between the course and
social work services or social welfare policies.

4. Students will demonstrate their skill development in working with the
population, and ways of reducing barriers to service delivery.
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Evaluation of Student

Students are apected to meet all course requirements. Students will be
graded upon knowledge acquired and skill developed as evidenced by class
participation, oral reports, and written assignments.

-20% - Class participation and oral reports. Students are expected to
contribute to self-learning and that of fellow students and faculty: share
readings, ideas, or resources.

20% - Paper related to an issue and the hea th of Black Women. (5 pages in
length) Due the fifth week of class. Typed double spaced with footnotes and
bibliography.

20% - Paper related to a health problem and the securing of needed service in
the social welfare arena (5 pages in length ). Due at mid-term. Typed double
spaced with footnotes and bibliography.

40% - Final written assignment due the last day of class. Students will
indicate in writing the topic choice the week after mid-term. This assignment
should reflect the student's interest in a health Issue related to servie
delivery on the direct or indirect level..

There are options to the completion of this assignment. An individual or
group term paper, a project (field observation of barriers to service), etc.
These examples are illustrative and are not inclusive of options open to
students. Regardless of the option selected, students will utilize readings

in their final assignment with appropriate footnote and bibliographical
documentation. Approximate length of paper 16 pages including referenced
footnotes and bibliography.

Students should use Kate Turabian as a source for writing style, footnotes,
and bibliography. All papers should be typed and double spaced, see Turabian
on format. All racial designation are to be capitalized, i.e., Black, White,
Negro, Chicano, Asian, Native American, Indian, Hispanic, etc.

A grade of incomplete will be given to students who do not complete the
minimum course requirements.

The final grade will be based upon the above assignments.

Conferences may be scheduled by appointment.

Students will return all loaned materials (unmarked) at least one week before
the end of the semester. The usual loin period for items will be taw) weeks.
Extensions may be granted provided other students do not request the item on
loan. Students are responsible for replacement of any lost items.

Certain readings are called to the attention of the students, however, it is
expected that students will select other readings to enhance their knowledge
building and professional development.



Boadiop'

There is currently no single text which addresses the substantive issues of
this course. There are a number of books and articles which have related
materials which should be useful in knowledge building. Additionally, it is
hoped that students will seek out readings which will enhance their own as
well as the knowledge base of the entire class. An asterisk donates some of
the necessary readings.

Format - Seminar:

Student participat on and involvement is expected and encouraged. In add
to the exchange of ideas, the seminar will be used to conceptualize pract
methods which will enhance the delivery of social work service to
African-American women. The course will be taught in module sections.

Module The Cultural Context of African-American o- n's Health

A. Race, Gender, and Class

B. Belief System

C. Folk Medicine

D. Modern Medicine

E. Self-Help

Readin

The Boston Women's Health Book Collective. The New Our Bodies Our
Selves: A Book By and For Women. New York: Sinon and Schuster, Inc.,
1984. Preface and Introductiorf, and Earlier Prefaces. Chapter 1 Taking
Care of Ourselves, section 1, 5, 7, and 8. Chapter VI, Some Common and
Uncomnon Health and Medical Problems.
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on

Dill, Bonnie T. "The Dialectics of Black Wom nhood", Signs, Spring 1979,
pp. 543-555.

Gilkes, Cheryl Townsend, "From Slavery to Social Welfare: Racism and the
Control of Black WomenTM, In Amy Swerdlow and Hannah Lessinger (eds) Class,
Race, and Gender: The Dynamics of Control. Boston: G. K. Hall, 1983.

Rogers-Rose, LaFrances (ed) The Black Woman. Beverly Hills, CA.: Sage
Pbulications, 1980.

Wilkinson, Doris. "Afro-American Women and Their Families" Marriage and
Family Review, Fa /Winter 1984, pp. 125-142.

Wilkinson, Doris. Minority Women: Social-Cultural Issues" in A. Brodsky
and R. Hare-Mustin (eds.) Women and Ps chothera- An Assessment o
Research Practice. New Yo ui o

n
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Lerner, Gorda
York: Pantheon oo

fi

Stellman, Jeanne M. Women's Work, Wo ' a th: Myths and Realities.
New York: Pantheon gook7S;-T97T,

Watkins, Elizabeth L. and Audreye E. Johnson. Removing Cultural_apd
Ethnic Barriers to Health Care. Chapel Hill, W. C. StheOlt of-Publ c
Health and Social Werk, 5iversity of North CarolAa at Chapel Hill, 1985.

Williams, Richard A. Textbook of Black Related Diseases. New York:
McGraw-Hi 1 1975.

Rudov, M. H. and N. Santangelo. Health Status of M1nor1te and Low
Income Grou s. Washington, D.C.: U. S. Departmen of Health, Education,
and WeTfare, Government Printing Office, 1979.

U. S. Department of Commerce. The Social and Econom c Status of the B ack
Population in the United State : n or ca e
Washington, D. C.: Bureau of the Census, Government Viinting Office, 1979.

Gary, Lawrence E. Mental Heal A Challen e to the Black Coninunit
Philadelphia: Dorrance an ompany,

Gary, Lawrence E. "The Health Status of Black Americans", in Audreye E.
Johnson (ed.) The Black Ex ence: Social Cultural and Economic
Considerations, ape oo si y o
North Carolina at Chapel H 11, 1981.

Jackson, Jacquelyn Johnson, "Black Women in a Racist Society", in Charl
V. Willie, et al. Racism and Ment 1 Health Pittsburgh: University o
Pittsburgh Press, 19/J.

Dill, Bonnie Thornton, "Race, Class, and Gender: Prospects for An
All-Inclusive Sisterhood", Feminist Stud s Spring 1983.

Palmer, Phyllis Marynick, "White Women/Black Women: The Dualism of Female
Identity and Experience in the United States", Feminist Studies, Spring
1983.

DilI, Bonnie Thornton, "On the Hem of Life: Race, Class, and the
Prospects for Sisterhood (1980)", in Amy Swerdlow and Hannah Lessinger
(eds.) Class, Race, and Gender: The Dynamics of Control. Boston: G. K.
Hall, IRS.

fi

Davis, Angela Y. Women, Race, and Class. New York: Random House, 1981.

Hull, Gloria T. Patricia Bell Scott, and Barbara Sm h (eds.) A1.1 the
Women a v White, All the Blacks v Men, But Some o U Are Brave. old
est u Crninls

Chunn, Jay C. III et al, eds. Mental Health and People of Color:

Curriculum Developmentand Chanu. Washington, D. C.: Howard Univer
loress, 1911.1. 110



Couger, Charles D. et al Blaming tne Client: Implicit Agenda in
Practice Research", Social Work. July-August 1984, pp. 347-351. Cross
Cultural Issues I,riat on Social Work Practice in Health Care:
on erence 'rocee ngs ew o vers ty oo of Social

Wotk, 1984.

Jackson, Jacquelyn J. Black Wo n: Their Problems and Power. New York:
Barron's Educational Serfes, 1984.

Jackson, Jaquelyn J. "A Critique of Lerner's Wok on Black Women and
Further Thoughts', Journ 1 of Social and Behavior Sciences, 1975, pp.
63-89.

Nobles, Jeanne
Englewood Clif

ul A so Are the Souls

nc..

SolomuA, Barbara t Sox, Class or Race" Social Work Novembe

Staples, Robert. The B ack Woman Infunerica. Chicago: Nelson Hall
Publishers, 1973.

19/6.

Stember, Charles Herbert. Sexual Racism. New York: Elsevier, 1976.

Watson Wilbur H. (ed.) Black Folk Medicine: The Thera utic S cance
of Faiih and Trust. New rUflsWc ansact on,

Johnson, Audreye E. (ed.) The Black Ex ence: Considera ons for Health
and Human Services. CaVis, C liuternat ona D a ogue 1reis,

Health Resources and Services Administration. Health Status of Minorittes
and Low Income Groups. Washington, D.C.: U. S:Tot-4ir-nrae-nt-Printing

Office-,-Palfc Health Services, U. S. Department of Health and Human
Services Publication No. (HRSA) HRS-P-D1/ 85-1, 1985.

Joseph, Gloria I and Jill Lewis. Common Differences: Conflicts in Black
and.White Feminist Perspectives. Garden City, N. Y. Anchor
Press/Doubleclay, 1981.

Bernkow, Louise. Amen Women. New York: Harmony Books,
7, "The Light and the Dark: White Women are Never Lonely
Always Smile'.

Giddings, Paula. When and Where_I Enter: The Impact

1980. Chapter
Black Women

Black Women on
Race and Sex in Amefq-ca. New York: Bantam Books, 1985.

Module II: Some Indices of Health: Bio-Psycho-Social Factors

A. Dominance, Socialization, and Control

B. Age, access to health care, income, marital status,
history of children, occupation, family, violence, e
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iteracy, birth
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C. Af can-American Women and Stress

Some Stress Related Illnesses

Readings)

Spurlock, Jeanne. "Black Women in the Midd e Years , in Grace Baruch and
Jeanne Books-Gunn (eds.) Women in Midl fe. New Ych: P enum Publishing
Corp., 1984.

Spurlock Jeanne. "The Professional Woman as Mother: Insi-hts From C
Differences". Vo . 40., No. 3, May/June 1985

Spurlock Jeanne. "Survival Gui t and The Afro-American of Achievement".
Journal of the National Medical Association. Vol. 77, Ho. 1, 1985

_

The New_Our _Bodies Qur Selves. Chapter VII, Women and the M dical
Systelli, Sections 2 and 26.

Chestang, Leon. "The Policies and Politics of Health", in Audreye F.
Johnson (ed.) The Black_Experience: Considerations for Health and Human
Services. Dav-fS, International bialogue Press, 1983.

Gross, Hervert S. et al. "The Effect of Race and Sex'on the Variation of
Diagnosis and Disposition in a Psychiatric Emergency Room", Journal ef
Nervous and Mental Di.sease. June 1969.

Gullatte, Alyce C. "Psychiatric Factors to Consider in Research on the
Black Woman", The Journal of Afro-American Issues. Summer 1974.

Harrison, Alycia 0. "Dilemma of Growing Up Black and Female", Journal of
Social and Behavior Sciences. Spring 1974.

Sanders, Charles L. "Reflections on the Black Experience," In Black
Agenda for Social Work in the Seventies (Atlanta University School of
SoCial woek, 19/I).

Harwood, Alan. (ed.) Ethnicity and MedIcal Care. Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1981.

Hickey, Tom. Health and Aging. Monterey, CA: Brooks/Cole Publishing
Co., 1980.

Johnson, Audreye E. "The Black Elderly and Social Work Services", Black
Caucu! Journal. Spring 1983.

Morse, Donal Roy and M. Lawrence Furst. Women Under Stress. Van Nostrand
Reinhold Company, 1982.

Solomon., Barbara B. "Empowering Women: A Matter of Values", in Ann Weick
and Susan P. Vandiver (eds.) Women, Power, and Change. New York: NASW,

1981.
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"The Burden of Black Women , in The Selec -d Writin s of W.E.B. DuBois 'by
A4alter Nelson. New York: Mentor oo

Tolman, Richard and Sheldon Rose. "Coping With S ss: A Multimodel
Approach", Social Work. March-April 1985.

Williams, Bertha M. "Black Women: Assertiveness vs. Agg essiveness", The
Journal of Afro-American Issues. Suumer 1974.

Jackson, Jacquelyn J. Minorities and Aging. Belmont, CA.: Wads
Publishing Co., 1980.

Smith, Stanley H. "The Role of Language (Communication) in Black White
Relations", in Audreye E. Johnson. (ed.) The Black ExPeriqnce: Social.
Cultural, and Economic Considerations. ChakT-Hin-TXX7f-75MY15T-10TF----
Social Work, Unlversity orriFF57571ina at Chapel Hill, 1981.

Ladner, Joyce A. (ed.). Tomorrow's Tomorrow: The Black Woman. (Gard n
City, New York: Anchor Books, 1972).

Hare, Nathan and Julia. "Black Women, 1970. Transaction, November-
December (1970).

Trader, Harriet P. "Survival Strategies for Oppressed Minor ies," Social
Work, Vol. 22, No. 1 (January 1977).

Module III: Addressing the Health Characteristics of Afr canj-American Women

A. Prevention - Primary Health

B. Treatment - Secondary Health

C. Rehabilitation - Tertiary Health

Readings

The New Our Bodies Ourselves, Chapter V. Women Growing Older, Chapter
VII, Women and the Medical System

"Self-Help Model for Working With Black Women". in Brisbane, Frances and
Maxine Womble (eds.) Treatment of Black Alcoholics. New York: The Haworth
Press, in 1985.

Gary, Lawrence E. "Utilization of Network Systems in the Black
Community". in The Black Experience: Considerations for Health and Human
Services.

Steiner, Joseph R. and Wynetta Devore. "Increasing Descriptive and
Prescriptive Theoretical Skills to Promote Ethnic-Sensitive Practice,
Journal of Education for Social Work. Spring 1983.
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Schlesinger, ELfricde G. Health Cure Social Work Prac c Conce
and Stratuies. St. Louis. mes rror os y

Miller, Rosalind S. Editor. Prima Health Care: More than Medicine.
Englewood Cliffs New Jersey: ren ce- a , nc., TUT--
Rehr, Helen and Caroff, Phyllis, Eds. A New Model in_Academic Practice
Partnershi : Multi-Instructor and Institutional C011aboratienin Socia
or . Lexihgton, assachusetts: Alen Press, 19lie

Van Horne, Winston A. and Tonnesen, Thomas V., Editors. Ethnicity and
Public PoliLy. Milwaukee, WI: University of Wisconsin System Aieriian
Ethnic Studies Coordinating Commit 0/Urban Corridor Consortium, 1982.

Golub, Sharon, Editor. Health Care of the Fema e Adolescent. New York:
The Haworth Press, 1985.

Lum, Doman. Social Work Practice & People of Color. Monterey, CA:
Brooks/Cole PUblisiling Company, 1986.

Brisbane, Frances Larry and Womble, Maxine, Editors. Treatment of_Black
Alcoholics. New York: The Haworth Press, Inc., 1985.

Green, James W. Cultural Awareness in the Human Services. Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1982

Wilkinson, Doris Y. "Afro-American Women and Their Familie " Marriage
and Family Review 7 (Fall, 1984): 125-142.

Wilkinson, Doris Y. Minority Women: Social Cultural Issues." pp.
285-305 in A. Brodsky and R. Hare-Mustin (eds.). Women and Psychotherapy:
An Assessment of Research and Practice. New York: -Guiltord P-ress, 1980.

Wilkinson, Doris Y. "Ethnic Diversity in Family Life." in M. B. Sussman
and S. K. Steinmetz (eds.). Handbook of Marriage and the Family. New-
York: Plenum, 1986.

Osborne, Gwendolyn E. "Motherhood in the Black Community." The Crisis
(December 1977).

Mpdule When and Where The Social Worker Enters

A. Service Provision

B. Se: ice Seeking
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C. Plotting the Course of Service Delivery

Interface of Folk and Modern Medicine

Lide, Pauline. "The Uational Conference on Social Welfare and The Black
Historical Perspective" Social Service Review. +Mine 1973.

Leigh, James W. "The Black Experience With Health Care Delivery Systems:
A Focus on the Practitioner". in lhe Black Ex erience Considerations
for Health and Human Services.

Watkins ail(' Johnson. kemovin9 Cultural and Ethnic Barriers To Health Care.

Solomon Barbara Bryant. "Innovations in Service Delivery to Black
Clients n The Black Experience: Considerations for Health and human
Services.

Sanders, Charles 1 .

Racism in Health and
nals' Pers

anizations. New
ctives o

sey:
InstituAonal

ur ic

Jenkins, Shirley. The Ethnic Dilemma in Social Services. New York: Free
Press, 1981.

Martin, Joanne M. and Elmer P. Martin. TheHei'ingTraditionn the Black
Family and Community. Silver Spring, MD.: NAW-, 1985.

Lem, Doman. Social Work Practice & People of Color: A Process-Sta e
Approach. Monterey-CA: Brooks/Cole Publishing Co., 1986.

Burgest, David R. "Racism in Everyday Speech and Social Work Jargon."
Social Work, Vol. 18, No. 4, July 1973, pp. 20-25.

Burgest, Mwalimu David R. "Principles of Social Casework and the Thi d
World. Iternational 3ocial Work, Vol. XXVI, No. 3, 1983, pp. 7-23.

Burgest, Da id R. ed. Social Work Practice Rh Minorities. N. J.-
Scarecrow Press, 1982.

Burgest, David R. Social Casework with People of Color. Md.: UniVersitY
Press of America, 1985.

Module _. Student Class Presentations
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HEALTH FACTSHEET ON BLACK WOMEN:
National Black Women's Health Project

INTRODUCTION

Many of the nation's 13 million Black women suffer from
chronic conditions including high blood pressure, heart
disease, obesity arteriosclerosis, kidney disease, and dia-
betes. In addition, the problem of teenage pregnancy is a
major health and social eencern. Black infant mut-Wily
rates are twice those of whites. Life stresses are often so
severe that Black women experience high levels of family
vioknce. The mere struggle to provide for one's family
causes half of all Black female adults to live in psycholo-
gical distress.

INCOME AND ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE

In the United States, access to health care is dependent
on income level, Seventy-one percent of female headed
families living below the poverty level are headed by Black
women compared to 39.5 percent for whites and 50.9 per-
cent for lispanics. Significant numbers of low income women
depend on the Federal government to subsidize their incomes
and health care services. Many such subsidized programs are
now experiencing budget cuts that will decrease their ability
to effectively deliver health care. The poor health of many
Black AmeliCAILS is due to povertythe major cause of sick-
ness and death.

BICH BLOOD PRESSURE

It is estimated that one out of every four Black adults suf.
fers from high blood pressure (hypertension). This chronic
disease develops earlier in Blacks, is frequentlymore severe,
and results in higher mortAity at a younger age, more corn-
monly from strokes. This disease can lead to stroke heart
attack, heart failure, or kidney failure. Yetonce detected, high
blood pressure can be controlled. For all ages of Black
women, prevalence and blood pressures tend to be either
equal to or higher than those of Black men.

CANCER

Breast cancer is the leading cause of death among women
35 to 55 years olel. Although fewer Black women than white
women suffer from breast cancer; more Black women will
eventually die from it Cervical cancer rates are increasi
among Black women, while decreasing among whites. Over
the past 25 years the incidence of cancers for Black Amer-
icans has risen by 34 percent, compared to only 9 percent
in whites, accordingto the American Cancer Society. Month-
ly self breast examination reduces the risk of breastcancei
going undetected and becoming fatal. Periodicpap smears,

the frequency to he dete nined hy a health care provider,
are recommended for all women to reduce the risk of death
from cervical cancer.

DIABEMS
In 1979, a diabetic was most likely to he a non-white, retired

female living in a city For Illadcs ailed 49 to 64, 91.3 Moiety
1,000 persons have been diagnosed as diabetic. This disease
is closely linked with obesity, cardiovascular disease, and
kidney disease. Black women show the highest susceptibili-
ty to diabetes, with a rate of 34 percent, as compared to a
rate of 24.3 percent for white wnmen and a lightly lower rate
of 21.8 percent far Black males.

INFANT MORTALITY

Although the infant mortality rates f both whites and
Blacks have been declining steadily, a large differential
still exists between the two racial groups. Infant death rates
for Blacks at 23.1 deaths per every 1,000 births nearly
doubles the rate for both whites (12.0) and Native Amer-
icans (1.37). Socioeconbrnic status and teenage pregnancy
are significant contributors to much of this disparity. Dur-
ing 1981, 37 percent of all Black births were to teens, twice
as high as the proportion among whites. Menage pregnan-
cies place these young women and their babies at high risk
for health complications in later life. An estimated 20 per-
cent of teens use contraception. while 70 percent engag-
ing in unprotected intercourse think they cannot become
pregnant.

Recent budget cuts in government programs aimed at
reducing infant mortality and lowering teenage pregnancy
rates will decrease prenatal care and supportive services, while
increasing medical costs and death.

STRESS AND VIOLENCE

The leading cause of death in Georgia for both Black males
and Black females aged 20 to 44 is homicide. SUess due to
economic pressures brought on by unemployment, alcohol
and ekug abuse leads to an increased number of violent crimes
in the Black community The home environment isso stressfd
that many Black women face high levels of domestic violence.
Feelings of poweriessnecs, low prestige, and frustration con-
bibute to high levels of family violence._Such consistently
high levels of stress from so many different areas of life also
contribute to increased rates of cardiovascular diseases men-
tal health problems, and crime.

E, V No. 2
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OTHER HEALTH ItititlES
Regular dental health care h usually nilafnirdahle and

care is sought in crisis si1u:010115.1u l97, 82 percent of rural
!,outhern Blacks did not visit a dentist.

Lupus attacks frmale; in an at niost nioutoone ratio over
males. It strikes one adult woman in 700. and one adult I Mac k
woman in 245.

Black females have the highest admission rate to outpa-
tient psychiatric services. More than half of adult Black women
live in a state of psychological distress,

* When asked irt 1978 to rate their overall health and "well-
[vine as part of a Federal National I leant Interview Survey,
Black females reported ate lowest kvel of positive well beirnt
of all groups-37 percent compared to 70 percent amonit
white males.

SUGGESTED CI IA NC, ES FOR I I EA un IER LIFESTYLE

Many risk factors fot the development of chronic diseases
can be controlled by the individual. An increased awareness
of these factors will enable Black women to assume more
responsibility for their own health.

109

Suggested life style chan
Proper nutrition and a ba ance«liet
Weight control
Regular exercise
Elimination of substance abuse drugs. eig.

tes)

s management
Self-help skills (self breast exar
Genetic screening and counseling
Prenatal tare
Sex education for youth
Evaluation of environmental arid occupational hcalth
hmards
Increased access to health care
Preventive health information

Reference:
Health of Minorities and Women. American blk Ilealth
Association. Washington, D.C. August 1982.

(Reprinted with permission from the Nations
Project and from SAGE.

11 7
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S LECTED RESOURCES IN MINORITY WOME 'S HEALTH

Audiovisual Resources

The following list of films and videos was developed from a
variety of resources. The journal Women and_Health deserves
special mention for regularly publiihIN4-Eiriinf-fIlm reviews.
The Media Network (208 W. 13th Street, New York, NY 10011,
(212)620-0877) has published an excellent "Guide to Films on
Reproductive Rights" which we also relied upon here.

If you are associated with a university or have access to
one we suggest you check to see if a film/video is already owned
by them . You may also wish to urge your school to purchase key
films you intend to use regularly.

While we have previewed many, we have not previewed all
films listed and therefore recommend that you do so before us ng
them when possible. Since rental costs change (in both
directions) and availability may be limited, do contact
distributors at least six weeks in advance whenever possible.
Some distributors may also make video versions available upon
request.

F1ma and videos are listed in the follo ing categories:

o Race/Class/Culture Issues with Health Implications
o Women's Health Care Politics/Issues
o Aging
o Childbirth Education in Cultural Contexts
o Incarcerated Women
o Occupational Health
o Providers of Health Care
o Reproductive Health Issues
o Self Image/Body Image
o Violence Against Women

13sce Class Health Im lications

THE WOMEN'S FILM. (1971). Focus on how women are especially
victimized by class, racial and gender inequalities. Black and
white, 40 min., 16 mm. Third World Newsreel, 335 W. 38th St.,
5th Floor, NY, NY 10018, (212)947-9277. Rental fee $55.

OUR DEAR SISTERS. (1975). North American Indian woman discus
her life as a single parent and working mother on the
reservation. 16 mm, 3/4" videocassette, 15 min. National Film
Board of Canada, 1251 Avenue of the Americas, 16th Floor, NY, NY
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Audiovisual Resources

10020- 73, (212)586-5131. Purchase nly: 16mm $350, vide,
$250.

TRIPLE JEOPARDY. Three working worn n- a Latina, an Afro-Ame ican
and an Asian American describe the web of societal forces
restricting the options of women of color and resulting in
disproportionate poverty for themselves and their children.
Institutionalized racism, sexism, and classism are addressed.
Discussion guide. Color filmstrip, 20 min. CIBC Resource
Center, 1841 Broadway, NY, NY 10023-7648, (212)757-5339.
Purchase with preview $39.95.

NEVER TURN BACK: THE LIFE OF FANNIE LOU HAMER. ( 982). In
1962, Fannia Lou Hamer, a 44-year old Black woman, decided to
register to vote in Mississippi. Ms. Hamer became a powerful
force for racial change in the South including health issues. 16
mm or video, 60 min. Rediscovery Productions, Inc., 2 Halfmile
Common, Westpert, CT 06880, (203)227-2268. Rental fee $120.

FEI TIEN: GODDESS IN FLIGHT. (1983). An American-born Chi ese
woman encounters older Chinese "bird woman" facing questions of
life, death, and passing on traditions. 20 min. color, 16 mm or
video. Third World Newsreel, 335 W. 38th St., 5th Floor, NY, NY
10018. Rental fee $50.

SLEEPWALKER. (1972). Features an Asian woman who deals with
growing up as an American. 16 mm, black and white, 13 min.
Instructional Media Library, UCLA-Powell Library, 405 Hilgard
Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90024, (213)825-0755. Rental fee $25.

BLACK WOMEN'S HEALTH. The National Black Women's Health Project
is developing a slideshow/video which should be available in
early 1987. Focus on special health issues of black women.
National Black Women's Health Project 1237 Gordon St.,
Atlanta, GA 30310, (404)753-0916.

-

FIBROIDS. Focuses on issues of fibroids particularly affecting
black women. Contact distributor for more information. National
Black Women's Health Project, 1237 Gordon St. , SW, Atlanta, GA
30310, (404)753-0916

BECOMING A WOMAN. Special issues for black women. Contact
distributor for more information. Nat:.onal Black Women's Health
Pro ect, 1237 Gordon St., SW, Atlanta, GA 30310, (404)753-0916.
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Audiov ual Ren-u

n'ri Health Care P seues

CHICAG0 MATERNITY STORY. Focuses on health care worth fighting
for-a hospital/home birth care delivery service serving black,
Latina and other immigrant women. The s ruggle for control of
the Center is shown during the period of its takeover and demise
after 78 years of community service. 16mm, black and white, 60
min. New Day Films, 22 Riverview Ave., Wayne, NJ 07470,
(201)633-0212.

TAKING OUR BODIES BACK: THE WOMEN'S HEALTH MOVEMENT. Explores
ten critical areas of the women's health movement, showing women
becoming aware of their rights in dealing with the medical
industry. Dated but important. Cancer, medical research, the
GYN exam, drug company attitudes, hysterectomy, care for women of
color, informed consent. 16mm and 3/4 " Video, 33 min, color.
Cambridge Documentary Films, Inc. P.O. Box 385, Cambridge,
02139, (617)354-3677. Rental fee $45.

AtTing

SILENT PIONEERS: GAY AND LESBIAN ELDERS. Some older women of
color and others discuss distinctive aging issues which confront
lesbians and gay men. 16mm and video, 42 min., color.
Filmaker's Library Inc, 133 E. 58th St., NY, NY 10022,
(212)355-6545. Rental fee $65.

Childbirth Education in Cultural Contexts

MATERNIDAD. In Spanish, a Latino extended family participates in
prenatal care and husband-coached delivery in an ABC. 16 mm or
video, color, 10 min. Videograph, 2833 25th St. , San Francisco,
CA 94110, (415)282-6001. Rental fee $25.

DAR PECHO. In Spanish, focused on breastfeeding with special
attention to modesty issues, maternal nutrition, and family
support. 16 mm or video, color, 10 min. Videograph, 2833 25th
St., San Francisco, CA 94110, (415)282-6001. Rental fee $25.

TAMIKA'S BIRTH. Story of a b ack family's experiences during
pregnancy and birth including childbirth education, nutrition,
breastfeeding, etc. 16 mm or video, color, 11 min. Videograph,
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2833 25th St. , San Fran isco, CA 94 0, (4 2 2 6001. Rental
fee $25.

PARTO POR CESAREA. In Spanish, story of a couple expecting a
prepared vaginal birth who "end up" with a C-sect on. Emphasis
on maintaining family-centered birth including father at
C-section and both parents with baby. 16mm and video, color, 16
min. Videograph, 2833 25th St. San Francisco, CA 94110,
(415)282-6001. Rental fee $25.

NUEVA VIDA. In Spanish. Both participants and some caregiver
are Hispanic and Spanish-speaking. Story of a young father
encouraging a friend to participate in the birth of his child by
recounting his own positive experiences. Respectful of,cultural
traditions and extended family life. 16 mm and video, color, 14
min. Videograph, 2833 25th St., San Francisco, CA 94110,
(415)282-6001. Rental fee $25.

BREASTFEEDING: A SPECIAL CLOSENESS. (1978). Black, Latina and
white women descrive their pleasure and the special intimacy of
breastfeeding that go beyond its positive health effects. Family
involvement in the effort and some difficulties women may
encounter are also presented. 16 ram and video cassette, super 8color, 23 min. Motion, Inc., 3138 Highland Pl., N.W.,
Washington, DC 20008, (202)363-9450. Rental fee $40.

BREASTFEEDING: A PRACTICAL GUIDE. (1982). Part I focuses on
preparing for breastfeeding through early infancy. Part II
focuses on postpartum and later with issues of engorgement, sore
nipples and sex issues. Includes minority women as breastfeeders
especially in Part II. 16 ram and video, color, 2 parts 15 min.each. Motion, Inc., 3138 Highland Pl., NW, Washington,
DC 20008, (202)363-9450. Rental fee single part $40/bo h $50.

SAFE AND NATURAL REMEDIES FOR DISCOMFORTS OF PREGNANCY.
Available in English, Spanish, Cantonese and Vietnamese.
Accompanied by an English script tailored specifically to the
target audience. Describes effective, practical and safe
alternatives to over-the-counter drugs for the relief of
pregnancy discomforts. Color slide-tape program of 110 slides
also available in video. Videograph, 2833 25th St., San
Francisco, CA 94110, (415)282-6001. Rental fee $40.
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INSIDE WOMEN INSIDE. A film about women prisoners including
health issues. 16 mm, color, 29 min. Third World Newsreel, 335
W. 38th Street, 5th Floor, NY, NY 10018, (212)947-9277. Rental
fee $40.

INVISIBLE HEALTH PROBLEMS: THE SITUATION OF WOMEN PRISONERS.
Health problems of women prisoners. Video, color, 60 min.
Virginia Olesen, Women, Health and Healing Program, N-631-Y,
School of Nursing, University of California, San Francinco, cA
04343-0612, (415)476-2453. Rental fee $15 (cost of mailing and
insuring).

LOCKED VP AND LEFT OUT: MOTHERS IN PRISON. (1984). Reveals the
emotional and physical trauma to imprisoned mothers and their
children, and describes a solution attempted in the State of
California. There are over 100,000 women incarcerated in the
United States, of whom 80% are mothers. 3/4" VHS and Beta video,
color, 40 min. University Media Services, California State
University at Sacramento, 6000 J Street Sacramento, CA 95919,
(916)278-6611. Rental fee $45.

Occupational Health

WORKING FOR YOUR LIFE. (1980). Occupational health i sues of
women in 40 different workplaces of all types. Specific work
hazards along with stress and exhaustion are discussed. 16mm,
color, 45 min. Film Library, P.O. Box 315 Franklin Lakes, NJ
07417. Rental fee $65.

THE GLOBAL ASSEMBLY LINE. (19 4 ). From T nnessee to Mexico,
Silicoh Valley to the Philipin s the lives and health issues of
women on the global manufacturing assembly line are portrayed.
The comparative absence of health regulations outside of the U.S.
is noted. 16 mm, color, 58 min. New Day Films, 22 Riverview
Dr., Wayne, NJ 07470-3191, (201)633-0212. Rental fee $100 plus
shipping.

GARMENT WORKERS IN SOUTHERN CALIFORN A. (1975). Examines the
exploitation of Mexican-American sewing machine operators in
Southern California clothing factories. Documents health and
labor law violations. Color, 20 min. Third World Newsreel, 335
W. 38th St., 5th Floor, NY, NY 10018, (212)947-9277. Rental fee
$30.
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Providers of calthC

ALABAMA GRANNY MIDWIVES. (1984). In erviews wi h older Black
Alabama midwives about their work and strategies for helping
birthing mothers. Colot documentary, 10 min., slide/tape or
video only (3/4 or 1/2 "). Traditional Midwives Center
International, P.O. Box 2466, East Orange, NJ 07018,
(201)678-7674, evenings. Rental fee $25.

IN THE WAY OF OUR GRANDMOTHERS. (1982). Interviews wjth 4
midwives and decendants of midwives (of different ethnic ties)
about their practiceu and view of a midwife assisted b r h. Beta
or VHS, color, 26 min. Deborah Susie, 913 Willow Ave.
Tallahassee, FL 32303, (904)222-3470. Rental fee $30.

DAUGHTERS OF TIME. (198)). Follows three American
nurse-)ilidwives to examine three trends in modern midwifery. The
first runs an alternative birth center in a poor, Chicano area of
rural Texas. All three providers are white. 16mm color, 29
min. New Day Films, 22 Riverview Drive, Wayne NJ 07470,
(201)633-0212.

MIDWIFE: WITH WOMAN. Traces the history of midwifery in
America. Interviews with families, nurses and physicians about
alternative childbirth experiences includes black women clients
and providers. 16mm, color, 28 min. Fanlight Productions, 47
Halifax St., Boston, MA 02130, (617)524-0980. Rental fee $45.

TRADITIONAL BIRTHING: MAUDE BRYANT. (1984). Interview with a
Black granny midwife from North Carolina about her life and
midwifery in a rural area. Video only, color, 19 min.
Distribution Department, Health Sciences Consortium, 103 Laurel
Ave., qarrboro, NC 27510, (919)942-8731. Rental fee $40-80.

ALL HY BABIES. (1952). A remarkable midwifery training film
made for the Georgia Departmot of Public health. Focuses on
needs of and care given to poor rural Black women in the south
during the 19500. 16 mm black and white. Available through
Interlibrary loan from tile National. Library of Medicine (Call
numbers WQ160 MP16 No. 1 and HF0929 02NL1). Rental fee $5.
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LA OPERACION. (1982). Deals with the Wholesale promotion of
sterilization as a means of birth and population control in
Puerto Rico since 1937, including l'isence of informed choice.
Ma..es connections between steriliZation, colonialiem and
Multi-national corporations. Available in Spanish or English.
16 mm and video, documentary, ,:olor, 40 min. Cinema Guild 1697
Broadway, NY, NY 100190 (212)245-5522. Rental fee $65.

IT HAPPENS To US. (1972). Made before the Supreme Court made
abortion legal in 1973. Women of various ages, marital,status
and races tell about their illegal abortions, and a physician
explains abortion procedures. The film gives anA.dea of what
happens to women when abortion is illegal. 16mm film, color, 30
min. New Day Films, 22 Riverview Dr. , Wayne, NJ 07470,
(201)633-0212. Rental fee $40.

TRYING TIMES: CRISIS IN FERTILITY. Covers both the technical
and emotional sides of infertility and includes minority women as
clients. 16 mm or video, color, 33 min. Fanlight Productions
47 Halifax St., Boston, MA 02130, (617)524-0980. Rental fee $45.

ABORTION (STORIES FROM NORTH AND SOUTH). A cross cultural survey
across race, class and religious groups showing differences in
practiCe in terms of acCess, danger and secrecy. Some historical
background. 16 mm and video, color, 55 min. The Cinema Guild,
1697 Broadway, NY, NY 10019, (212)246-5522. Rental fee $100.

SICKLE CELL ANEMIA. Scientific information followed by an
interview with a family in which parents were inadvertent
carriers and children are variously affected. 16 mm or video,
color, 22 min. Filmmaker's Library, Inc., 133 E. 58th St., NY, NY
10022, (212)355-6545. Rental fee $50.

THE ULTIMATE TEST ANIMAL. (1985). Documentary examining the
injectible means of Lirth control Dego Provera used extensively
in the Third World and promoter's fight to legalize its use as a
contraceptive in the U.S. Shows women's experiences and activism
to prevent its approval and international use. Raises important
issues regarding both racism and Sexism in health care. Video
only, color, 40 min. Cinema Guild 1697 Broadway, NY NY 10019,
(212)246-5522. Rental fee $55.

SUDDEN CHANGES: POST HYSTERECTOMY SYNDROME. (1986).
Documentary focused on personal interviews with women and
physicians about problems which some women confront after
hysterectomy including lack of desire for sex, vaginal dryness
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discomfort. Sho s alternatives to hysterectomy in som
situations. Video only, color, 29 min. Cinema Guild, 1697
Broadway, NY NY 10019, (212)246-5522. Rental fee $50.

PERSONAL DECISIONS. (1986). Advocates safe abortions for a 1
women. Interviews with women of different races about their
experiences and need for abortion under varied life conditions.
16 mm and video, color, 30 min. Cinema Guild, 1697 Broadway, NY,
NY 10019, (212)246-5522. Rental fee $50.

TAXING CHARGE. (1985). Teenage perspectives on birth control
with an Hispanic physician and severe] teenagers discussing
issues. 16 mm or video, color, 22 min. Fanlight Productions 47
Halifax, Boston, MA 02130, (617)524-0980. Rental fee $50.

CHOOSING CHILDREN: A FILM ABOUT LESBIANS BECOMING PARENTS.
(1985). An intimate look at.issues faced by women of different
races who become parents after coming out as lesbians: new
options, donor insemination, non-biological mothers, biological
fathers, adoption, male role models and homophobia. Study guide
available. 16 mm and 3/4" video, color, 45 min. Cambridge
Documentary Films, Inc., P.O. Box 385, Cambridge MA 02139.
(617)354-3677. Rental fee $65.

BABIES MAKING BABIES. (1978). Story of a 15 year old black
girl/woman's unintended pregnancy. Birth control issues, saying
"no," and need to discuss sexuality are covered. 16 mm and 3/4"
video, color, 21 min. The Black Filmaker Foundation, 80 8th
Ave., Suite 1704, NY, NY 10011, (212)924-1198. Rental fee $75.

IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILDREN. (1977). Interviews with
lesbian mothers and their children. Black and white, middle
class, professional and welfare mothers all discuss their
struggles for child custody. The children discuss their mothers
as lestaans and their own attitudes about sexuality. 16 mm and
video, color, 53 min. Women Make Movies, 225 Lafayette St.,
Suite 212, NY, NY 10012, (212)925-0606. Rental fee $100.

S lf Imege/B dy_Imagis

KILLING US SOFTLYADVERTISINGIS IMAGE OF WOMEN. (1979). This
film analyzes the $40 billion advertising industry aimed at
influencing women's attitudes about their gender, bodies and
self-esteem. Examples of sexist advertising designed to
exploit, manipulate, and degrade women of different races in
different ways. Color, 30 min. Cambridge Documentary Films,
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P.O. Box 385 Cambr dge, Mi 02139, (617)354-3677. Rental fee
$46.

VJ.,o_l.erm9_Agirlst Women

TO LOVE, NONOR AND OBEY. Documentary focusing on the realities
faced by women from varied racial and class backgrounds who have
survived experiences of physical abuse by men. Social, cultural
and psychological issues. 16 mm, color, 60 min, purchase price
$80; Beta/VCR purchase price $85. Third World Newsreel 335 W.
38th St., Sth Floor, NY, NY 10018, (212)947-9277.

SUZANNE, SUZANNE. Three generations of black women recount the
legacy and complexities of domestic violence, drug abuse, and
alcohol addiction in their households. 16 mm, black and white
30 min. Third World Newsreel, 335 W. 38th e't., 5th Floor, NY, NY
10018, (212)947-9277. Rental fee $50.

RAPE CULTURE. (1983). Interviews women and men of color and
whites about attitudes about rape. Includes rape of women and
rape of men in prison. 16 mm and 3/4" video, color, 35 min.
Cambridge Documentary Films, P.O. Box 385, Cambridge MA 02139
(617)354-3677. Rental fee $46 plus shipping.

WHY WOMEN STAY. Documentary examines the complex reasons why
women remain in violent homes and exposes the social structures
that victimize women and contribute to their abuse. 3/4" video,
black and white, 30 min. Women Make Movies, Inc., 225 Lafayette
St., Suite 212, New York, NY 10012, (212)925-0606. Rental fee
$40.

WARING UP TO RAPE. A documentary focused on three women's (2 are
women of color) experiences including social, psychological and
other consequences. Focus on empowering women to cope with rape.
16 mm and Video (3/4" and VHS) color, 30 min. Women Make
Movies, Inc., 225 Lafayette St Suite 212, NY, NY 10012,
(212)925-0606. Rental fee $60.

GIVE IT ALL YOU'VE GOT. Focus on five women of different races
who have taken a self-defense class and used these techniques to
successfully deter an assault. 16 mm or video, color, 16 min.
UCSF Rape Prevention Educational Program, Women's Resource
Center, 1308 Third Ave., San Francisco, CA 94143, (415)476-5222.
Rental fee $20.
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NC NCH CLE NINOHOUSE ON WOMEN OF COLOR AND SOUTHERN WOMEN
CENTER FOR RESEARCH ON WOMEN

The Center for Research on Womee at Me ph
University was founded in 1902 with an initial grant from the F
Foundation. The major objectives of the Center are to conduct,
promote, and advance research on women of color in the United
States and Southern women. To that end we have worked closely
with scholars in these developing fields as well as with faculty
and studont s who need information on these groups of women.

From the beginning, we at the Center have been a are of the
difficultien in locating ioeia1 science and historical mater1ls
on these groups. The interdisciplinary nature of women's studies
complicates the research process for many students, teachers and
scholars. The research process is often further complicated
because materials on women of rolor and Southern women are
frequently located in Journals vod publications which are not
inde8ed in many of the maJor on-line uata bases. To address these
problem% and to aid in locating and disseminating research on
women of color and Southern women, the Center for Research on
,Women developed the Research Clearinghouse.

The Research Clearinghouse on Women of Color and Sou hern
Women is designed te provide scholars, educators, students, policy
makers, and the general public with up-to-date bibliographic and
human resource information en research which focuses on these two
groups of women. This project was initially funded in 1984 by the
U.S. Department of Education's Fund for the improvement of
Postsecondary Education (FIPSE).

The Clearinghouse is a computer-based information retrieval
system. It includes three major files: (1) a "human resource
file" of in4Lywmal usearchers containing such information as
institutional affiliation, areas of research interests, published
and unpublished work, etc.; (2) an indexed file of fell
bibliograph_ic ei_tations for works focusing on these groups of
women; and (3) a thesaurus type vocabulary of keyword descriptors
to enhance the utility of the system.

The Clearinghouse co ers social science research produced
since 1975 in the fields of sociology, anthropology, economics,
political science, history, women's studies, ethnic studies,
social psychology and education. The Center collects information
on research from a variety of sources including individual
researchers, organizations (e.g., ethnic and women's studies
centers), bibliographies, and so forth. The data base currently
contains 2,500+ up-to-date references to books, Journal articles,
chapters in books, unpublished works (including doctoral
dissertations) and non-print materials.
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Until now, ther6 han been no centralized data base of
information on women of color and Southern women. Although
placement on these groups has been incorporated into some existing
data bases, they tend to be limited in any of the following ways:
they are restricted to information in certain disciplines; lack
information about unpublished or in-progress work; are organized
so that information in not retrievable by race, class, gender and
region; or contain limited references about research, and no
information about researchers working in these areas.

The Research Clearinghouse defines women of color to
include Native American Indians; Afro-Americans (West Indian
Americans, African immigrants to the United -States, etc.); Latinas
(Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, Cubans, and other women of Latin
origin); Asian Americans (Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Thai, and
other women of Asian origin); and Pacific Islanders (Filipinas,
Hawaiians, Tongans, etc.). Southern women include wemen from
Washington, DC and from the following states: Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and
West Virginia.

In addition to identifying citations from recently
published books, leading journals, and many publications not
routinely covered by other bibliographic services, a National
Advisory Board of over twenty social scientists and historians
monitor the new research in their fields and recommend entries for
the data base. Each reference in the data base is indexed by up
to eight keyword descriptors according to terms employed by the
National Council for Research an Women's The Women's_Index, a
women's studies thesaurus. This thesaurus was developed as a
collaborative project of women's research centers across the
nation including our Center.

In c nJunction with the Research Clearinghouse, the
Curriculum Integration Project focuses on disseminating
information to Memphis and Mid South area college faculty as well
as other faculty across the nation. This is aCcomplished with the
monthly "Seminar on Women in the Curriculum", which is held
throughout the academic year. At the end of May, the project
hosts the "Annual Workshop on Women in the Curriculum", a 3-day
event which demonstrates the Research Clearinghouse data base;
provides teachers, faculty and administrators with the opportunity
to revise course(s) either being taught or created; and introduces
innovative resourcas for classroom use (e.g., films, visual aids,
etc.). The Clearinghouse has recently published the keynote
addresses from the 19BS and 1986 Workshops, which are now
available for purchase.

For information on Clearinghouse resources, requesting a
search, becoming a part of the human resource file, or curriculum
workshops, call or write the Research Cle4ringhouse, c/o Center
for Research on Women, at the address above.
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RESEARCH CLEARINGHOUSE

NAME

INSTITU 'ION

ADDRESS

CITY

OME TELEPHONE

ME PHIS STATE UNIVERSITY
SEARCH REQUEST FORM

STATE

wukr TELEPHONE

Z I P

DO YOU WANT THE SEARCH ( MAILCD TO YOU, OR ( 1 WILL YOU PICK
IT UP? IF IT IS TO BE PICKED UP, WHO WILL PICV IT UP AND WHEN?

DESCRIPTION OF YOUR SEARCH TOPIC% BE AS SPECIFIC AS POSSIBLE.

FILES TO. OgAEARctigo: CHECK FOR ALL FILES C , OR SPECIFY BELOW:

HUMAN RESOURCE FILE
CHAPTERS IN A BOOK
UNPUBLISHED WORKS

BOOKS ( )

PUBLISHED ARTICLES ( )

NONPRINT MATERIALS ( )

HwmaN RgRousgq5.4x owy: CHECK REGIONS FOR RESEARCHER'S LOCATION.
REGIONS CORRESPOND TO THOSE OUTLINED BY U.S. CENSUS BUREAU.

( ) ALL REGIONS NEW ENGLAND ( )

) MID.ATLANTIC SOUTH ATLANTIC ( )

EAST NORTH CENTRAL EAST SOUTH CENTRAL (

) WEST NORTH CENTRAL WEST SOUTH CENTRAL ( )

) MOUNTAIN PACIFIC ( )

RuimpAINN Da:mg: COVERAGE PROVIDED FROM 1975 TO THE PRESENT;
SOME FILES MIGHT CONTAIN EARLIER YEARS.

( ) SEARCH ALL YEARS, OR SPECIFY YEARS

eyTkpiLpEAnkp LIST AUTHORS COMPLETE NAMES (ALL FILES SEARCHED).

1 .

2.

3.

4.

KpuEpywisft COMPLETE FRONT.BIDE.OF_S-EARCH_REQUEST F R NLV
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RRQuEsToRss_compi-M.FRONT_EIME.of_sEAH peouesT. r.oRm oNLY.

FOR.OFFICE USE ONLY

RECEIVED SEARCHED MAILED

RESULTS COST 4_ SEARCHER

NOTES:

THIS SPACE PROVIDED AS A SEARCHERS WORKSHEET

PEOUERTPRPL OPtuls-ETE_FRONT SISS_Of SEARCH REQUEST FOR.

_

NLy.



Na mc

CLEARINGhOUSE DATA FORM
(Please Prni or Type)

Address (II): --
St City

Telephone: (

Addre W):
Street

Telephone: (

A

Posi ion

City

Race/ Ethnicity (Optional

kip

Please check the box if you do not wish to have your phone numbers or home ad
to users of the Clearinghouse.

The Research Clearinghouse is a computer based resource which contains complete citations to
published and unpublished works; descriptions of ongoing research projects and where to contact
researchers. It is limited to social science research (including history) on women of color and
Southern women that has been published in the last 10 years or is in progress.

Please list your areas of interest which are relevant to our Clearinghouse by using keywords and
phrases.

vailable

1

2.

3. 6

In the space below, please provide a brief descriptive paragraph about your ongoing research projects
and other reiearch interests. Wherever applicable, use the keywords you supplied above.

Ongoing Research: (Here describe your research in progress and please provide a tentative title for
each project.)

Oiltcr Research hire



Plea e supply us wit la summary vita or a list oli,ll relevant published or unpuhlithtd w rks which
124 we may add to our Clearinghouse data base. (Please feel frcc to send us copiooty(wirne works (or

Center use only.)

Return to: Center for Research on Women
Clement Hall - Room 339
Memphis State University
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Memphis. Tennessee 33152 PS 9
- - - An Equal Opportunky/Affirmative Acdon Un'
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HEAX/th 11LD HWANG

SECT' aON INTRoDUC 0

In this section. wo ha-varies attempted 1-to provide both besiQ
res=urces and 1'es:sou ts=iareas which ilhave generally been
unde =developed in w e t0 pelmealth studielets. The listings of
key rganization 8QUrc ilet=8 and the inaor journals
pubi i_shing work On Won, jlemealth and hee-=- ling are basic
roso-urces with oUrrentaddpsoesnos and in=forreation.

The BIBLIOGRAPRI AND if3ESOURCES ON zURAL WOMEN'S HEA
IN DMIE U.S. should pxovide =ore reading and audio-visualmate=ials on an undezdeveled area for curricularinteration at all pot-seoc=4ndary lcve1 While materiaisin tlinis area remain scent, elf urther work is currently beingdone

Another exciting new te=ea of soholirship salient to
womex-i 's health studiee has b=ieen called squat:omen in/and science
or gnder and scienc e. ouv bib1iography7 of this growing
fie1 t=1. includes basic workta xpublished to date and is
focused on edited Volumes wilLth articles related to womenIs
healh issues. Host if nOV all of thessm works ask new
episemological questions obc=iout the sociLal construction of
knowMedge in the scieuoes, especially thcle life sciences,

are important to intteg-tgrate into wc=men's health
studA%es.

Given our goal of eti Iti=lating ourri_cular integration,
this volume would hot have ht=een completem without resources
to ad this cause. 'Shoes thraterested can= use our short
bibl&.ography to locate furthisserreferencs

We have provided a salzys cription fo u for NURSING SCAN-
WOMEtsili' ' S HEALTH published by the Women's Health Exchange at
the chool. of Nursing, thlive:ereity of at Chicago.
This quarterly anhotated 1,t,b aaiography rsopemitors the major
nursi_ng journals, telniniet 0.-zcholarly jou.rnals and medical
jourmals and lists ell arttc,=lee publish:-...d on women's health
topi=s. The range Oe jellno..r..le examined includes HEALTH CA115
FOR WOMEN INTERNATZOVAIJ, VlEMRICAN JOURNAL OF PUBLIC HEALTH,
SIGfl, and the NEW EIRAHO A.filk-CURNAL OF Mar,ZDICINE.

Mast we include order f&-orms for our other curricular
devel_opment materials in Vomi:enle health studies. See theIntro.cluction to this vol4r14 z for a full dewescription.
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Y ORGANIZATIONS A D RESOURCES IN WOMEN HEALTH AND HEALING

The following list is focused on organizations and
resources which address women's health issues from more
scholarly than activist perspectives. The Boston Women s
Health Book Collective's THE NEW OUR BODIES, OURSELVES
(Simon and Schuster, 1984) offers excellent listings of
activist groups focused on a wide range of issues. Many of
the following organizations have newsletters or other
publications which would be of curricular assistance. For
faculty attempting to develop resources in women's health,
we strongly recommend that you send a form letter to each of
these groups requesting a list of current publications.
Such materials can be invaluable for both student research
projects and faculty curriculum development.

Alan Guttmacher Institute
515 Madison Avenue
New York' NY 10022
(publications on family planning top es)

Boston Women's Health Collective
P.O. Box 192
Somerville, MA 02144

Disabled Women's International
c/o Janne Sander, Knudsen,
Gadekaervej 28, 2.th, 2500
Valby, Copenhagen
Denmark

International Childbirth Education Association
P.O. Box 20048
Minneapolis, MN 55420

Health Research Group
2000 P St., N.W. (#2]
washington, D.C. 20036

International Confederation of Midwives
57 Lower Belgrave St.
London, England

Mari Spehar Health Educati n Pro ect
P.O. Box 545
Fayetteville, AR 72701

National Abortion Rights Action League
825 15th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20025
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National Center oducation i, Maternal and Child Health
3520 Prospect St.,
Washington, D.C. 2007
(202) 625-8400

National Health LEWmgram
2639 LaCienega BlVdi
Los Angeles, CA 9004

National Midwivgrq /tom ation
Women's LegislatiV0orvIce
324 C St., S.E.
Washington, D.C. 2003

National Organizationof Adolesce
820 Davis St.
Evanston, IL 60201

National Organizat&øn for Women
425 13th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004

National Perinatal Associat
1311A Dolly MaditIon
McLean, VA 22101
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Pregnancy and Parenting

National Women's HeahhNetwo k
224 7th St., S.5,
Washington, D.C. 2003
[offers a wide vatietycf publioaions in women's health]

Project on the Statueand EdUcattamn of Women
Association of AzeriOnColleges
1818 R St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2009
[offers listings of uinority wo gma's organizations and
programs and of centers of re5earc=11 on women as well as
special focus ma erials, e.g. sexa-tal harassment on campus]

Religious CoalitiOn brAbortion tights
100 Maryland Avenue,N,E.
Washington, D.C. 2000

Sex Information and education CoUn..-cil of the U.S. SIECUS)
84 Fifth Ave. saitem
New York, NY 10011
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Society for Menstrual Cycle Research
c/o Dr. Barbara Sommer
Department of Psychology
University of California, Davis
Davis, CA 95616

Women and Health Roundtable
Federation of Organizations for Professional Women
2000 P St., N.W. Suite 403
Washington, D.C. 20037

Women's Equity Action League
Educational and Legal Defense Fund
733 15th St., N.W. Suite 200
Washington, D.C. 20006

Women's Legislat ve Service
324 C St., S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003

Women's Occupational Health Resource Center
Columbia University
School of Public Health
60 Haven Ave. (B1(
New York, NY 10032
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JOURNALS_ IN wOMEN HEALTH AND HEALI G

All of the following journals publish materials in women,
health and healing and sevoral specialize in WOMan's health
topics. Faculty should roqueOt that those most pertinent be
acquired by your univerGity library.

FEMINIST ISSUES
Transaction, Inc., Dept. 8200
Rutgers--The State Unive sity
ew Brunswick, NJ 08903

FEMINIST STUDIES
C/O Womon's Studies Program
Univrsity of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742

FEMINIST TEACHER
Ballantine 442
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47405

FRONTIERS
Woments StUdies Program
University Of Colorado
Boulder, CO 80309

GENDER AND SOCIETY
Sage Publications
275 South Beverly Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

HEALTH CARE FOR WOMEN INTERNATIONAL
Hemisphere PUblishing Corp.
1010 Vermont Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

RADICAL TEACHER
P.O. Box 102, Kendall Square Post Office
Cambridge, MA 02142

SAGE: A SCHOLARLY JOURNAL ON BLACK WOMEN
P.O. BoX 42741
Atlanta, GA 30311-0741

SCIENCE FOR THE PEOPLE
897 Main St.
Cambridge, MA 02139
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SIGNS: A JoURNAL OF Wo
University of Chicago
P.O. Box 37005
Chicago, IL 60637

WOMEN AND HEALTH
Haworth Preup
28 E. 22nd St.
New York, NY 10010

WOMEN AND THERAPY
Haworth Press
28 E. 22nd St.
New York, NY 10010

EN IN CULTURE AND SOC: TY
roes

WOMEN'S REVIEW OF BOOKS
Dept. 1/Women's Review
Wellesley College Center for Research on Women
Wellesley, MA 02181-8255

WOMEN'S STUDIES: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY JOURNAL
Gordon and Breach Pubs.
50 West 23rd St.
New York, NY 10010

WOMEN'S STUDIES INTERNATIONAL FORUM
Pregamon Press
Maxwell House, Fairview Park
Elmsford, NY 10523

WOMEN'S STUDIES QUARTERLY
THE FEMINIST PRESS
City University of New York
311 E. 94th St.
New York, NY 10028



BIBLIOGRAPHY AND RESOURCES ON RURAL WOMEN'S HEA TH IN THE U.S.

Compil d by Pa Hanson, Dorothy Batten eld & Adele Clarke

An underdeveloped area in women's health studies has long
been the health issues of rural women. This bibliography
and resources listing Should enable faculty to include rural
perspectives on women's health in the curriculum, either as
autonomous units or within specific health issues.

Ah arn, M.C. Health Ca e in Rural America. U.S. Departm nt
of Agriculture, Bulletin 0 428, Washington, D.C. 20250,
1979.

Baker, Deborah. The Class Factor: Mountain Women speak Out
On Women's Health. In Claudia Dreifus (Ed.) Seizing
our Bodies: The Politics ,f Women's Health. New York:
Vintage/ Random House, 1977:.13-234.

Battenfeld, D., E. Clyft, and R. Zraubarth (Eds.) Patt rns
for Clangs: Rural Women Organizing for Health.
National Women's Health Network, Washington, D.C. 1981.

Barton, S., D.W. Coombs, and R. Moore. Urban-Rural Suicide
Differentials in Alabama in 1967-1975. Alabama Journal
of Medical Sciences 14(1977):306-315.

Berkowitz A. and D. Hedlund. Psyclgological Stress and Role
Congruence in Farm Families. Cornell Journal of Social
Relations 14(1979)47-58.

Berry, Wendell. The Unsettling of America. Jackson, CA:
Sierra Pub. Co., 1977.

Be cher-Donnely, L. and L. Smith. The Changing Roles and
Status of Rural Women. In R. Coward and W. Smith
(Eds.) The Family in Rural Society. Boulder: Westview
Press 1981.

Bigbee, J.L. Rural-Urban Differences in Hardiness Stress
and Illness Among Women. Unpublished disseriation:
University of Texas at Austin, 1985.

Big ee, J.L. The Changing Role of Rural Women: Nursing and
Health Implications. Health Care for Women
International 5(1984) :307-322.

Special Issue: Rural Health Needs, Programs and Services.
Biosciences Communications 4(1)1978.

Davenport and J. The Rural Rape Crisis Cen r: A Model.
Human Services In the Rural Environment 1 (1) 1979.
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D'Ercole, A.J. r. Arthur J. Caine and B. Barrentine.
Insecticide Exposure of Mothers and Newborns in a Rural
Agricultural Area. Pediatrics 57(6)1976:869-873.

Easteilin, R.A. Factors in the Decline of Farm Family
Fertility in the U.S.: Some Preliminary Research
Results. Journal of American History 63(1976):600-614.

Flax, J.W. et al. Mental Health and Rural America: An
Overview. Community Mental Health Review 3(1978):1-15.

Flora, C. and S. Johnson. Discarding the Distaff: New Roles
for Rural Women. In T. Ford (Ed.) Rural U.S.A.:
Persistence and Change. Ames: Iowa State University
Press, 1978.

Fin Deborah. Rural Women ana Family in Iowa.
International Journal of Women's Studies Jan./Feb.
1984:57-69.

Haney, W.G. Wo en. In D.A. Dillman and D.J. Hobbs (Eds.)
Rural Socie y in the U.S.: Issues for zhe 1980s.
Boulder: Westview Press, 1982:124-135.

n, H. and N. Ferguson. The Cost of Maternity care in
Rural Hospitals. Journal of the American Medical
Association 240(19)1970:2051-2052.

Hill C.E. Black Healing Practices in the Rural South.
Journal of Popular Culture, 1972.

Hoffrnaster, J.E. Rural Maternity Services: Community Health
Nurse Providers. Journal of Community Health Nursing
3(1)1986:25-33.

Jensen, J. Native American Women and Agriculture: A Case
Study. Sex Roles 3(1977):423-441.

Kahn, Kathy. Hillbilly Women. New York: Avon, 1972.

Lichty, S. and A. Zuvekas. Rural Health: Policies ress
and Challenges. Urban Health 9(7)1980.

Mil er, M.X. Health and Medical Care. In D.A. Dillman and
D.J. Hobbs (Eds.) Rural Society in the U.S.: Issues
for the 1980s. Boulder: Westview Press, 1982:216-223.

MUlligan, J.E. Pregnant Americans, 1918-1947: Some Public
Policy Notes on Rural and Military Wives. Women and
Health 5(4) 1980:23-38.
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Navarro, Vincente. He lth and Medicine in the Rural U.S.:
ts Political and Economic Determinants. In his
Medicine Under Capitalism. New York: Prodist,
1976:67-81.

Padfield, M. Comparative Effects of Two Counseling
Approaches on Intensity of Depression Among Rural Women
of Low Socioeconomic Status. Journal of Counseling
Psychology 23(1976) :209-214.

Seims, S. Abortion Availability in the U.S. Family
Planning Perspectives 12(2) 1980.

Shako, Arlene. Rural Life: Romance versus Reality.
Catholic Rural Life Sept., 1984.

Shako, Arlene. Farm and Rural Stress. Psychiatric
Outpatient. 1982.

Slesinger, D.P. Racial Residential Differences in
Preventive Medical Care for Infants in Low Income
Populations. Rural Sociology 45(1) 1980:69-70.

S edley, Agnes Daughter of the Earth. New York: Th
Feminist Press, 1973.

Spruill, Julia Cherry. Women's Life and Work in the
Southern Colonies. New York: W.W. Norton, 1972
(reprint of 1938).

Walters-Bugbee, C. "And None of Them Le t-Handed":
from Plains. Southern Exposure 5(1):4.

W.E.E.A. PUblishing Center. A Common World: Courses in
Women's Studies for Rural and Urban Communities. 1982.
Available from W.E.E.A. Publishing Center, Education
Development Center, 55 Chapel St. , Newton, MA 02160.
[800-225-3088].

Zeidenstein, S. Learning About Rural Women. Studie- in
Family Planning 10(11-12)1979.
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AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS ON RUDA', IVES ND HEALTH

ALL MY BABIES (1952)
A remarkable midwifery training film made for the Georgia
Department of Public Health. Focus on needo of and care
given to poor Black pregnant women in rural areas. 16mm,
black and white. Available through interlibrary loan from
the National Library of Medicine (Call numbera WQ160 MP16
No. 1 and HF0929 02NL)4) 8600 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD
20894. 301-496-5511. Rental fee $5.

COAL MINING WOMEN (1982)
Portrays the work and occupation health issues confronted by
women employed as coal miners large,y in Appalachia. 40
minutes, rental cost is $70 plus $5 shipping. Available
from Appalshop Films/Videos. Box 743, Whitesburg, KY 41858.
800-545-SHOP.

FIVE CONVERSATIONS ABOUT VIOLENCE (Headwaters Television)
Focus on family and other violence in rural situations. 30
minutes, available for sale only at $150. From Appalshop
Films/Video. Box 743, Whitesburg, KY 41858. 800-545-SHOP.

FRONTIER NURSING SERVICE (1984)
ExaL:nes an earlier era of this pioneer service in nurse
midwifery in Kentucky. Available from Appalshop Films, Box
743 Whitesberg, Kentucky 41858. 800-545-SHOP/606-633-0108.

LA CHICANA
Offers an historical overview of Chicane women's lives and
work in America to the present, including extensive coverage
of rural life. 22 minutes. Available from Ruiz
Productions P.O. Box 27788, Los Angeles, CA 90027.

STRANGERS AND KIN: A HISTORY OF THE HILLBILLY IMAGE (1984)
An in-depth look at the myths and realities of hillbilly
life historically and today. 58 minutes. Available from
Appalshop Films, Box 7430 Whitesburg, Kentucky 41858.
800-545-SHOP.

A number of films/vidtos on. rural themes are widely
available on VHS and BETA for rental at video franchises:

COUNTRY COAL MINER'S DAUGHTER
HARLAN COUNTY, U.S.A. PLACES IN THE HEART
RESURRECTION

SEE ALSO Audiovisual Resources on Minority Women's Health,
especiallythe Section on providers of health care. Several
of thede films deal with rural midwives and other providers
of varied ethnic backgrounds.



ORGANIZAT ONS CONCERNED WITH RURAL WQMEN'S HEALTH

NATIONAL HEALTH LAW PROGRAM
2639 South LA Cienega Blvd.
Lost AngeIeS, CA 90034

NATIONAL RURAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
publishes Rural Health Care Newel
2220 Holmes St.
Kansas City, Missouri 64108
also publishes Journal of Rural Heal h
c/o The Center for Rural Studies
448 Waterman Hall
University of Vermont
Burlington, VT 05405-0160

NATIONAL WOMEN'S HEALTH NETWORK
224 Seventh St. S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003
Committee on Rural Women's Health
C/O Maureen Flannery
Rt. 75, Box 11870
Hindman, Kentucky 41822

RURAL AMERICAN WOMEN
1522 K St. Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20005
202-785-0634

WOMEN OF ALL RED NATIONS
Box 2508
Radpid City, South Dakota 57709
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BASIC_BIBLIOGRAPH ON WOMEN. SCIENCE AND HEALTH _ISSUES

Compiled by Adele Clarke

n recent years a new field of scholarship has ecerged. fe inist
sc once studio*, which has much to offer us in
a y of the contributors are biologically and/or medically
r ined and all bring a host of important questions to beer upon

the nature of biomedical theory, the organization of research,
research agendas and medical practice. The questions they rei
are fundamental to deepening oUr understanding of basic problems
in women's health. The epiatemologies of health, illnesa,
medicine end biology are challenged in ways which deserve our
serious attention. This core bibiiogrephy can serve both a* the
basis for library acquisitions and the development of new
courses, lectures end other types of curricular development which
can direct women'a health studies in innovative directions.

omen's health.

Arditti, Rita, Renate Duelli K1
Test-Tube Women: What Future fo
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1984.

n and Shelley Minden (Eds.)
Motherhood? Boston: Pandora/

Bleier, Ruth. Science and Gender: A Critique of Biology and Its
Theories on Women. New York: Parg a n Press, 1984.

Bleier, Ruth (Ed.) F miniat Approaches to Sc -nce. New York:
Pergamon Press, 1986.

Bordo, Susan. The Cartesi n Maculinization of Thought. S -na
11(3)1986:439-456.

Brighton Women and Science Group (Lynda Birke, Wendy Faulkner,
Sandy Beat, Dierdre Janson-Smith and Kathy Ove field). Alice
Through the Microscope: The Power of Science Over Women's Lives.
London: Virago Press, 1980.

Clarke, Adele. Emergence f the Reproductive Raeeerch Enterprise:
A Sociology of Biological, Medical and Agricultural Science in
the U.S., c1910-1940. Unpublished dissertation, U.C., San
Francisco, 1985. University Microfilms # DAO 58785.

Fee, Elizab th. Women's Nature and Scientific Objectivity. In
Marian Lowe and Ruth Hubbard (Eds.) Woman's Nature:
Rationalizations of Inequality. New York: Pergamon Press, 1983.

Fee, Elizabeth (Ed.) Women and Health: The Politics of Sex in
Medicine. Farmingdale, NY: Baywood Press, 1983.

Goodman, Madeleine J. and,Lenn-Evan Goodman. Is Th_
iology? International Journel of_ Women's Studies

4(4)1981:3937413.

Femin ic

.Gornick. Vivian.Womenin ScienceI Portraits from a World in
Treneiti Simonand Schuster, 1984.
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Haraway, Donna. In tho Bogining Was the Word : The Genesis of
Biological Theory. Signs 6(3)1981:469-81.

Haraway0 Donna. Animal Sociology and a Natural Economy o the
Body Politic, Part I: A Political Physiology of Dominance, and
Part II: The Past is the Contested Zone: Human Nature end
Theories of Production and Reproduction in Primate Behavior
Studies. Signe 4(1)1978:21-60.

Harding, Sandra, The Science Quest
Cornell University Press, 1986.

Fominiam. I h

Harding, Sandra and Merrill B. Hintikka (Eds.) Diacov ring
Reality: Feminist Perspectives on Epistemology, Metap ysics
Methodology and the Philosophy of Science. Boston: Kluwer, 1983.

Hrdy, Sarah Blaffer. The Woman that Never Evolved. Cambridge:
Harva d University Press, 1981.

Hubbard, Ruth, Mary Sue Henifin and Barbara Freid (Eds.)
Biological Woman: The Convenient Myth. Cambridge MA: Schenkman,
1982. (Containa a mcoor bibliography.)

Hubbard, Ruth and Marion Lowe (Eds.) Genes and Gender II:
Pitfalla in Research on Sex and Gender. New York: Gordian Press,
1979.

HYPATIA: A Journal of Feminist Philosophy
issue on women and science.

Keller. Evelyn Fox. Gender and ScIence.
Contemporary Science 1(1978):409-33.

planning a special

Psychoanalysis and

n sm: The Life and
.H. Freeman, 1983.

Keller Evelyn Fox. A Feeling for the Or
Work of Barbara McC1 ntock. San Francisco:

Kell r, Evelyn Fox. Feminism and Science. Signs
7(3)1982:589-602.

Keller, Evelyn Fox. Reflec i_ns on Gender an
Haven: Yale University Press, 1985.

Science! New

Lowe, Marian and Ruth Hubbard (Ed..) Woman's Nature:
Rationalizations of Inequality. New York: Pergamon Pres

Longino. Helen and Ruth Doell. Body, Bias and
Comparative Analysis of Reasoning in Two Area.
Science. Signs 9(2)1983:206-227.

McGaw,
Review.

1983.

Behavior: A
of Biological

th. Woman and the History of Amer c n Techno
gne 7(4 )19a21798--$28.

March nt, Carolyn. ousnesi
73(1982)3987409.
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Merchant. Carolyn. The Death of Nature: Women, Ecology and the
Scientific Revolution. San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1980.

Newman, Louise Michelle (Ed.) Men's idea W men's R a ties:
Popular Science, 1870-1915. New York: Per anon Press,

Hilary. Hand, Br in and Heart: A Feminiat Epistemology
for the Natural Soiencea. Sigma 9(1)1983:73-90.

Rosser, Sue. Teaching Science and H alth from a Fem nist
Perspective: A Practical Guide. N w York: Pergamon, 1986.

Roesiter, Margaret W. Women Scientists in America:
Strategies to 1940. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Univer
1982.

trugg es a d
ity Press,

Rothschild, Joan (Ed.) Machina Ex Dee: Femini t Perspectives in
Technology. New York: Pergamon, 1983.

Rothschild, Joan. Teaching Technology from a Feminist
Perspective: A Practical Guide. New York: Pergamon, 1986.

Sapiro, Virginia (Ed.) Women, Biology and Public Policy.
Beverly Hills: Sage, 1985.

Special Issue: Women. Science and Society. S gns 4(1)1978.

Tobach, Ethel and B tty Rosoff (Eds.) Genes and Gender III:
Genetic Determinism and Children. NY: Gordian Press, 1960.

ZImmerman, Jan. The Technologica Wom n: Interfacing with
Tomorrow. New York: Praeger, 1983
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SHORT BIBLIOGRAPHY ON CURRICULAR INTEGRATIO14

Compiled by Adele Clarke and Virginia (Mason

This short bibliography includes a variety of topics in
curricular integration. It is not limited to health issues
or integrating minority perspectives because effective
strategies for curricular development in women, health and
healing may be gleaned from diverse sources. Women's
studies sources are particularly helpful, and the WOMEN'S
STUDIES QUARTERLY regularly publishes pedagogical materials
which are directly relevant to teaching women's health.

Banfield, Beryl. The Total Approach: Integrating the
History of African Americans and Women into the
Curriculum. $2.25 from the Race Desegregation
Assistance Center, Metropolitan Center for Educat o-al
Research and Development, New York University, New
York, NY 10003.

Banner, Lois. The Princeton Project on Women in the
College Curriculum. 308 West College, Princeton
Univ rsity, Princeton, NJ 08540.

Bogart, Karen. Toward Equity: An Acation Manual for Women
in Academe. Washington, D.C.: Association of American
Colleges, 1984.

Boxer, Marilyn J. For and About Women: The Theory and
Practice of Women's Studies in the United States.
SIGNS 7(3)1982:661-695.

Bunch, C. and S. Pollack. Learning Our Way: Essays in
Feminist Education. ,Trumansburgl NY: The Crossing
Press, 1903. Feminist

Chapman, Anne. -Feminist Resources for Schools and
'College's: A Guide to Curricular.Materials. Third
Edition. Old Westbury: The Feminist Press, 1985.

Chew, Martha. A Survival Course for Women Entering a Male-
Dominated Profession: Women's Studies at the
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Allied Health
Sciences. Women's Studies Quarterly 10(2) 1982:19-21.

Collins, Patricia Hill and Margaret Anderson (Eds.) An
Inclusive Curriculum: Race, Class and Gender in
Sociological Instruction. Available Fall, 1987 from
the Teaching Resources Center, American Sociological
Association, 1722 N St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Cruikshank, Margaret (Ed.) Lesbian Studies: Present and
Future. Old Westbury, NY: The Feminist Press 1982.
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Fritsche, joAnn M. Toward Excellence and Equity: The
Scholarship on Women am a Catalyst for Change in the
University. Orono: The University of Maine Press,
1984.

Hull, Gloria T., Patricia Boll Scott and Barbara Smith
(Eds.) But Some of Us Are Brave: Black Women's Studies.
Old Westbury, NY: The Feminist Press, 1982.

McIntosh, Peggy. Interactive Phases of Curricular
Re-Vision: A Feminist Perspective. Working Paper #124.
Center for Research on Women. Wellesley College,
Wellesley, MA 02181.

Multicultural Women's Studies: Special Issue [7 a icles].
Radical Teacher #27(1984):1-27.

Rosser, Sue V. Teaching Science and Health from a Feminist
Perspectiv A Practical Guide. NY: Pergamon Press,
1986.

Schmitz, Betty. Integrating Women's Studies into the
Curriculum: A Guide and Bibliography. Old Westbury,
NY: The Feminist Press, 1985.

Schuster, M. and S. Van Dyne. Placing Women in the Liberal
Arts: Stages of Curriculum Transformation. Harvard
Educational Review 54(4) 1984:413-428.

Smith, Beverly. Black Women's Health: Notes for a Course.
In Gloria Hall, Patricia Bell Scott and 3obara Smith
(Eds.) But Some of Us Were Brave: Blacx Women's
Studies. Old Westbury, NY: The Feminist Press, 1982.

Teaching About Sex, Sexuality and Reproduction: Spec al
Feature (8 articles and several syllabi]. Women s
Studies Quarterly 12(4) Winter, 1984:2-35.

Teaching About Women, Race and Culture: special Feature [20
articles and several syllabi]. Women's Studies
Quarterly 14(1/2) Spring/Summer, 1986:2-58.

Teaching About Women and Violence: Special Feature (7
articles and several syllabi]. Women's Studies
Quarterly 13(3/4) Fall/Winter, 1985:2-34.

Transforming The Traditional Curriculum: Special Feature
(6 articles ). Women's Studies Quarterly X(1)Spring,
1982:19-34.
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WOMEN, FIEALTI-1 AND HEALING PROGRAM
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND IJELIAVIORAL SCIENCES

lNiW CURRICULAR MATERIALS
IN WOMEN'S HEALTH

bibIiogiaplies, ,yllabi and teaching rnateria . now ava . for flr.IdfJate and
tuacl,irig and research in social science, health education and women's st
a appropriate for instruction in community colleges, universities NO ir hoots

prole 5ions,

MINORITY WOMEN, HEALTH AND HEALING IN THE
U.S.: SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY & RESOURCES

bibliography on health issILICS of minority women, it includes sections on Black, Hispanic,
American and Asian women. Topics include overviews, history, health status, health

utilization, policy, reproduction, sexuality, maternal and child health, mental
women as providers of health care, comparative and reference works.

SET ON WOMEN, HEALTH AND HEALING: 15 COURSES
emphasize social science perspectives on women's health. Courses include lower and

introductions and graduate instruction in health education, historNhealth policy,
issues;social theory, poverty and women's health policy, quantitative research methods,

women's health, minority women's health and life cycle perspectives.

TEACHING MATERIALS ON WOMEN, HEALTH AND HEALING
articles focus on developing courses appropriate to varied institutions, integrating minority

health issues into diverse curricula, teaching sensitive policy issues and pedagogical

curricular materials were developed by Virginia Olesen, Ade e Clarke, and Patricia Anderson
with Sheryl Ruzek of Temple University. Support was provided by the Fund for

of Post-Secondary Education (DOE), the Department of Social and Behavioral
and the School of Nursing (UCSF).

EDUCATION IN WOMEN, HEALTH AND HEALING AT UCSF
Program in Sociology, UCSF, offers a track in women, health and healing

students. Information may be obtained from Susan Benner, Graduate
in Sociology, Department of Social & Behavioral Sciences, School of Nursing,
University of California, San Francisco, CA 94143, (415) 476-3047.
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